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Dear Alumni, Parents and Friends,
I t is difficult for me to imagine a more exciting time to take thehelm at Bridgewater State College. Our campus is growing andimproving, our faculty, students and staff are each committing
themselves to the cause of excellence, and our alumni are championing
that excellence in the communities around us.
To put it simply, BSC is a college on the move.
To say that the first four months of my presidency have been a whirl-
wind is an understatement: We opened three new buildings, witnessed
a record turnout at Senior Convocation, and took part in what was, by
all accounts, a stirring and memorable inaugural celebration.
I have profound feelings of gratitude and appreciation for each of you.
As I noted in my inaugural address, you are the men and women who
constitute the core of our excellence, the people who each day deliver
on the promise of quality, and the ones who continue to make us
proud. And you are also the community that has personally guided and
inspired me throughout my journey to the presidency.
Just as the past decade was one of tremendous growth for the infra-
structure of our college, I am confident that this new era will be
remembered for the remarkable advancement of our people. As we
embark upon the journey of excellence, my very first responsibility is
to strengthen the bonds of our Bridgewater State College family.
This philosophy means we must pay immediate attention to our faculty,
ensuring that our professors and instructors have access to every tool
and resource we can uncover, while making certain that we are foster-
ing the kind of academic environment that rewards outstanding
research and teaching. Moreover, we must find innovative ways to
energize our students and connect them to the expanding network of
new ideas and novel ways of thinking generated by our professors and
instructors.
Together, we will create an environment which applauds the persever-
ance and passions demonstrated by all of our family members - our
alumni, our staff, our students and our faculty. Each and every one of
you has an open invitation to join with us as we chart our course for
the future.





A 'Native Son' Comes
'Not To Be Ministered Unto,
But To Minister'
r:::: "Today is about continuing
;£ Bridgewater's journey
5; toward excellence ... it is
~ for each and every one of you that 1
~ now dedicate myself to the cause of
"':l championing the advancement of.~
<::! Bridgewater State College."
~ To the cheers of more than a
~ thousand people gathered in the new
?\ Adrian Tinsley Center on Oct. 18, Dr.
Dana Mohler-Faria used those words;£
o in his inaugural address to chart his1:~ plans as Bridgewater State College's
Cl:::; 11 th president - the nrst person of
'"
.8 color to hold that position and the
;::
<::! second Cape Verdean in the entire
V)
.~ nation to become president of an
~ institution of higher learning.
.5' The inaugural ceremony provided
President Mohler-Faria with an oppor-
tunity to outline publicly the chief
objectives of his new administration.
Achieving excellence, he said, rep-
resents a goal, "that is not the cre-
ation of one man" but, rather, he
emphasized, "the product of count-
less conversations and discussions
we've had at this college over the
past 11 years. Together we have for-
mulated this vision, and together we
will carry it out."
Because he is a 30-year veteran
of public higher education in
Massachusetts - and the nrst presi-
dent of Bridgewater State College in
half a century to rise to that position
from within the college's ranks (he
came to BSC in 1991 as vice president
for administration and nnance] - he
could speak from personal experi-
ence about the quality of the
institution and its people.
"Bridgewater State College has
come a long way - not just as mea-
sured over the past century," he said,
"but, in fact, over the past decade.
We've transformed ourselves from
that small, struggling public school
on the South Shore to the flagship of
the state college system."
Much of this growth, said
President Mohler-Faria, is due to
the "nne and able leadership" of Dr.
Adrian Tinsley, who served as presi-
dent from 1989-2002. Turning to
Dr. Tinsley, seated on the stage, he
said, "Our college was tremendously
lucky and blessed to have had you at
the helm for the past 13 years." He
pledged to continue that progress.
"Bridgewater will persist in its
journey to excellence," Dr. Mohler-
Faria said, "an excellence which is
made noteworthy by our high-qual-
ity academic programs and people,
Faculty marshals, Dr. Susan Holton and
Dr. Stanley Hamilton, lead their col-
leagues to the inauguration ceremony.
an excellence made obvious by our
commitment to the cities and towns
around us, and an excellence made
distinct by our promise to foster the
kind of community here on campus
we would all like to live in."
In his inaugural address, he out-
lined "a vision for excellence" for
students, faculty, staff and visiting
officials, for what has become the
state's largest public college, with an
enrollment exceeding 9,000 students.
"I want our community to be a
model of openness, of respect and
diversity, a place where students, fac-
ulty and staff can grow intellectually,
personally and professionally," he
said. "A place where new ideas and
novel approaches are embraced and
opinions respected, a place that
enhances and enriches each person
on this campus, and a place that
seeks to create learning that helps us
value each other as human beings."
The inauguration ceremony had
begun that morning with the best of
omens: The rising sun brought with
it a brilliant, flawlessly blue sky, and
by 10:30 AM, when the academic pro-
cession of severaI hundred people
began making its way from the new
East Campus Commons to the Tinsley
Center, the early October chill
had been replaced by warming
temperatures.
BSC's African drumming ensemble, Khakatay, under the direction of Dr. Salil Sachdev
(center rear), march to inaugural ceremony.
Led by BSC's African drumming
ensemble, Khakatay, whose rhythmic
beat and high-pitched whistles filled
the air with a joyous sound, the long
procession of BSC faculty, staff, stu-
dents and alumni - along with rep-
resentatives of more than 50 other
colleges and universities, including
Harvard, the oldest college in the
nation - marched into the Tinsley
Center with Dr. Wayne Phillips, '62,
the college marshal, at the front and
Dr. Mohler-Faria the last to enter.
The ceremony began with the
invocation and a stirring rendition of
"America the Beautiful," performed
by Mycul Wayne Gonslaves. Dr.
Phillips, as presiding officer, intro-
duced the members of the platform
party to the audience.
A series of "presidential charges"
were delivered by speakers represent-
ing the college's major constituent
groups. In his remarks, David Jenkins,
chairman of the Board of Trustees,
charged President Mohler-Faria to
work with the board to pursue a
"shared and focused vision" for
the college.
Professor Jean Stonehouse,
president of the Massachusetts
State College Association, Bridge-
water Chapter, charged him with
"fostering and protecting an acade-
mic environment that supports
teaching and learning."
Mary Ann McKinnon, president
of the Association of Professiona1
Administrators, Bridgewater Chapter,
urged the president to work to
ensure that public higher education
"survives and thrives in Massachu-
setts," and that college employees
and students are "respected and
valued."
Antonio Chaves, representing
the American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees,
Bridgewater Chapter, charged
President Mohler-Faria with "unifY-
ing our campus community."
Speaking on behalf of BSC's
students, Colleen Gallagher, '03,
president of the college's Student
Government Association, asked
President Mohler-Faria to cultivate a
campus where student voices are
heard and respected, while F. Scott
Longo, '89, president of the
Bridgewater State College Alumni
Association, charged the president
with reaffirming the bond of tradi-
tion that holds the college and its
alumni together.
Louis Ricciardi, '81, chairman of
the Bridgewater State College
Foundation was the last of those to
deliver a charge, and he said he was
"fully confident" that the new presi-
dent will continue the commitment
to build the college endowment to
support unique programs at
Bridgewater State College.
"Dana, we are entrusting you
with the care, the stewardship of this
college, and 1want you to know that
we do it with complete, unequivocal
faith," said David L. Flynn, '58,
Bridgewater's state representative,
the first of three featured speakers
who were chosen to deliver greetings
at the ceremony.
Gerald Chipman, chairman of the
Bridgewater Board of Selectmen, said
that in his interactions with town
officials, the new president "has con-
sistently held to one rule and one
rule only: that Bridgewater State
College and the Town of Bridgewater
must be a community. He has nur-
tured that relationship."
Mr. Chipman offered President
Mohler-Faria best wishes on behalf
of the town of Bridgewater. "And
from here," he said, with his hand over
his heart, "to my very good friend
Dana, 1wish you only great things."
Dr. Donald Monteiro, a long-time
physician and President Mohler-
Faria's close lifelong friend, was the
last of the three speakers. He
promised to tell the audience about
"the real Dana" in his affectionate
address during the ceremony.
The two grew up together,
attended Cape Cod Community
College together, and worked odd
jobs along with a third friend, Charles
Andrade, to support themselves.
"President Mohler-Faria began his
journey in Onset, Massachusetts,"
said Dr. Monteiro. "He attended
Wareham High School and worked in
many different occupations - as a
cranberry-picker, as a caddy, as a
dishwasher, as a painter and all sorts
of other odd jobs. College wasn't in
his plans back then, and so after high
school, it was on to the Air Force."
1t was while in the service, said Dr.
Monteiro, that his friend took his ini-
tial steps toward earning a college
degree, and later, when Dr. Mohler-
Faria returned home, he had strong
community support for his efforts.
"Our communities worked hard to
help us succeed and meet the chal-
lenges before us," said Dr. Monteiro.
"You can go from the cranberry bogs
to the presidency with lots of effort
and hard work, but you also need
the support, encouragement and
love of your community and your
family. ln our neighborhood, the
opportunity to go to college for one
of our sons or daughters was a cele-
bration for everyone."
For Dana Mohler-Faria, he said,
becoming the president of Bridge-
water State College "is about more
than just meeting a goal he set for
himself long ago. lt's about the
chance to fulfIll a promise that every-
one in our community makes. lt's
about the obligation, the responsibil-
ity and the opportunity to give
something back to that community.
And it's about the commitment to
never waiver in that belief."
Dr. Monteiro encouraged his friend
to keep the "college door" open to
today's young people as others kept it
open for him, and to remember how
others saw potential in him and
helped him to develop it fully. He
encouraged students to see, through
President Mohler-Faria's example,
that hard work can help them reach
"any goal you set for yourself."
The oath of office was adminis-
tered by Dr. Judith Gill, chancellor of
the Massachusetts Board of Higher
Education, who noted that the
Bridgewater State College Board of
Trustees had voted unanimously to
select Dr. Mohler-Faria as the next
president of the college in Decem-
ber 2001.
"1 can attest that the board made
an outstanding choice," said Dr. Gill.
"He loves this state, he loves this col-
lege and he loves his work."
After President Mohler-Faria took
the oath, President Emerita Tinsley
presented him with the college
medallion, which was designed by
the late John Heller, professor of art.
"As this medallion was entrusted
to me, now 1entrust it to you," Dr.
Tinsley said. "Wear it in wisdom and
in good health."
ln his inaugural address, President
Mohler-Faria opened his remarks by
saying that "1 know 1am not alone as
1look out at the audience today ...
My life has been full of people who
have made the journey with me, who
have guided me, who have invested
their hopes in me and refused to let
me faiL"
Specifically, he mentioned his par-
ents, John and Frances Faria, "the
people who prepared me for this
journey," who, although deceased,
"are in my thoughts daily and con-
tinue to be a great source of strength
for me."
The new president also recognized
his wife, Kathy, and son, Jonathan,
sitting in the front row. Looking
directly at them and asking them to
stand and be recognized, he thanked
both for having been "patient and
understanding as l've devoted so
much of my time and energy to my
professiona1responsibilities."
President Mohler-Faria also asked
his sister, Elaine, to stand and be rec-
ognized, saying "She has been the
person to make sure that l've lived up
to the high ideals set by our parents."
He turned toward the BSC stu-
dents in the audience and promised
to honor those who helped him
along his journey by helping the stu-
dents in theirs.
"They are the next generation
of leaders in our commonwealth
and our country," he said. "We must
never let their potential remain
just potentiaL"
He outlined a series of specinc
goals, including strengthening the
college's teacher education program,
building a nne and performing arts
center, and helping business and
industry grow in Southeastern
Massachusetts.
"As you can see," said President
Mohler-Faria, "we have a lot to do in
the coming years. We have big plans
for Bridgewater and its commitment
to offering quality, affordable higher
education. We have big plans for our
campus, and for the people who live,
work and study here every day. And
we have big plans for what we're
going to do to repay the communi-
ties around us for the gifts that we've
been given."
The journey to excellence, he said,
requires "that we place an emphasis
on further developing three of our
most precious resources: our com-
munity, our people and our campus."
President Mohler-Faria's remarks
then took a more personal, emotional
turn. "You see before you a man who
is excited and enthusiastic over the
calling to lead this wonderful institu-
tion," he said, his voice rising.
"You see before you a man who is
profoundly aware of the sacred
responsibility of public higher educa-
tion and of the extraordinary trust
that must always exist between edu-
cators, students and the public.
"You see before you a man who
each day marvels at the innovation of
our faculty and staff, the creativity of
our students, the spirit of our alumni
and the beauty of our campus.
"You see before you a man com-
mitted to the cause of bringing the
technological, intellectual and cul-
tural resources of this college into
the communities of Southeastern
Massachusetts.
Dr. Wayne Phillips, '62, college marshal,
delivers greetings.
"And perhaps most important of
all," he said, "you see before you a
man humbled by the charges and the
honor you have bestowed on him."
In closing his remarks, President
Mohler-Faria said he was excited
about leading Bridgewater State
College - one of America's oldest
public colleges - into the future.
"Ladies and gentlemen of the
Bridgewater State College family, 1
happily accept these charges and this
honor," he said, and then concluded
with a reference to the college's
motto. "As your native son, I come
to serve you, not be served by you -
not to be ministered unto, but
to minister."
Following Dr. Mohler-Faria's
presidential address, the Bridge-
water State College Chamber Choir,
under the direction ofDr. Steven
Young, performed the "Alma
Mater. " The Bridgewater State
College Symphonic Wind and
Percussion Ensemble and the
Bridgewater Strings, under the
direction ofDr. David Garcia,
performed the recessional. Lunch-
eons for participants and guests
were held after the ceremony.
"A Journey to Excellence"
Excerpts from the lnaugural Address of
Dr. Dana Mohler-Faria
11 th President of Bridgewater State College
B:id~e,:"ater will persistIn Its Journey to excel-• • • 1ence - an excellence
made noteworthy by our high quality
programs and people, an excellence
made obvious by our commitment to
the cities and towns around us, and
an excellence made distinct by our
promise to foster the kind of com-
munity here on campus we would
all like to live in ...
...Having a strong campus com-
munity - understanding our college
to be a family - lies at the heart of
everything we will set out to do...
...The recruitment of top-notch
faculty will be important as we expe-
rience continued turnover due to
retirements. To this end, we must
work hard to increase the compensa-
tion for our faculty to levels that are
competitive so that we may recruit
and retain high quality faculty at this
campus. This will ensure continued
excellence as we move to the future ...
...As our community and its peo-
ple evolve, our campus must keep
pace.... After all, how could 1possi-
bly ask our community and our peo-
ple to push ahead, to give their all for
the cause of making Bridgewater a
great place to learn and to work, and
not take steps to furnish a physical
plant that complements this environ-
ment of excellence? ...Our immediate
priorities are a new or renovated sci-
ence building, a new fine and per-
forming arts center, a new classroom
building and the renovation of sev-
eral other buildings...
...We must find a way to fund the
raises guaranteed by contracts nego-
tiated and signed in good faith by
the APA and AFSCME unions... They
continue to demonstrate excellence
at Bridgewater despite the failed
promise of modest salary increases...
1want to personally thank everyone
from those units for their steadfast
commitment to excellence at
Bridgewater despite this situation.
Some would get bitter, you just
get better...
...1want our community to be a
model of openness, of respect and of
diversity... a place where students,
faculty and staff can grow intellectu-
ally, personally and professionally... a
place where new ideas and novel
approaches are embraced and opin-
ions are respected... a place that
enhances and enriches each person
on this campus... and a place that
seeks to create learning experiences
that help us to value each other as
human beings...
...1want our people to be as well
trained and sophisticated as they can
be. Our students should not just
enter the work force, but should be
prepared to lead it. Our faculty
should not just be up to speed on
the latest research, but should be
pioneers into new scholarly forays.
Our professional staff should not just
be competent in what they do, but
should be continuously broadening
their minds and skill sets...
...And I want our campus to be
the perfect environment for all of
this to take place... an environment
that is both idyllic and dynamic... an
environment that keeps ahead ofthe
technological revolutions going on
in the world around us... and an
environment that is prepared to
quickly adapt to meet the growing
demands and expectations of public
higher education ...
... [T]he achievement of excellence
carries with it a responsibility and
an obligation. It carries with it the
duty to recognize all of those people
who helped us get there. It carries
with it a debt that we must
ultimately repay...
...To repay our debt, we will bring
the full resources of this college to
bear on raising the quality of life in
this corner of the state. We will
develop Bridgewater State College to
become the educational and cultural
center of this region. And we will
give the good people of this region a
place to gather, a place to experience
and a place to learn ...
...We'll begin by examining ways
of realigning our teacher education
program to meet the changing
demands of our primary and sec-
ondary schools... It only seems fitting
that we begin here, with our first
major program of study. We were the
first permanent home of teacher
education in America, and in the
coming years, it is our goal to be the
nation's leader in preparing tomor-
row's educators...
...But our repayment won't end
there. In building a fine and per-
forming arts center, we will play the
role of cultural magnet for the entire
area... As a region, we must embrace
and celebrate this growing diversity.
As a college, we must ensure that all
of these traditions have a place to
thrive and are easily accessible to all
who want to experience them...
...Finally, we will take steps to
make ourselves dynamic contributors
to the quest of making business and
industry thrive in this region...
... [A]chieving excellence is about
more than just accomplishing the
things we set out to do. It's about
more than just taking stock of initia-
tives we've launched, buildings we've
constructed or programs we've put in
place. And it's even about more than
our own places in the histories of this
college and this region.
...Achieving excellence is about
more than just the triumph. It's
about the journey itself. We must all
realize not just where we're going,
but also where we came from. We
must pause, remember and thank all
of the people who helped or moti-
vated us to make each little step... It
is only by doing so that we can truly
understand and appreciate the value
of excellence...
...As your native son, 1come to
serve you, not be served by you...






..... Dr. Dana Mohler-Faria watches with wonder as?'l
students go to and fro between East Campus
Commons and East Hall, he said, because he
remembers when there was just a field where those two
buildings stand today.
Many of those who gathered to witness the offi.cial
opening of both those buildings and the Adrian Tinsley
Center also remember the field that was there during the
S groundbreaking ceremony held in October 2000. Two
.2 years later, President Mohler-Faria, President Emerita
The ribbon is cut to officially open East Hall and East
Campus Commons.
Adrian Tinsley, members of the Massachusetts State
College Building Authority and members of the BSC com-
munity gathered under sunny skies to offIcially open the
buildings that have radically transformed East Campus.
"This is a very historic moment for Bridgewater,"
President Mohler-Faria said.
The three new buildings are part of the most ambitious
construction and renovation project the college has ever
undertaken. The entire project, which includes the ongo-
ing construction of an operations center as well as the
renovation of Harrington Hall, represents a total of more
than $50 million invested in the campus.
President Mohler-Faria said much of the credit for
undertaking this daunting project goes to his predecessor,
Dr. Tinsley, saying it was she who provided "the vision and
the leadership'~ necessary to tackle this ambitious project.
He also praised the efforts of Tamara Davis, chairman
of the MSCBA since the project's inception, as well as
Linda Snyder, executive director of the MSCBA. There
were many people on campus, President Mohler-Faria
said, who joined him in working long hours many nights
and weekends to see the projects through. Two especially
key people, he said, were Miguel Gomes, acting vice presi-
dent of administration and finance, and Karen Jason,
director of planning and construction.
"Both buildings were brought in on time and under
budget, and the quality is second to none," President
Mohler-Faria said.
He also had praise for the project architect, Goody,
Clancy & Associates, lnc. of Boston, as well as general
contractor Agostini Construction Co. and construction
program manager Beacon Skanska Construction Co. with
Daedalus Projects, lnc. The teamwork from all parties
involved in the construction ensured its success, he said.
''It seems like only yesterday that we were weighing
the pros and cons of undertaking a massive development
project for this side of campus," said David Jenkins, chair-
man of the BSC Board of Trustees. "What an asset these
buildings are to our students ... Congratulations to all of
you for this wonderful accomplishment."
Kimberly Comer, '04, president of the Residence Hall
Association, said her fellow students truly appreciate the
new buildings.
"With nine residence halls on campus, there's a place
here for everyone," Ms. Comer said. "The addition of East
Hall gives us new options. We want to thank the MSCBA
for this wonderful addition to our campus."
She joked that once, while visiting her family at
home i~ Milton, she made the "mistake" of referring to
Bridgewater State College as her home. Her parents were
momentarily stung, she said, but ultimately glad that she
is so at home at BSC. The goal of the RHA, she said, is to
cultivate a sense of community across campus. To that
end, she said she and her fellow association members
often correct students who say they live in a "dorm."
"A dorm is someplace where you sleep," Ms. Comer
said. "A residence hall is where we live."
Aaron Spencer, a long-time member of the Mass-
achusetts Board of Higher Education, said that anyone
would be "hard-pressed" to distinguish between the cam-
pus of Bridgewater State College and any of the finest
private institutions in the commonwealth.
MSCBA chair Tamara Davis recognized her colleagues
on the board for dedicating the "time and passion to
improve the quality of life at our nine state colleges." She
also thanked Steve Tocco, chairman of the Massachusetts
Board of Higher Education; Dr. Judith Gill, chancellor of
the BHE; Acting Governor Jane Swift; the current BSC
Board of Trustees and its former Chairman Frederick W.
Clark Jr., '83, as well as the current BSC administration for
their support of and commitment to the project.
Linda Snyder, executive director of the MSCBA, said
she was "honored and thrilled" to be speaking at the
grand opening of the buildings.
"A moment like today is the moment when you really
see the fruits ofyour labor," Ms. Snyder said.
She described East Hall and East Campus Commons as
"beautiful buildings that will stand the test of time," with
landscaping design that helps make them "the equal of
any lyY League campus."
Tinsley Center Opens 'A New Era On Campus'
?) David Jenkins, chairman of the
s:::- Bridgewater State College
o Board of Trustees, best
summed up the thoughts of every-
one gathered for the dedication of
the Adrian Tinsley Center when he
said its opening represented "the be-
ginning of a new era on this campus."
Dr. Mary Lou Thornburg, profes-
sor emerita and chair of the Adrian
Tinsley Center Planning Committee,
explained in her remarks that a new
indoor facility for sports and recre-
ation at Bridgewater State College
had been a dream for the past 30
years. When the project was finally
able to move ahead in the mid
1990s, the plans had expanded
to include a facility that would
house academic programs as well
as athletics.
"The dream of so many has finally
come to its fruition," she said.
Dr. Thornburg thanked her fellow
building committee members Marcia
Anderson, MAHPLS chairperson;
John Harper, director of athletics and
recreation; Miguel Gomes, acting
vice president of administration and
finance; Karen Jason, director of
planning and construction; and the
BSC students who served on the
committee for all of their hard work.
"These individuals, representing
various segments of the campus
community, built a building of which
we can all be proud," she said.
Dr. Thornburg, who spearheaded
a fund-raising effort that collected
close to $100,000 for equipment in
the new facility, said she has heard
several faculty members say that stu-
dents are in awe of the new building.
"Looking at the Adrian Tinsley
Center today, 1can finally say it was
worth the wait," she said.
Dr. Dana Mohler-Faria, who is also
a member of the fitness center, said
the "quality of the construction and
the equipment in this new building
are second to none." The Adrian
Tinsley Center, which contains two
gyms, a fitness center, and many
classrooms, is "just another symbol
of Bridgewater's commitment to
quality and excellence," he said.
The project could not have been
completed, President Mohler-Faria
said, without the Massachusetts
Division of Capital Asset Manage-
ment. DCAM Deputy Commissioner
Michael McKimmey spoke at
the dedication.
"The construction of this facility is
really a major success for DCAM, BSC
and, in my opinion, the common-
wealth," Mr. McKimmey said. "It's
something in which we can all take a
great deal of pride."
Sen. Marc R. Pacheco (0-Taunton)
praised the leadership of Dr. Tinsley
for making the project a reality.
"Your legacy," he said to Dr.
Tinsley, "will continue to live on in
the wonderful, wonderful spirit of all
the young people here at BSC."
Rep. David L. Flynn (0-
Bridgewater), a 1958 graduate of
BSC, said that Dr. Tinsley has "left
footprints on this institution that are
indelible," calling her the best presi-
dent in the history of the college.
"Bridgewater State College, today, is
the flagship in the fleet of state col-
leges of the commonwealth."
Colleen Gallagher, '03, president
of the Student Government
Association, expressed her joy at
being able to take part in such a his-
toric moment in the college's history.
"Here we are, standing on what
was once the blueprint of a vision,"
she said. "Our very own field
of dreams."
Mr. David Jenkins said the con-
struction of the Tinsley Center is a
"clear indication of the progress
we've made on this campus." The
center, which is now a cornerstone of
the campus, "is named for a woman
who, by all accounts, has been a cor-
nerstone herself in the history of this
college," he said.
For her part, Dr. Tinsley was over-
whelmed by the dedication of the
new building in her honor. People
have been asking her whether she's
become accustomed to hearing peo-
ple on campus refer to the "Adrian
Tinsley Center." The answer, she said,
is "absolutely not."
President Dana Mohler-Faria addresses
the gathering at the Tinsley Center
dedication in October.
"Everyone here has spoken the
truth about how hard people have
worked to bring this building to
fruition," she said. "It might seem
repetitive, but 1really have to thank
everyone. It was a huge effort."
Dr. Tinsley closed the program by
introducing the college chamber choir
and the BSC cheerleaders, who gave
the premiere performance of the col-
lege's new fight song written by
Associate Professor of Music Carol
Nicholeris. Dr. Tinsley made one
final remark before introducing
the performance.
"1 would have to say that this is
the happiest and proudest day of my
whole life," she said. "1 will do every-
thing in my power to give back to
this college, and, beyond that, words
fail. Thank you very much."





t::: Bridgewater State College also has a new president
of its nearly 40,000-member alumni association -
s:::"
~ F. Scott Longo, '89 - and he holds the distinction
~ of being among the youngest graduates to ever hold that
~ position.
~ Mr. Longo, who in his senior year of college was the
.~ student member of BSC's Board of Trustees, took office in
Q June, succeeding Robert Carter, '51. Among his major
..5' objectives is encouraging alumni of more recent classes to
become active in the association.
"The more younger graduates we involve, the better
balance of people we'll have representing all of our
alumni," said Mr. Longo. To further that aim, he said he
plans to work closely with current students to "groom
them to participate in the association when they become
alumni, to connect them more fully to our organization."
The recent inauguration of Dr. Dana Mohler-Faria as
Bridgewater State College's 11 th president will help in
achieving that goal, says Mr. Longo.
"Over the past few years, President Mohler-Faria has
met with our board of directors several times, so we've
had the chance to become familiar with him. He's a presi-
dent who interacts with students on a daily basis, which is
clearly a high priority with him, and that kind of contact
helps them feel closer to the institution."
In tum, said Mr. Longo, "that strengthens their bond
to the college, and when they graduate, their attachment
to the alumni association."
How did Mr. Longo himself reconnect to the college?
"Six years ago, I was back for Homecoming, and I came
by the Davis Alumni Center," he replied. "There was a
meeting in progress, and I was asked if I might be inter-
ested in taking an active role in the alumni association.
Because of my background, I was invited to become
involved with the association's budget and finance com-
mittee."
After a year on that committee, Mr. Longo was invited
to join the association's IS-member board of directors,
"which I saw as an excellent opportunity to become more
involved with all of the association's activities. At the
time, I was in the process of moving my family back to
the town of Bridgewater, so I knew I would be close
enough to the campus to make that possible."
He says the experience he gained on the board was
valuable for him. "The board has a number of functions,
including overseeing the association's investments and
allocating scholarships to deserving students, so for me
this was an opportunity to see how much of an impact
our alumni have on the college and its students," he said.
As he became more active in the organization, he con-
tinued to move up in responsibility, eventually becoming
second vice president, then first vice president and, as of
the summer of 2002, president.
"The experience I've gained in my previous positions
with the association has certainly proved useful," he said.
''I'm glad I had the opportunity to become involved, and I
want to encourage others to do the same."
One of his responsibilities as president is especially
meaningful, he said. "Each year, at winter commence-
ment and again at spring commencement, the president
of the alumni association formally inducts the new grad-
uates into the association. I stood in last year for Bob
Carter at commencement, and it was a very moving expe-
rience for me. I look forward very much to doing that
again, to welcoming our newest graduates into what is
the college's oldest continuously operating organization."
Officers of the BM Board of Directors are sworn in for 2002-
2003. The new officers from left to right are: Robert: S. Carter,
'51, past president; John Hackett, '55, first vic~ preslde.nt; .
Ronald Rezzani, '83, treasurer; F. Scott longo, 89, preSIdent,
Kathleen Flaherty, '91, secretary; Carolyn Turchon, '62, second
vice president; and Robert Ryan, '55, assistant treasurer.
March 9-16
Costa Victoria Cruise to Western
Caribbean
$999 plus $192.95 port charges
(subject to change)





Bridgewater State College has
launched its Alumni Online
Community.
Want to reconnect with class-
mates? Then visit the college's
new online community at
alumni.bridgew.edu.
There is so much waiting for you,
and there is no fee to join. Take the
time to register, and see what awaits
you. To join, simply log in with your
temporary user name and password.
If you did not receive a password or
if you have any questions, please feel
free to contact the Office of Alumni
Relations at 888-272-9555 and ask
for Candace Maguire or e-mail
Candace at cmaguire@bridgew.edu.
Dr. V. James DiNardo, '39, (left) and Dr. George Weygand, '53,
at swearing-in ceremony. Dr. DiNardo recei~ed a pl~que from
the BM Board of Directors for his outstanding servIce to the
alumni association.
Maguire, director of alumni relations,




$999 cash or check
$105.95 departure tax (subject to
change)
Airfare from Boston included in price
Cruises
January 19-26
Costa Victoria Cruise to Eastern
Caribbean




$ 1,489 credit card
$1,459 cash or check
$96.95 departure tax (subject
to change)






$1,269 cash or check
$96.95 departure tax (subject to
change)
Airfare from Boston included in price.
Alumni Travel Program
Sign up today for one of these great
trips that are taking place in the
spring. Space is limited. To receive
more information regarding any of

























The Bridgewater State College Alumni
Association presents awards annually
to outstanding alumni, faculty and
staff. The 2002 recipients were:
Bridgewater Alumni Association
Award for Outstanding Service to the
Alumni Association
John 'Lenny' McLean, '90
John 'Lenny' McLean, '90, with Professor
John W. Jones, '62
In his capacity as president of the
Afro-American Alumni Association,
John "Lenny" McLean has devoted
endless hours of his time and energy
to helping the organization evolve
in a strong alumni group. He is
determined to get more alumni
involved. He hosts barbecues and
writes letters encouraging minority
graduates to come back to BSC to
help implement new programs that
provide a solid connection between
the minority student population and
the graduates. Alumni from the Afro-
American Alumni Association now
attend student club meetings, partic-
ipate in Orientation and serve as
career mentors.
The Dr. Catherine E. Comeau Award
For Outstanding Leadership in the
Fields ofPhysical Education, Athletics
and Administration
Dr. Karen Szczepaniak Castagno, '78
Karen is an associate professor in
health and physical education at
Rhode Island College. She is an
adjunct faculty member at the
University of Rhode Island and the
Hybrid President Donna Medeiros, '86
G'01, with Dr. Szczepaniak Castagno, '78,
and Dr. Catherine Comeau
University of Connecticut at Storrs.
She saRI that it was because Dr.
Joseph Huber provided her with the
opportunity to work with children
with mental retardation while she
was a student at BSC, that she chose
a career path in adapted physical
education. Karen presented her
research, entitled "Attitudes Towards
Individuals with Disabilities by
College Students Seeking
Endorsement in Adapted Physical
Education," at the American Alliance
for Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance group in San
Diego. She has also published
numerous articles on the Special
Olympics and other topics relating to
physical education.
Dr. David A. Sousa, '60, with Professor
Emeritus and BAA board member Dr.
George Weygand, '53
Nicholas P. Tillinghast Award for
Outstanding Leadership and
Professional Achievement in the Field
ofPublic Education
Dr. David A. Sousa, '60
David has conducted nearly 1,000
workshops in instructional skills,
instructional supervision, science
methods, brain research and teaching
strategies. He is an educational con-
sultant providing assistance to school
districts, educational organizations
and universities in science curriculum
development implementation and
evaluation. He has taught at Seton
Hall University, Farleigh Dickinson
University and Rutgers University, as
well as serving as superintendent of
schools in the New Providence, New
Jersey public school system.
Dr. Clifford Wood, '60, with Mariann
Lorray, G'78, and Dean Martha Jones, '64
Bridgewater State College Alumni
Association Award for Exceptional
Dedication to Students
Mrs. Mariann Lorray, G'78
Mariann began her career at Bridge-
water State College in 1978 as a
visiting lecturer in the Department
of Elementary and Early Childhood
Education and as a reading/study
specialist in the Office of Minority
Affairs. Throughout her 24 years of
service, she has worked diligently to
improve the learning strategies and
study habits of hundreds of students.
Her "tough love" approach has
turned around many a floundering
academic career.
The Dr. V. James DiNardo Award for
Excellence in Teaching
Professor Kathleen M. Sevigny
Kathleen has been a member of the
BSC faculty since 1983. Her teaching
and guidance has ultimately led
many Bridgewater State College stu-
dents to have successful careers in
the field of accounting and finance.
Students in accounting theory
classes have consistently achieved
excellence in the Massachusetts
Society of CPA's manuscript contests.
Professor Kathleen M. Sevigny with
BAA board secretary Kathleen Moore
Flaherty, '91.
Twenty-two awards out of the 45
awards that have been granted since
1985 have gone to BSC students.
Ten took nrst place awards. She also
developed the certincate programs
for CPA examination at Bridgewater
State College.
Dr. Adrian Rondileau Award for
Professional Achievement and
Community Service
Mr. David A. Robichaud, '83
David has worked at Boston's WBZ
Channel 4 News for 12 years. Before
joining WBZ, David worked as the
assignment editor at WLVl-lV 56,
and was the news-planning editor
at WHDH. He was one of the nrst
reporters sent to New York after the
Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attack on
David A. Robichaud, '83, with BAA board
member Peter Q. George, '84
America, and when he spoke at the
convocation ceremony just a few
weeks later, he shared this heart-
rending experience with the college
community.
Knowing the importance of ~om­
munity service, David serves on the
Board of Directors of Hospitality
Homes in Boston. This is a nonpront
organization that provides free or
low-cost housing for families of
patients who come from out of town
for treatment at Boston-area hospi-
tals. David's willingness to always
help people and his dedication to his
profession is an inspiration to all.
If you would like to nominate a
BSC graduate, faculty or staff mem-
ber for future awards, please go to
www.bridgew.edu/alumni/awards.htm
to view the criteria for each award
and to complete a Major Awards
nomination form. All nominations
for 2003 awards must be received
by Jan. 7.
Career Services
Class of 2001 Career
Survey Results
Each year the Office of Career
Services surveys the graduating class
six months to a year following com-
mencement. To see a brief summary
of the Class of 2001 Career Survey,
please visit the career services Web
site www.bridgew.edu/depts/carplan.
Congratulations to Rebecca
Losordo, '01, of Sandwich, who won
a free BSC sweatshirt as part of our
drawing for alumni who returned
their Class of 2001 Career Survey.
Calling All Alumni!
Do you work for a great organiza-
tion? Would your employer benent
from hiring future BSC alumni? If
so, please consider encouraging
your employer to recruit soon-to-
be BSC graduates for full-time,
professional-level positions within
your organization.
The Office of Career Services has
a formalized Employer Services
Program featuring an on-campus
interviewing program, a resume
referral program, online job listings,
a virtual job fair and an annual job
fair. If your organization would like
to participate in any or all of these
programs, please contact Shannon
Finning, associate director, Office of
Career Services at 508-531-1328 or
at snnning@bridgew.edu.
We look forward to working
with you!
9 th Annual Job Fair
The 9th Annual Bridgewater State
College Job Fair was a huge success,
bringing together 45 employers from
the Massachusetts area and more
than 700 candidates, including BSC
students and alumni, students from
area colleges and universities, and
members of the public. The Job
Fair provided a unique opportunity
for candidates to make valuable
contacts with employers and
for employers to meet with well-
qualined job candidates.
The event, staged in February, was
open to all Bridgewater State College
students, faculty, alumni and mem-
bers of surrounding communities.
Employers represented a broad
spectrum of career nelds, including
government, human services, com-
munications, sales, operations man-
agement, marketing, education,
banking, nnance, retail, management
and science.
The Office of Career Services
would like to thank both candidates
and hiring personnel for their partici-
pation in this event. To participate in
next year's event or to obtain more
information about this program,
please contact Shannon Finning at
snnning@bridgew.edu.
What topics do HSe students
want to explore?
Students' inquiries may cover awide
range of topics regarding your career
field including:
• Skills necessary to enter your field
ofwork
• Career path and upward mobility
• Current trends and job market
outlook
• Tips for job hunting and networking
• Tips for asuccessful transition from
college into the workplace
How do I get started?
CareerNet is Web-based and can be
accessed through monstertrak.com.
Once on the MonsterTrak site, please
select Career Contact and Alumni
Network on the menu. Once in the
system, select REGISTER, and follow
the step-by-step instructions. It's
that easy. The program allows you to
update your record so that if you
move or change jobs, students will
be able to contact you. Please make
sure to include your e-mail address
when you register.
We would like to thank the 125-
plus alumni who have already regis-
tered with CareerNet. We hope more
alumni will consider joining. Your
insights, expertise and experiences
are valuable to making this pro-
gram successful!
How do Iget started?
Go to http://www.monstertrak.com. You will need to select Career Contact and
Alumni Network on the menu. Once in the system you will select REGISTER and follow
the step-by-step instructions.
Cft IlI .al- I-I ,
e- IIO-.d by IlQIII'IInce.
What is CareerNet?
CareerNet is BSCs alumni career advisory network designed to assist current students
and other alumni in their career planning. CareerNet consists ofagroup ofalumni
volunteers who would like to share their experiences with students and other alums.
The NEW CareerNet program is Web based.
Who should join?
We are looking for alumni in all career fields including business, education, health care,
human services, nonprofit, government and self-employed.
How can CareerNet alumni
assist HSe students?
Alumni can proVide advice by phone,
e-mail or in person. You can participate
through:
• On-campus networking events
• Informational interviews
• Career panel guest speaking
• Serving as a mentor to students of
color or GLBT students
CareerNet is BSC's alumni career
advisory network, designed to assist
students and other alumni in their
career planning. CareerNet consists
of a group of alumni volunteers who
would like to share their experiences
with students and other alumni. lt is
a great way to give back to the col-
lege. We are looking for alumni in all
career fields including business, edu-
cation, health care, human services,
nonprofit, government and self-
employed. Join the program, and
share your experiences about how
you got started in your field and
what you have learned on the job,
and offer job search advice.
CareerNet
Career Services and Alumni Relations
cosponsored the Careers in Criminal
Justice alumni panel presentation.
Dr. Kim Maclnnis, assistant professor
in the Department of Sociology,
Anthropology and Criminal Justice,
served as moderator.
More than 60 students attended
the March program and had the
opportunity to ask the panelists
questions regarding their educational
backgrounds, career choices and
advice in developing future career
plans.
Guest panelists included Police
Officer Valerie Best, '93, of the
Lakeville Police Department; William
Cameron, senior agent in the
Protection/lntelligence Squad of the
United States Secret Service;
Patrolman Michael Hocking, '91, of
the Sharon Police Department; Lenny
McLean, '91, probation officer with
the Framingham District Court; and
Massachusetts state trooper Timothy
Murray, who is also a hazardous-
device technician and explosive-
detection canine handler.
Student feedback indicated
the program went exceptionally
well. Thank you again to the guest
panelists and faculty moderator




Members of the Class of 1952
Vice President Richard Cost and his wife, Ellen, welcome mem-
bers of the Class of 1952 to their home for a cocktail reception.
Members of the Class of 1952 share memories.
More than 250 alumni from various classes returned to
campus on May 31 and June 1 to celebrate reunions. The
Class of 1952 began their 50th reunion celebration on
Friday evening with a cocktail reception at Vice President
Richard Cost's home. Areunion dinner followed in the
Campus Center ballroom, where everyone received a spe-
cial 50th reunion memory book and a Golden Bridge
Society pin.
On Saturday morning, alumni from all classes enjoyed
a hearty breakfast and went on a campus bus tour. The
50th reunion class gathered at the Moakley Center for the
videotaping of "Walk Down Memory Lane." During this
session, class members shared their most vivid memories
of their days at Bridgewater Teacher's College.
BAA President, Robert S. Carter, '51, presided over the
annual meeting of the Bridgewater Alumni Association
that was held in the Horace Mann Auditorium. It was
Bob's last annual meeting as president of the alumni
association. F. Scott Longo, '89, is the incoming president
for 2002-2003. The following slate of officers was
approved: F. Scott Longo, president; John Hackett, '55,
first vice president; Carolyn Turchon, '62, second vice
president; Kathleen Flaherty, '91, secretary; Ronald
Rezzani, '83, treasurer; and Robert Ryan, '55, assistant
treasurer. Mr. Daniel Clifford, '85, and Ms. Jeanette
Damon, '54, were elected as members-at-Iarge.
One of the major highlights of the annual meeting was
the presentation of a $22,000 gift to President Tinsley by




Members of the Class of 1977 at their 25'h reunion
Physical Education Alumni from the Class of 1952
Michael 'Joe' Merton presents Class of 1952 gift to
President Tinsley.
the Alumni Chamber performed the new Alumni Anthem
for the first time in public. Dr. Carol Nicholeris, assistant
professor of music and the chamber choir's director, com-
posed the new anthem and presented a framed copy of
the music to Dr. Tinsley and Bob Carter.
Following the annual meeting, alumni walked through
the daisy chain to the luncheon held in Flynn Dining
Commons. The rest of the day was spent sitting with
classmates, reminiscing about days at BTC, touring the
campus and having individual class meetings. The
Stoneforge Tavern was once again the setting for the
evening's cocktail reception and dinner. Astrolling violin-
ist played during the cocktail reception and took special
requests from his audience. After dinner, Gary Getchel, '57,
did a great job of entertaining everyone with his good,
old-fashioned Maine humor.
Classes celebrating a special reunion included the
Classes of 1942, 1952, 1957 and 1977. Rick Tonner, '77,
spearheaded his class's 25'h reunion celebration, which
was a jazz barbecue held under a tent on the Boyden
quad. All enjoyed the fine fare and jazz guitarist on a per-
fect summer night.





Marie Rudd Thomas announces she
is alive and well. The mother of a son
and daughter and grandmother of
three girls and two boys spends time









Phyllis Esau and Barb Albret urge
all class of 1936 members to keep in
touch, as fellow classmates are eager
to read about them. Please send





Dorothy L. (Hall) Benner, G'52,
has a busy but happy retirement.
She is the hostess of two lV shows -
May We Come In and Something
Different. She is also a supporter
of "Square One;" secretary for friend
of Seniors; trustee of fEC Whitman;
chaplain for VlDA Rebekah Lodge;
adviser for Whitman Women's Club,
Town Cable Committee and Town
Republican Club; and Prayer List





South Yarmouth, MA 02664-1805
Loretta K. Dexter described the Class
of 1942 reunion as a perfect day and
said it was such a pleasure to renew
acquaintances among 14 classmates.
Classmates found the reunion
booklets most enjoyable with
32 responses revealing news of
professions, families and interests.
The Class of 1942 was recognized at
the annual meeting and at the lun-
cheon. Classmates in attendance
were Barbara Daly Canvan, Phyllis
Simon Keith, Juliet Noel Carlson,
Harriet Noel Blanchard, Gertrude
Mackinaw Horsly, Alice Bubriski,
Phyllis Siobins Cohen, Loretta Dupre
Ring, Louise Olive Quinlan, Eileen
Doyle Atwood, Charlotte James
Procknow, florence Harris Deich,
Douglas MacDonald and Loretta
Kennedy Dexter. Regrets and warm
wishes were received from Anthony
Perry in California; John Stella in
Ipswich; and June Whittier Spicer in
W. Va.... Ann Helen Winsor is living
in Sun City West, a retirement com-
munity in Arizona, where she works
out in the gym every day. She goes
skiing in Colorado during the winter,
and she has returned from river raft-
ing on San Juan River. She works on
her computer and is active with
American Association of University
Women (AAUW).
1944
After 30 years of elementary school
teaching and 23 years with pre-
school cuties, Marguerite (Plante)
Keinard is in a senior volunteer
program doing what she considers
very satisfying, teaching English to







Phyllis Clayman freedman is resid-
ing in the Hebrew Home for Aged
and would enjoy letters from class-
mates. Her address is 1200 Center
Street, Boston, MA 02131. ... Mary
Kennedy Henry helped organize
all municipal employees who have
retired in the town of Plymouth.
The organization is called Plymouth
Retired Employee Association. The
organization works and protects the
rights of retired workers.... Vivian
Chaffin Sweet and her husband,
Stuart, have graciously hosted several
"mini" receptions for the class in
their home at Gray Gables. Those
present included Bill Wild, Altana
Mann Bullard, Arlene Linton Shaw,
Shirley Gallagher Mather, Jane
Russell Bielski, Dot Brooks Church,
Mary Kennedy Henry, and of
course, Vivian Chaffm Sweet.
1947
Janice Burchard McNamara spent
the last two february school vaca-
tions in the south in the company of
nine close family members and
friends, including her two daughters,
their children and friends. In 2001,
they spent a fun week in Aruba. This
year, they took an exciting 10-day
cruise in the Caribbean. Last
September, Janice and a friend went
on what she calls a great 16-day tour
of England, Scotland and Wales.
1948
franklin 1. Kroell targets his news
item chiefly at others who graduated
a half century ago. Equipped with a
pedometer, he was determined to
walk a hundred miles a month
and so far, the mission has been
accomplished ... on Gen Powers' fre-
quent visits to her Clearwater, Fla.
condo, she and Nat Hayes, of
Pinelles Park continued their friend-
ship. Although Nat's health had
deteriorated over the last years,
they always found fun memories to
talk about. Nat passed away rather
sudddenly last November. Her
remembrances of a bequest to
Bridgewater State College make her
memory special to her classmates
and to the college.
Members of the Class of 1955, left to right, Elva Bertoncini Kanalkry, Ann Shields
Ryan, Pat St. John Hackett, John Kanakry, Jack Hackett and Bob Ryan
hard-to-reach student. The book is
entitled Here's How to Reach Me:
Matching Instruction to Personality
Types in Your Classroom. Dr. Taibi
Kahler, a clinical psychologist in Little
Rock, Ark., bases the concepts in the
book on the internationally
acclaimed concepts of Process
Communication. Teachers using the
concepts in their classrooms report
students are achieving more and are
not nearly as disruptive. Joe has a
national reputation in working with
at-risk students and in dropout
prevention programs.
1955
Members of the Class of 1956 entertain
at a class reunion. From left to right are








Paul Sprague writes that it is always
very sad to read no news from Class
of 1955. He would like to see a little
extra effort from classmates so every-
one can hear of what is happening
with class friends. Paul is retired from
teaching, but he tutors and counsels.
Life is good, he concludes....
Francena Smith wrote that everyone
from the class of 1955 who attended
the Sunday brunch in March at the






North Easton, MA 02356-1801
Joe Pauley has co-authored with his
wife, Judy, a book to help teachers
reach every student, especially the
1952
The 50th reunion was a tremendous
success. Old friends were reunited
and new friendships were made.
The class presented the college
with a $22,000 check to be used
for undergraduate research. Thanks
to all who made this possible.
Ralph 1. Fletcher
91 Riverboat Village Road
South Hadley, MA 01705-1354
This is the year of the 50th reunion for
the Class of 1953! Mark your calen-
dars now for June 6-8. Watch the








34-10 94th Street, Apt.1C
Jackson Heights
Long Island, NY 11372
Jean Collins Fletcher
91 Riverboat Village Road
South Hadley, MA 01075-1354
Beverly Pottern Shapiro is the cap-
tain of the USTA Seniors 3.0 team
that captured first place in the
Florida District 10 Section tennis
tournament. The team, representing
Longboat Key Public Tennis Center,
played in the Sectionals in May in
Naples, Fla. She and most of her
team also play in the 3.5 Tri-Cities




35 Tam O'Shanter Way
South Yarmouth, MA 02664-2049
Eleanor Lydon Olson
667 Falmouth Road R77 7
Mashpee, MA 02649-3373
Another year has passed, and we're
fast approaching the 50-year mark.
In June we had our annual reunion
luncheon at White Cliffs Country
Club, thanks to Sue and Andy Miller,
who have a condo there and made
the arrangements. The festivities
were well attended, the food was
delicious and the setting overlooking
the ocean was glorious. Sue and
Andy will be celebrating their 45th
wedding anniversary in December.
Our good wishes to them! Though
no prizes were awarded, we must
applaud Lisa and Joe Fratianni for
traveling from Iowa to join us for
lunch .... Rose and Bob May have
returned from St. Paul and Nome,
Alaska.... Carol and Romeo Lafond
have spent time visiting British
Columbia and the Canadian Rockies.
... Pat Cuff O'Neill is a volunteer at
the Gaylord Library in South Hadley.
... Laura Crocco cross-country skis in
New Hampshire and Maine, and is
planning a trip to Ireland.... Ellie
Sondeen Merlino is also intro cross-
country skiing in New Hampshire and
Maine and has taken up watercolors.
We look forward to a masterpiece in
the near future.... Joan Park has
been serving as a volunteer at St.
Luke's Hospital. She hopes to travel
to England in the near future ....
Norma Goyetche Munroe and her
husband, Alan, traveled down
the Mississippi last fall and will be
heading southwest later this year....
Anne Duarte Joerres has been
retired just one year, but is already
busy as a volunteer at Parish School,
playing golf, and enjoying life in
general. ... Helen Brown Harley
spends time with her two children
and three grandchildren.... Marian
Nelson was very pleased to join us
for lunch after having been hospital-
ized last summer.... Pete Lane and
his wife, Ellie, are happy, healthy and
retired.... Jane and Yin Sullivan are
"retired" again. They hit Florida last
winter and Scandinavia in the fall. ...
Carlene Dodd Brown has added
South Africa to her list of exotic
travels.... Mariann and Hal LeBlanc
spend winters in the California desert
and summers in Marion. Their kids
are located all over the United States
and they visit ALL of them.... Mary
Lymberis has been enjoying her
timeshares in Newport, Rol., and
Dennisport, as well as the company
of her grandniece and gratldnephew.
... Gail Hutchinson Jamison plays in
the dirt with beautiful results. She is
president of the Dennis Garden Club.
... Charles Moore is involved in the
school committee in Greenfield and
will be going on the Town Council
soon.... Judy Trombley Kenney
and her husband, Ray, returned to
Massachusetts and Connecticut
from Tampa, Fla., for the summer....
Country singer Jo Dee Messina was
featured in the August edition of
Ladies Home Journal in article enti-
tled "The Teacher Who Changed My
Life." She was talking about our own
Annie Robbins Talbot! ... It is with
deep sadness that the class of 1956
has lost another classmate. Eugene






Thirty-five members from the Class
of 1957 met on the BSC campus for
their 45th reunion! Thanks to the hard
work of Gary Getchel and others, the
reunion was an outstanding success!





East Weymouth, MA 02789-7939
Shirley A. Conrad retired in June
1996. She has traveled to Ireland,
Spain and Portugal with the Chorus
North Shore on concert tours. Each
January, she vacations in Puerto
Rico and enjoys living by the sea in
Ipswich for the rest of the year. She is
involved in tracing family genealogy
in Nova Scotia and Newfoundland....
The Westwood community dedicated
the library in Joanne Hadalski's
name in honor of her devotion to the
people and town of Westwood.
Joanne, who has been involved in
the Westwood school system for
more than 30 years (primarily as
principal of the Sheehan Schoon, was
praised by former students for being
a mentor and a friend who brought
enthusiasm and affection to her job.
... Dr. Bob MacLauchlin, G'58, and
his wife, Liz, are enjoying their fourth
year of retirement in beautiful Fort
Collins, Colo. Bob, professor emeritus
of the Department of Speech
Communication, Colorado State
University, served the university for
more than 28 years as professor of
speech communication and director
ofTY-radio instruction (undergradu-
ate and graduate programs). He con-
tinues as a civilian consultant to
NASA for a future space mission.
He also serves as a guest lecturer
within a large Denver academic
telecommunications program.
1959
Tom Smith retired two years ago
from the Brockton school system
where he spent 10 years teaching
high school and the last 19 years as
the comptroller of the school system.
Tom and his wife, Clarisse, have five
daughters. He enjoys woodworking,
reading, classical music and, most of






Members of the Class of 1962 attend a





North Dartmouth, MA 02747-3268
The Class of 1962 celebrated its 40'h
reunion on the weekend of July 26
and 27 at Sturbridge Village.
The festivities began on Friday
evening with an outdoor social hour
where old friendships were renewed.
It was wonderful to watch classmates
greet each other and renew acquain-
tances. They continued their conver-
sations over dinner at a fme
restaurant. The main event took
place on Saturday evening at the
Bullard Tavern in Sturbridge Village.
They enjoyed a sumptuous dinner
followed by a class meeting to dis-
cuss, believe it or not, the 50th
reunion in 2012! The festivities
wound up with a breakfast buffet at
the Publick House on Sunday morn-
ing. Everyone left Sturbridge feeling
tired, nostalgic and very happy....
Paula Lee Clark and her husband,
Paul, are enjoying retirement and 13
grandchildren. Since 1999, they have
traveled to lsrael, England and New
England several times to eat fresh
lobster and clams.... Don Josselyn,
G'62, is a sales representative for
the Ithaca Times. He spent 18 years
as a 4-H and youth agent, five years
as a teacher and 16 years as the
owner/manager of an insurance
office. His wife is a social service
caseworker, and they have been
married for 47 years. They have
four grown children and four grand-
children.... Carolyn Van Buskirk
Turchon was elected as second vice
president of the Bridgewater State
College Alumni Association's Board
of Directors.... Wayne Phillips
was appointed college marshal for
Bridgewater State College. Accepting
the appointment by President
Tinsley, Wayne felt honored person-
ally and for the Class of 1962.
1963
The Massachusetts Administration of
Secondary School Principals named
Alice Pfeninger, G'63, the 2002
Massachusetts Principal of the Year.
The greater New Bedford Regional
Vocational-Technical High School
principal is the first administrator
from a vocational or technical high
school in the commonwealth to
receive this honor. She has served as






Elaine Peterson left coaching 22
years ago, but is in her 37'h year of
teaching physical education. The
longtime Millis coach had a perfect
philosophy when she coached three
varsity sports at Millis High. She
always stressed that her players give
100 percent effort, be gracious
winners, good losers and conduct
themselves with dignity and class.
She led Millis to championships in





Norlinda Bergin Conroe earned her
MSW from Boston University in 1998
and then went on to earn her LlCSW.
Her plans include opening a private
psychotherapy practice and pursuing
her interest in art. Her watercolors
and multimedia collages can be seen
at Artful Things gallery in Norwell. ...
John Tavares retired from his posi-
tion as the principal ofFord Middle
School, bringing to a close 36 years
of work in the Acushnet School
System. Under his leadership, the
junior high school was transformed
into a middle school in 1984, accred-
ited by the New England Association
of Schools and Colleges in 2001.
Also, a building project was initiated.
John, who did not rule out teaching
in the future, will do little for one







Elaine Ticchi Foster is the director
of Eckert Fine Art in Naples, Fla. She
hosted an exhibition and sale of
watercolors and oils of Anthony
Benedetto (Tony Bennett) in March
2002. On display were his ltalian
landscapes, scenes of New York City
and other places to which he trav-
eled.... Natalie Moody has been
teaching special education for 10
years in Okeechobee, Fla. She is lead
teacher in the pre-kindergarten unit
for children with developmental
delays. She obtained her master's
degree in varying exceptionalities in
, 998. In 2002, during an occasion
she regards as a memorable experi-
ence, she was honored as
the District Teacher of the Year
in Okeechobee County.... Albert
Petipas is the director of the
National Football Center for






Sally Allen Baker is a psychothera-
pist, consultant, editor and author in
the fields of addiction and mental
health. She is the author of Family
Violence and Chemical Connection,
numerous professional articles, the
award-winning newspaper column
"Recovery Works" and creator of the
cartoon series 1/2 Empty. She presents
training and workshops throughout
the country and acts as a forensic
consultant in her areas of expertise.
She has been selected for inclusion in
Marquis Who's Who in the East. ...
Rep. Kathleen Teahan, who is serv-
ing her third term as state represen-
tative for the 7th Plymouth District,
has focused much of her heaIth care
work on the issues of oral health and
children's health. The
former Gordon W. Mitchell Middle
School and Whitman-Hanson
Regional High School teacher has
been a member of the Health Care
and State Administration Commit-
tees since her first term. She has four





The Very Rev. John Thomas R.
Bacon was elevated to the rank and
dignity of Archpriest by the Holy
Synod of Bishops of the Orthodox
Church in America. He also received
the prestigious Silver Beaver Award
from Old Colony Council in Canton,
the highest honor bestowed on a
volunteer by the locaI council of the
Boy Scouts of America. Father Bacon
is slated to receive the St. George
Adult Recognition Emblem, the
highest award given for outstanding
service to Catholic youth, at Holy
Cross Cathedral in Boston.
1972




Elaine Cifelli Berry is looking for
Sue McCrillis de Aguiar. Please con-
tact her at rbany@capecode.net. ...
Barbara Carreiro was the only active
official to officiate in the national
Final Four of both field hockey and
lacrosse. Aphysical education
teacher at Dartmouth Middle School
for the past 32 years, Barbara has the
distinction of having been the only
U.s. representative to be asked by the
International Committee to be a
judge at the Canadian Pan Am
games. Apart from the recognition,
the best part of being an interna-
tionally acclaimed official, according
to Barbara, is the travel. Her travels
include Holland, ltaly, Canada,






Roger Corriveau was named director
of internationaI students services at
Berkshire Community College. He has
extensive professional experience in
international education administra-
tion and management, including
a two-year stint as a Peace Corps
teacher in Chad and more than
12 years as an educator and adminis-
trator in College of Staten Island/City
University of New York, where he
received his master's degree in sec-
ondary education (English). He cre-
ated and functioned as assistant
director for the Center for Interna-
tional Service, which serves more
than 500 international students and
scholars through study abroad.
1975
Lynn Gilgut Boudreau was one of
three soloists who were featured in
the "All American Musical Revue"
presented in March by the Athol
Veterans Park Development Corpora-
tion at Athol High School. Lynn sang
two duets, "All 1Ask of You " and
"Younger than Springtime." ...
Sherisa Marin Sterling completed
her MBA program and has been
working several part-time jobs, as
well as being retired from the federal
government. She has been winning
first-place running awards in the
category of filly master and ran the
2002 BM Boston Marathon. She
also models, dances and plays the
piano.... Paul Ford is in his 15th year
as the principal of Main Street
School in Exeter, N.H. He served as
president of the New Hampshire
Association of School Principals
during 2000-2001. He celebrated his
25th wedding anniversary. His eldest
daughter, Elizabeth, attends Elmira
Members of the Class of 1977 on the steps of Boyden Hall.
College in New York. He wishes to
hear from former college friends.
Please contact him at
pford@saulb.KI2.nh.us.... F. Paul
Quatromoni, G'75, retired
as science director in the Dedham
Public Schools in 1999. Remaining
active in science education, he is
president of the Massachusetts
Association of Science Supervisors,
an organization working to facilitate
improvement in science teaching and
learning by means of periodic state
and local meetings, an annual con-
ference and in-service opportunities.
All science directors, department
heads, coordinators, team leaders
and lead teachers (by whatever title
known) are invited to join. He can
be contacted at pquatromoni@
peoplepc.com. Paul also serves on
the steering committee of Building a
Presence for Science in Massachu-
setts, which aims to end the isolation
of classroom teachers by developing
contacts and ongoing Internet com-
munication to every school building
in the commonwealth. Information is
available at the above e-mail address
or from the state coordinator at
phamblett@frc.mass.edu.... Kathryn
Battillo has been appointed vice
president of development at Suffolk
University. With an extensive career
in philanthropy, Kathryn will spear-






Swans Islond, ME 04685
1977
Robert Mansur
2525 SE 5th Street
Lees Summit, MO 64063-3648
Dana Almeidajoined Falmouth High
School after19 years of coaching
football at Fairhaven High School.
He led Fairhaven to three Super Bowl
appearances, winning all three. His
new position is director of health,
physical education and life skills, and
head football coach. He lives in
Fairhaven with his wife Debra....
Bob Mansur thanks the BSC Alumni
Association for the 25th reunion jazz
barbeque held on June 1. The event
took place under a tent on the quad
in front of Boyden Hall. Classmates
shared fond-and embarrassing-
memories, family and professional
updates, and the occasional beer
or wine induced embellishment in
beautiful weather. Class of 1977
reunion participants came from as
far away as Missouri and Virginia. All
attendees posed for group pictures
on the steps of Boyden Hall and
joined in a hearty rendition of the
class's de facto theme song
"Gilligan's Island." ... The relatively
small size of the group and the soft
melodies of a local jazz guitarist
enabled everyone to engage in con-
versation, which a dozen people con-
tinued well into the night at Julio's
Lounge (better known to many of us
by its previous name, Maria's). While
attendees talked of an encore
reunion in five years, there was gen-
eral agreement that a greater number
of classmates will make the next
affair even more enjoyable. So, what





Carole Smith Gerien has been
elected to a three-year term on the
Board of Education for the town of
Smithtown, N.Y., a school district
with more than 9000 students in
nine elementary schools, two middle
schools and one high school. ...
Nanzetta Merriman, in his position
as Framingham Public Schools direc-
tor of academic achievement, focuses
on a range of initiatives to help close
the academic achievement gap
between the white and minority
populations. The Harvard University
graduate and former elementary
school principal credits his success to
former Bridgewater State College
administrator, Paul Gaines, who took
black kids under his wing and
encouraged them.
Children of the members of the Class of 1980
Joseph Dioro was appointed princi-
pal of Saugus High School. Previously,
he was the unit director at Peabody
Veterans Memorial High School and
athletic director/learning disabilities
specialist at Sanborn Regional High
School in Kingston, N.H. Joseph, his
wife, Mim, and their children, Jeanna
and Jarred, reside in Kingston....
John Drottar, G'82, was selected
from 50 candidates to be the new
principal at Milton High School.
John received his doctorate from






Louise (Burke) Cote was one of
three honorees inducted into the
Alumni Hall of Fame at Southeastern
Regional Vocational Technical High
School's 35th annual graduation cere-
mony. Louise was cited for being an
unwavering advocate for the school
since graduating in 1977. She serves
as vice chair of the alumni associa-
tion and author of its alumni
newsletter. In addition, she has
worked with the school's recruitment
team, speaking to incoming students









Peachtree City. GA 30269
Mary Jean Byer Chiocca and her
husband, Allan, have two children,
Katey, 17, and Jenn, 15. They reside
in Bridgewater.... David Correira
was commended by the Suffolk Uni-
versity of Law School for his five-year
contribution to the advanced legal
studies program as a course material
developer, moderator and lecturer.
He has a master's degree in public
administration from the University of
Rhode lsland and a juris doctorate
from the New England School of Law
in Boston. Aside from maintaining
offices in Providence, R.I., and
Swansea, he frequently publishes and
speaks on a variety of legal topics
related to his area practice....
Kathryn FrateJlo Leva got together
with six other Class of 1980 members





Joe Darche, G'79, was selected as
the Silver Lake Regional High
School's coach of the year for girls'
indoor track. Joe is a history teacher
at Silver Lake Regional High School
and has coached track teams at the
school for the past 18 years, includ-
ing the indoor squad for the past 12
years. The success on the track in
2002 won him the award.... Michele
Coffey Pecoraro was appointed sales
manager for the Sheraton Plymouth.
Michele left her three-year position
as the public relations and marketing
manager for Plimoth Plantation for
the Sheraton. Previously, she was
corporate communications and com-
munity relations specialist at Harvard
Pilgrim Health Care.... Dr. Judith M.
Sgarzi has co-authored a book
entitled Victimology: Victims and
Their Roles, which was published
by Prentice Hall. Judith is the pro-
gram director of the criminal justice
program at Mount lda College.
1979
Members of the Class of 1980 (top row, left to right) are Lynn
Dearden LaVaII ie, Mary Lou Shea O'Connor, Sharon McNamara
Collins, and Marilyn Beal, bottow row, left to right: Kathryn
"Phyllis" Fratello Leva, Julie Chilson Purihton and Maureen
Graney.
Dr. David Robinson began writing
freelance for health and fitness
magazines after 11 years in private
practice as a chiropractor.
1983
Richard Pavao assumed his new
position as Fall River's superinten-
dent of schools in September....
James McNamee, who was associate
superintendent and superintendent
of schools in the Fall River diocese
for 10 years, was named principal of





Lt. Kirk N. Schillina, U.s. Coast
Guard, has returned from a 63-day
law enforcement deployment to the
Caribbean Sea and coastal waters of
the United States while assigned to
the U.s. Coast Guard Cutter Legard.
The ship participated in counter nar-
cotic and migrant interdiction opera-
tions with the Joint Inter-Agency








Alumni attending the 40th birthday cele-
bration ofTom Quill, '85, in Seabrook,
N.H., are left to right Paula Vogel Quill,
'86; Jeff Brigham, '85; Tricia Donavan
Holden, '85; Audrey Derocher; Mark
Derocher, '86; and Joe Holden, '85.
Kelly Sullivan Kramer
52 Colonial Ridge Drive
Gaylordsville, CT 06755-1003
Lisa Ferrara is head of the spinal
research lab at the Cleveland Clinic
and is involved in the development
of microchip implants used to moni-
tor bone growth in fusions and
implants.... David Lane is living out-
side of Rochester, N.Y., with his wife
and two children, ages 11 and 8. He
is an administrator for the volunteer
department at the University of
Rochester Medical Center's Strong
Memorial Hospital. David is inter-
ested in hearing from his friends
from BSC. His address is 13
Hillswood Road, Rochester, NY
14624.... June Roy Martin received
a master's degree in business admin-
istration from the University of
Massachusetts.... Several BSC alumni
representing the classes of 1985 and
1986 gathered at Seabrook Beach in






Paula Vogel Quill received the Mary
Ellen Piriano Memorial Scholarship
for the 2002-2003 academic year.
The scholarship, awarded to a part-
time student who has performed
community service, will be used by




10 Weston Avenue, Apt. 106
Quincy, MA 02170-1840
Tom Foley and his wife, Nancy,
became the proud parents of twin
boys, Caleb and Liam. They also have
a 2-year-old daughter, Kiera. Tom is
a vice-president at Fleet Boston,
where he has been employed for the
past 14 years. lfyou would like to
drop Tom an e-mail, you can reach
him at iwinc@aol.com.... Michael
Pelletier completed his service with
the U.s. Marines, where he flew C130
aircraft. He lives in Colorado with his
wife, Debbie, and four children,
Michael Jr., Jake, Lexie and Cole.
Mike is a captain with United
Airlines, flying 737's.... Joan
Dansereau Seamans is principal of
the Ethel Eo Hammond and East







200F Poplar Forest Road
Farmville, VA 23901
Roger Martorana was named mort-
gage originator for Medford Bank in
Arlington .... Steven Walker has been
elected to the Aula laudis Society
of the Northeastern Section of the
American Chemical Society. The soci-
ety is the "Hall of Fame" for high
school chemistry teachers. Members
are selected by their peers in recogni-
tion of excellence in the teaching of
chemistry at the secondary school
level and for their contributions to
chemistry education. Steven, who
has taught at the Greater New
Bedford Regional Vocational Tech-
nical High School for 14 years, has
been head of the science department
for the past two years. He and his
wife, Carolann, have two sons, Jaryd
and Justyn and they reside in New
Bedford.
1989
Jack Coleman is a staff writer at the
Cape Cod Times, covering politics
and the town of Bamstable. His wife
Janet Cole Coleman, '91, is a home-
maker for their 1-year-old daughter,
Emma, and 3-year old son, Billy....
Anthony DeStefano is a major in the
U.S. Army Signal Corps. He is with
the 3351h Theater Signal Command
Forward that is responsible for the
"Future Operations" communications
planning for the Southwest Asia Area
of Responsibility, which includes the
Afghanistan mission. The electronic
communications specialist who is
also involved in a team responsible
for strengthening the Kuwait mili-
tary, credits his BSC education and
training with equipping him with the
necessary people skills to do a good
job.... William Donnellan graduated
with a master's degree in school
administration from Emmanuel
College.... Bill Gagliard received
an MBA in February from Keller
Graduate School of Management in
Chicago. Bill is a client sales director
for AT&T Solutions and has been
living in Chicago since 1991 ....
Frederick Holdgate is married and
the father of two. He has been an air
traffic controller at the Nantucket
Memorial Airport for the past 12
years.... Ray Puglisi was hired as the
telecommunications manager for
the Manchester Police Department
in Manchester, N.H. Ray oversees the
communications, computer and





James McPhee ran in the 2002
Boston Marathon. He and his
brother, Stephen, '92, ran for the
Dana Farber Cancer Research and
raised over $8,000. James finished
in 5 hours and 8 minutes, Stephen
finished in 5 hours and 9 minutes....
Carole St. John was awarded the
2002 Secretary of Environmental
Affairs Excellence Award by the State
of Massachusetts. She teaches fourth
grade at Yelle Elementary School.
1991
Timothy Kallet is a pilot for United
Airlines and is enrolled in the MBA
program at Syracuse University....
Anthony and Leann Leonardo, '93,
Mavilia welcomed their first child,
Anthony Joseph Mavilia Jr. last
November. Anthony is a service coor-
dinator with the Department of
Mental Retardation and Leann is
a registered diagnostic cardiac sono-
graher.... Thomas Magee became a
certified financial planner in Novem-
ber 2000. He and his wife, Laurie,
welcomed a baby girl, Caroline, last
March 5.... Dave Wolcott Jr. became
the sports editor for the Taunton
Daily Gazette in September 2001.
1992
Jeff Corwin, who is featured on
Animal Planet's The Jeff Corwin
Experience, is working towards
establishing an interactive museum
and environmental center in Massa-
chusetts called EcoZone. He is also
pursuing post-graduate work on
Central American bats at the
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. Stephen J. McPhee ran in
the 2002 Boston Marathon. He and
his brother, James, '90, ran for Dana
Farber Cancer Research and raised
over $8,000. Stephen finished in
5 hours and 9 minutes and James
finished in 5 hours and 8 minutes....
Noele Sheehan was married to
Timothy Back on Nov. 17, 2001,
at the First Parish Church in
Bridgewater.... Branca Souza's
exhibition entitled "Islands Within
Myself," was held at the Kingston
Public Library in May. Her art has
been shown in galleries in Massa-
chusetts and in Lisbon, Portugal.
A resident of the Azores, Branca is
married to Paulo Sousa, a chef and






Bill Coffey considers himself lucky
following his appointment as head
trainer with Pawtucket Red Sox AAA
baseball team. With a career that
began as an intern with the Red Sox
in 1998, Bill has been steadily
moving upward in the baseball
world .... Rosanne Price Franco,
a science teacher at Greater New
Bedford Regional Vocational
Technical High School since 1996,
will be included in the Who's Who
Among America's Teachers, 2002.
She is the director of the Voc-Tech
Title I Program, district coach for the
High Schools That Work program,
and content expert consultant in
biology to the Massachusetts
Department of Education. She also
serves on other environmental com-
mittees.... Jim Whalen was named
the New England Patriots' head
trainer. The former Tampa Bay
Buccaneers' director ofrehabilitation
received a master's degree in sports
medicine from Miami and has
worked in a number of universities in








Colleen Condon graduated from
Northeastern University School
of Law last May.... Keith Desrosiers
is a math department chair at Y.E.5.
College Preparatory School, the top
charter school in Texas. His wife,
Candace, works in the public rela-
tions department of Houston Baptist
University.... Aenis }-larris has joined
Ocean Spray as Human Resources
Manager for the lT, Finance, Legal,
Grower Relations and Communica-
tions Centers of Functional
Experience.... Jane Lopes was
awarded the prestigious Paul Harris
Award by the Middleboro Rotary.
The award is the Rotary lnternational
Foundation's way of expressing its
appreciation for substantial contri-
butions to the organization and
the community. Jane, a former
president of the foundation, received
a presidential citation during her
presidency. She began her career
as a teacher and found her way
to journalism where she has risen
to the position of editor of the
Middleboro Gazette. ... Kristin
Murray works at the New England
Outdoor Center in Maine. During
the summer, she is a whitewater
rafting guide on the Kennebec,
Dead and Penobscot rivers.
1995
Patrick Crowley works for the
Hospital Workers Union Local 767,
SE1U. He and his wife reside in
Marshfield with their three children,




Westport, MA 02790- 1352
Mark Copithome graduated from
the state Firefighter Academy in May.
... Donald Fay ran in the 2002
Boston Marathon in 2 hours, 56
minutes, 26 s~conds. He finished at
783 out of more than 17,000 run-
ners.... Lt. Josh Osmanski is
assigned to Strike Fighter Squadron,
based out of Naval Air Station
Oceana.... Kathleen Mills owns her
own photography business, KM
Photography, specializing in wed-
dings and environmental portraits.
1997
Roger Limoges
1743 PStreet NW #7
Washington, DC 20036
Gregory Belcher graduated from
the Rhode lsland Municipal Police
Academy and is on the Newport, Rl,
police force. Previously, he worked
for Pinkerton Security and also man-
aged a security program for Citizens
Bank.... Genny Houck is living in






Lt. Commander Michael Day, G'98,
was presented the State of New York
Official's Medal by New York's Board
of Commissioners of Pilots for his
courage and ability during the after-
math of the Sept. 11, 2001 attack
on America. Michael is chief of the
Waterways Oversight Branch of Coast
Guard activities on Staten lsland, N.Y.
During the four days after the attack,
he worked non-stop directing safe
docking and loading of vessels,
medical casualties services and the
evacuation of the nearly one million
people fleeing the devastation.
Admiral James Loy called Michael "a
Coast Guard hero" at a ceremony in
Washington, D.C. Lt. Day has been
accepted to the Newport War College
in Newport, Rl, and will study for a
master's degree in national security
and strategic decision making. He




491 West Central Street-Unit 08
Franklin, MA 02038
Sherri Axelrad graduated from
John Jay College of Criminal Justice
in New York City. She received a
master's degree in forensic psychol-
ogy and is working as a forensic
case manager.
2000
Danielle Collins has accepted an
invitation to serve in Bolivia, South
America, for two years with the
Peace Corps to provide integrated
education focusing on nutrition and
sanitation. Her e-mail address is
daniellecatherine@hotmai1.com....
Jamie Tatro Niss and her husband,
Todd, purchased a home in Norton.
Jamie works with autistic children at
the League School in Walpole.
2001
Blake Hill is a correspondent for
The Standard Times in New Bedford.
... Laurie Hudak is working full
time at the Washington County
Conservation District in Washington,
Pa. as a Watershed Specialists. In this
capacity, she tests streams and rivers,
measuring the water quality, as
well as doing work involving acid
mine drainage. She also helps design
treatment systems to improve the
impacted watershed.
2002
Kerri Blake is the communications
coordinator for the Metro South
Chamber of Commerce.
Marriages
Paul Shinney, '97, to Marybeth Walsh,
'98, in December 2001
Gary S. Howard, '87, to Katherine W.
Young on Jan. 1, 2002
Scott A. Beaupre, '91, to Lindsay K.
Sullivan on Nov. 11, 2000
Robert T. Sampson, '95, to
Joanie B. Wong
R. Edward Braz, '94, to Amanda
Speakman on Feb. 8, 2002
Nicole Gonzales, '93, to Joseph Florio,
'93, on July 6, 2001
Wendy Bell, '95, to Mansour Bethoney
on Sept. 23, 2001
Joan M. Lane, '95, to Michael L. Verna
on Aug. 4, 2001
Denise M. Foster, '96, to Timothy S.
Vema, '96, on Nov. 24, 2001
Melissa Moran, '97, to Dennis Stampfl
on Oct. 23, 1999
Births
To Amy, '97, and Frank Davis, '97, a
daughter, Chloe Elizabeth, on
May 17,2001
To Nelly Nunes, '94, and Michael Nunes
a daughter, Olivia Mae, on
May 11,2000
To Karen Cummings Gillis, '90, and
Andrew P. Gillis, '90, a daughter,
Grace Ki1commons, on
Nov. 29, 1999. She joins her sisters,
Katherine and Lauren.
To Christine Colucci Clark, '98, and
Andrew Clark, '98, a daughter, Hailey
Elizabeth, on Oct. 6, 2001
To Beth A. Souza, '00, and Charles M.
Hiller Jr. a daughter, Ashley Catherine,
on Feb. 4, 2002
To Sharlene and David Linnevers, '91, a
daughter, Sophia Ellen, on
June 7,2002
To Christiane (Vidal) Wheeler, '93, and
Jeffrey Wheeler, '92, a son, Henry
Samuel, on Sept. 16, 2001. He joins his
2-year-old sister, Meryl Amy.
To Joan, '88, and John Pozerski, '86, a
daughter, Caroline, on March 8, 2002.
She joins her sister, Lauren, and her
brother, Andrew.
Richard Oerton Jr., '98, to Brenna
Heaslip on April 12, 2002
Sandra Justa, '98, to Jamie Soares on
April 28, 2002
Raygan Galvam, '99, to David Dupuy,
Jr., '99, on Aug. 11, 2001
Angela Murphy, '01, to Christopher
Gardiner on Sept. 30, 2001
Lauren M. Barthel, '01, to Gregory M.
Garrett on Feb. 2, 2002
Jonathan Bernier, '97, to Cara Dooley
on June 16,2001
Pamela Jean Rice, '92, to Brian Douglas
Hermes on Dec. 7, 2001
Christopher Kalil, '95, to S~aceyTufts
on Sept. 22, 2001
Eric Corfield, '95, to Linda Moseley on
Sept. 8, 2001
Laura Reddick, '96, to Greg Miller on
Dec. 29, 2001
Kristine N. Braley, '97, to Eric G.
Cardinal on Sept. 8, 2001
To Joan Marie and Joseph McDonald Jr.,
'81, a daughter, Kayleigh Marie, on
Aug. 29,2000
To Yvette T. Joyce, '88, and Michael
Joyce a daughter, Hope Lucille, on
Oct. 22, 2001
To Christine Wheeler, '93, and Jeffrey
Wheeler, ' 92, a son, Henry Samuel,
on Sept. 16,2001. Hejoins his sister,
Meryl Amy, age 2.
To Teresa Ciotti Motz, '92, and Johnny
Motz a son, Jared Xavier, on Feb. 12,
2002. Hejoins his brother, Jacob
Alexander, age 2.
To Paula Bellew Conquest, '93, and
Andrew Conquest, '93, a daughter,
Julia Ann, on Sept. 29, 2001
To Laurie and Thomas Magee, '91, a
daughter, Caroline Grace, on
March 5, 2002
To Michele Bowen, '87, and Chris
Bowen a son, Tyler James, on
March 1, 2002
To Leann Leonardo Mavilia, '93, and
Anthony J. Mavilia, '91, a son
Anthony Joseph Jr., on Nov. 2, 2001
To Gina and Gregg Poillucci, '87, a son,
Jake, in Oct. 2001. He joins his sister,
Brooke, age 12.
Frederick M. Marvel, '97, to Jennifer E.
Schraut on March 25, 2002
Brian Lavery, '97, to Trindalee Yurek on
June 2, 2001
Kara Ziergiebel, '94 G'Ol, to Scott Way
on Aug. 24, 2001
Lisa Joy Simard, '01, to Christopher J.
Maciel on Nov. 17, 2001
Priscilla Douzanis, '65, to Russell
Bradford Hurd on March 2, 2002
Susan Lynch, '92, to Daniel O'Brien on
Aug. 5,2000
Catherine Loranger, '89 G'94, to David
Cooper in September 2001
Kimberley Lacey, '99, to Michael Kunce,
'99, on Feb. 12, 2000
Carrie Whtie, '96, to William Buckley
Megan Blake, '98, to Timothy Brandall
on Sept. 29, 2001
To Marie and Sean Frazier, '91, a daugh-
ter, Anastasia Marie, on
March 29, 2002
To Allison DeCisso, '95, and Michael
DeCisso a daughter, Felicya Victoria,
on Nov. 11,2001
To Stacey Flaherty, '91, and Chris
Flaherty a son, Justin David, on
Jan. 13, 2000
To Ellen and Jim Kelley, '92, a son,
Francis Charles, on June 16, 2002. He
joins his brother, Jimmy, 13 months.
To Susan Pineo Wall, '94, and Seth Wall
a son, Jared Andrew, on Feb. 22, 2002
To Jodi Scarborough Texeira, '89,
and Stephen Texeira a son,
Jackson E., in May 2002. Hejoins his
brother, Andrew.
To Beth Vadala Zerelli, '92, and Sal
Zerelli, '93, a daughter, Anna Grace,
on April 1, 2001
BSC Community Mourns Losses
The Bridgewater State College community has lost a number of
its most well-known, respected and beloved members over the
past months.
In October, Mrs. Ratna Chandrasekhar, senior librarian at the
Maxwell libral)', died of scleroderma, and retired math professor
Donald C. Simpson, died at his Plymouth home.
The months of June and July saw the deaths of Dr. Glenn
Miller, who succumbed to cancer; Dr. Glenn Cook, retired direc-
tor of Media Service, who died in a car crash as a result of a
medical problem; and Dr. Kenneth Howe died after a long ill-
ness. Mrs. Florence Brower, one of Bridgewater State College's
longest-living and most dedicated alumni, died in July at the
age of99.
A highlight of Mrs. Chandrasekhar's 20-year career at
Bridgewater State College was when she introduced computers
to the Maxwelllibral)' after obtaining a grant from the U.s.
Department of Education. She became a senior librarian in 2001
and had served as acting director of the Iibral)' for two years.
Dr. Simpson was a math professor at Bridgewater State
College for more than 30 years prior to his retirement four
years ago.
Dr. Miller, a professor in the geography department at
Bridgewater State College, was planning to teach this fall.
Although his battle with cancer had forced him to leave campus
in April, he remained determined to return to the classroom in
September. Dr. Miller came to BSC in 1983.
He was well known nationally, through his work with many
professional organizations. Dr. Miller was a member of the exec-
utive board of the Association of American Geographers, the
largest professional geographers' association in the world.
Dr. Miller's death came just weeks after Dr. Cook died in a
car accident. Dr. Cook initiated many "firsts" during his nearly
20-year career at Bridgewater State College. He built the first
satellite receiver, operated the first satellite transmission to
Russia, housed the first office for CART (Center for the Advance-
ment of Research and Teaching), and built the first portable
computer projection equipment. He was the first person to win
the Commonwealth Citation for Outstanding Performance for
his outstanding contribution to the college A memorial scholar-
ship fund has been established in Dr. Cook's name. For more
information, contact the development office at 508-531-1290.
Mrs. Brower was a well-known educator in the New Bedford
area. She graduated from Bridgewater Normal School in 1924
and would later return to the school for two more years, gradu-
ating with a bachelor's degree in elemental)' education in 1943.
She retired from teaching in 1971 after having had the
distinction of teaching in evel)' school and evel)' grade in New
Bedford public schools. She established a scholarship fund for
Fairhaven students at Bridgewater State College.
Dr. Kenneth Howe, a World War 11 veteran, came to BSC in
1957. He served as professor and chairman of the Department
of Biological Sciences and also as dean of the Division of
natural Sciences and Mathematics.
Alvin J. Weiner, G'65, on May 28, 2002
Patrick J. Keeley Jr., '65, on
April 29,2002
Paul McVay Jr., '65, on Oct. 18, 2001
Margaret Mal)' Handrahan, '66, on
May 3,2002
Joy U. Toomey, G'66, on May 14,2002
Susan M. Molla, '66, on June 3, 2002
Jeanne M. Morrill, '66, on March 9, 2002
Barbara Claire Cooper, G'66, on
March 29, 2002
Walter Precourt Jr., '66, on
April 15,2002
Dr. Peter Griffin, '66, on March 26, 2002
Edmund T. Delaney, G'67, on
May 17, 2002
Christine M. (leal)', '71, on
March 17, 2002
Ruth Watson, '71, on June 25, 2002
Dorothy Sheehan, '74, on March 3, 2002
Robert S. Oliver, '75, on March 25,2002
John Kinnear, '75, on Feb. 16, 2002
Janice Caliri, '77, on Jan. 19, 2002
Helen F. Chase-Potthoff, G'77, on
Apri14,2002
June F. Muir, '80, on April 29, 2002
Alice T. Pumphret, '81, on May 5, 2002
Sarah "Sally" Crandell, G'81, on
April 15,2002
Virginia Merchant, '82, on April 13, 2002
Norma Valm, '86, on April 2, 2002
Daniel R. Diethelm, former director of the
Counseling Center, on March 16, 2002
Christie C. Hayden, '37, on June 23, 2002
D. Justin McCarthy, '38, on May 2, 2002
Clara Smethurst Casey, '39, on
March 22, 2002
lillian G. Rudolph, '41, on June 29, 2002
Evelyn Mangarpan, '42
Edith Johnson, '43, on May 13, 2002
Eleanor Bordeaux Small Downey, '44, on
May 30,2001
Priscilla latham, '45, on March 12,2002
Patricia A. Provost, '48, on May 31,2002
Ann Scott, '50, on May 21,2002
Richard Clarke Flemming, '50, on
Feb. 16,2002
Robert E..Driscoll, '50, on
March 22, 2002
Allan K. Belcher Jr., '51, on
April 15,2002
John A. Doonan, G'56, on June 19, 2002
Arlene M. Furtado, '56, on April 16, 2002
Eugene A. Kennedy, '56, on
June 28, 2002
Gordon W. Mitchell, '59, on May 5, 2002
Helen H. Walker Day, G'59, on Sept. 14,
2001
Edmie P. Bibeau Jr., G'60, on
June 20, 2002
lillyan Greene, G'62, on May 11,2002
leonel J. Neron, G'62, on Oct. 26, 2001
John M. Ferreira, G'63, on March 7, 2002
Dennis J. Taylor, '63, on April 14, 2002
John A. Sarson, lll, G'63, on
Feb. 21,2002
Noreen Nolan, '65, on April 3, 2002
Myriam Bliss, '23, on June 7, 2002
Evelyn L. Morse, '23, on June 15, 2002
Edith M. Astley, '25, on March 14, 2002
Hazell. Bissett, '26, on May 14, 2002
James W. Buckley, '27, on June 19, 2002
Winifred B. Schmidt, '27, on
June 12, 2002
Helen Curtis Fish, '28, on June 18, 2002
Harriet E. Tuttle, '28, on June 17, 2002
Caroline T. McDonald, '28, on
June 10,2002
Martha F. French, '28, on April 12, 2002
Mal)' F. Mayhew, '28, on Feb. 14, 2002
Marguerite N. Boudro, '28, on
May 18,2002
Ann Walsh Tuttle, '29, on Feb. 20, 2002
Hazel S. Walker, '29, on March 23, 2002
Anne C. Raleigh, '29, on April 8, 2002
Martha M. Foley, '29, on April 12, 2002
Catherine A. Galvin, '31, on
June 27, 2002
Ruth A. Murray, '33, on June 4, 2002
Phyllis G. Gould, '33, on Feb. 22, 2002
Mal)' C. lewis, '33, on Dec. 1, 2001
Marcella Teahan, '34, on April 11, 2002
George H. Jacobsen, '35, on
June 1,2002
Mae C. Bradbul)', '35, on May 19, 2000
Phyllis 1. Chase, '35, on April 22,2002
Althea P. Sawyer, '36, on Feb. 12, 2002
Marjorie Bradford Cobb, '37, on
June 13, 2002
Deaths
50th Anniversary Class Gift Campaigns as of June 30, 2002
As you know, we completed our Endowment Campaign successfully last June. However, we are happy to accept gifts to the endow-















Members Participation Total Gifts Completion Date
127 89010 $150,000* June 30,2000
127 62010 $176,000* June 30, 2001
98 63010 $22,000* June 30, 20021952
Lastly, we celebrated another Chairmen's Dinner in May of 2002. Retiring President Adrian Tinsley was honored, and a handsomely
endowed scholarship fund was established by trustees and college friends to perpetuate the good work she accomplished during her





Congratulations! Your support of the Annual Fund totaled $263,000. These dollars provided $100,000 for faculty and librarian
research grants; $60,000 for undergraduate student research grants; and $50,000 for BSC students to study abroad. These
academic programs make BSC highly competitive in relation to the other state colleges in Massachusetts.
Thanks to you, Bridgewater State College had another banner year in fund raising, despite the economy and events of last year. We
finished FY'02 at $1,624,257 - the highest gift year in the college's history! Special thanks are extended to alumni, parents and
friends. The class reunion campaigns have added a great dimension to our fund-raising effort. Besides, working with the 50th
reunion classes is just plain fun! This past year, we also began working with the 25th reunion classes. The Class of 1977 met on
Alumni Weekend and had a great time reconnecting with classmates.
Honor Roll of Donors
Fal/2002
Our Parent Association began fund raising for an endowed scholarship in the fall of 2001. With proceeds from the association's
annual auction on Homecoming/Family Weekend, coupled with phonathan gifts, the fund has already reached the $10,000 mark.
This means that a deserving student will receive the first Parent Association Scholarship in the spring. These fund-raising efforts will
continue through the 2002-2003 season.
*Note: These gift totals include state matches and investment income.
Note: With this issue, a new recognition system is being introduced. Names in bold print signify that the donor generously has made









































































Terry Hart Cogan '51






Jeanne C. Campbell '70








Joseph &: Fredericka Huber
Kappa Delta Phi Alumni Brothers,
Class of 1964
Marcia K. Anderson
James '61 &: Lana
Steele '62 Argir
Richard P. Baks
Bruce '68 &: Patricia
Quinn '67 Bartlett
Frank Bibbins
Jane Rae Bradford '72 G'76




Walter '52 &: Phoebe
Leavitt '53 Campbell
Barbara A. Carreiro '72
Robert '51 &: June Carter
James S. Castagnozzi
Memorial Fund




Jeanette DiPaoli Damon '54
William H. Davis
V. James '39 &: Norene DiNardo
Margaret Hart Foley '51
Freedom Capital Management



















Raymond '71 &: Karen Messier
David &: Joy Jenkins
Owen B. Kiernan '35
Mary Hoyle Mahan '60
E. Paul &: Mary Drummey '41
Merlet '41
Frank C. Nackel '78
Raytheon Company
Grantham, Mayo, VanOtterloo &
Co.llC
George G'82 &: Shirill Gurley




John C. Hurley '69
E. Dennis &: Michelle Kelly
linda Klein
David &: Phyllis Wells '67 Klock
A. William Kochanczyk '60
Shirley J. Krasinski
Emma Fisher Law '54
Amelia E.Leconte '52
Tamara lingos-Utley
Richard P. Lombardi '59
Herbert '70 &: Susan Lynch
Eleanore MacCurdy






Frankland &: Priscilla G'73 Miles
Edward & Rose Minnock
Dana &: Kathy '81 Mohler-Faria
Morgan Stanley
Joseph L Mullen, Jr.
Claire Golden Mulready '53
New England Business Service
Dorothy & Ian Oppenheim
Lois R. Pickering
Lorraine Wiklund Olson '56
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Group
Jerry Rappaport
Edith Glick Shoolman '25
Sodexho Marriott Services
Alice T. Tyson G'63
Louis '81 &: Cynthia
Booth '81 Ricciardi
Adrian &: Mary Rondileau






Daniel '67 &: Teresa
Doyle '74 Smith
Joel '72 &: Alexandra Weissman
A. Albert &: Adeline Yurkstas
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
William C. Quist '79
Mary Rattray Riley '53
David '83 &: Eileen Robichaud
Rockland Trust Company











Deborah Mallard Stein '74
Catherine Yoyos Telford '50
The Brockton Black & Blues Police
Hockey Team
Mary Lou Thornburg
Richard '77 &: Elizabeth Tonner
Carolyn V. Turchon '62
Wal-Mart
Leon Weinstein '70
George '53 G'56 &:
Beatrice Weygand
Robert L Williston '66
Lynne Briscoe Wisneski '69
James &: Sonja Wolfsberg
NancyYee
30
Although we have taken great care to check the names listed, no such list can be
perfect. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
Please let us know so that we can make the necessary corrections to our records.













Armand '53 &: Helen
Bratsolias '55 Boisselle
BSC Parent Association
Cynthia Quirk Buscone '61
Central Ceilings, Inc.
Robert M. Cheverie '72
Robert T. Citrano, Jr. '89
Matthew '89 &:
Rachael Shannon '89 Collins
Mark R. Craven
Clement E. Daley '39
Judith Murphy DeFilippo '62
ExxonMobii Corporation
John &: Loretta Fitzgerald
Kathleen Moore Flaherty '91
Mary E. Flaherty '44





Susan Raskin Abrams '67
Helene O'Hara Adams '49
Nathalie Dorman
Agostino '49 G'52
John A. Ahokas '81 G'85
Charlene Panora Aikman '72
Lawrence Albaugh '92
Barbara N. Albret '36
Marie Baroni Allen '65
Gertrude Fearing Alley '52
Fatima Allie '54
F. Robert Allison '76
Gerald M. Allman G'68
Eileen Tutty Altieri '55
Susan Leone Ambrozavitch '77
Almeda King Ambrulevich '55
Janet Foster Anderson '73
Mary Oakley Anderson '50
Patricia D. Anderson '86
Stephen P. Andrade
J. Carol Terry Angus '53
Francis E. Antosca '63
Jose C. Antunes '65
Claire M. Appling '54
Wilmar Harlow Armer '35 G'46
Phyllis A. Armstrong '57
Grace Bard Arnstein '43
Pamela Kenny Arrighi '82
Kathleen Holleran Arruda '76
Louis F. Asci, Jr. '85
Sandra Wiggin Ashley '56
Norman & Ann Ashworth
Gary '77 & Irene
O'Neil '77 Atkinson
Brian Auger
Helene C. Auger '70
President's Circle $10,000 and above.
Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 •
Nicholas Tillinghast Society $2,500 - $4,999 •
Mary W. Fuller
Fred F. Fullerton '73
Eva T. Gaffney G'Ol
Georgia Pacific Corporation
Sandra Corey Gray '59
Marie Reilly Grzywacz '52
Jack '55 &: Patricia
St. John '55 Hackett
John &: Ann G'97 Harper
Lois Gnong Haslam '53
Jean Hassett '53
Winnifred Taylor Hodges '41
Phyllis McCaigue Hosker '53
John C. Hoy
Paul C. Killgoar, Jr. '68
Martin F. Killory '40
Hans T. Larsen '76
Rev. Paul Laurell
Gail M. Leftwich
Robert & Judi Lemaire
Jeffrey R. Lynch '73
Theresa M. Malumphy '54
Dolores L Mclaughlin G'73
Dawn A. Michael
June R. Morse '87
Dalton &: Noreen Paiva '58 Avery
John F. Aylmer G'70
Melvin Backman '41
Sylvia Osharow Bailet '42
Steven A. Baillargeon '84
Maureen Chase Baird '63
Suzanne Lavoie Baker '89
Billie Smith Balashek '70
Tracy Baldrate '64
Carol R. Baldwin '77
Ball Corporation
Jacques P. Barbour '99




Janice Jolicoeur Barris '75
Judy A. Barry '89
Natalie Creeden Barry '56
Richard G'53 & Martha
Cook '55 Batchelder
Joanne Stearns Bean '73
Bearce Insurance
John &: Suzanne Beattie
Richard R. Beaudoin '76




Nelson '73 & Cheryl
Scudder '74 Belanger
Carol Araujo Belmarce '70
Phyllis M. Bernard '65
Lucy Bernardo '69
Roland Bernardo '60
Nancy Chapman Bestul '54
Donna Demerjian Bever '77
Linda Wrublewski Biela '77
S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499.
Crimson Society $500 - $999 +
Century Club $100 - $499 *
Old Harbor Inn
Joan M. Park '56
Mark Peters
Cameron B. Place '67
Planet Subaru,lnc.
Lois E. Poule
Prime Time Sports, Inc.
Francine Quaglio
Richard '89 &: Linette Villegas
'92 Rao
Geoffrey Reynolds '92
Laurence &: Jane Richards
David '66 &: Rosemary
Reardon '66 Rodriquenz
Rubin And Rudman LLP
Alphonse F. Saulino '53
Barbara E. Schmitt
Thomson Financial Services
Robert '64 G'70 &:






Edward '54 &: Sallee
Twichell '53 Bielski
Rosemary E. Binda G'83
Ellen Sharpe Binney '54
Gerald E. Blanchette '57
John '56 &: Lorraine
DeFrates '56 Blanchon
Carol Bliss-Furr
Anastasia Coparan Blount '44
Mary Sheehan Boethel '44
James '67 &: Sandra Clark-
Lorenzen G'97 Bohlin
Carol M. Bolduc '78
Marjorie G. Bollen '57
Arthur &: Caryl Booth
Matthew & Christine
Crowley Botica
John &: Mary Boucher
Theresa Tupper Boucher '55
Jo-Ann L Bourgeois '68
Gary &: Irene Bourne
Atherleen Hanson Brady '47
Mildred Braga '51
John '57 &: Helen
Wolski '55 Braithwaite
Harold & Lou Ann Brannan




Richard '65 G'70 &: Diane
Speare '59 Bridgwood
Brockton Enterprise
M.Lois Lyons Brophy '54
Erica A. Brotschi
JoAn Bull Brouwer '49
Catherine Moriarty Brown '39
William '77 &: Deborah
Dempsey '78 Brown
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2000) •

























































Kenneth 6'71 & Donna
Daley '68 6'74 Brown
Thomas '70 & Judith
Riley '70 Brown




BSC Alumni Chamber Choir
Carolyn Orton Bump '52
Henry W. Burbine '65
Edwin & Rita Burke
Jerome F. Burke '73
Maureen lynch Burke '80




Robert H. Burwood '66 6'70
Susan Jameson Butler '80
Antonio '65 & Concetta
Reavis '65 Cabral
Daniel A. Cabral '64
Jo Anne Powers Cadorette '55
leeanne M. Cafardo '82
Phyllis Lanza Caligaris '55
Alfred M. Calk '88
William & Jane
Smith '83 Callahan
Katherine Inglis Callahan '62
Linda A. Callis-Prall '61
Robert Camara '01
Ann F. Cameron '64
Anne Scally Campbell '56
Martha L Campbell '82
Kathleen Sheehy Camuso '75
Mary Ellen Capek
Mary O'Neill Carey 'so
Kathryn R. Carney '72
Joyce Bissell Carpenter '53
Ronald '58 & Mary lou
Canniff '59 Carroll
Robert M. Carroll '87
Elizabeth Souza Carter '74
Stuart Carter '70
Barbara W. Carvalho G'92
John A. Celani '74
Phyllis Zeldin Chait '48
Henry A. Chamberlain '71
Warren & Joan Charette
Janice M. Chase '70
Irene Checkovich
Shu-Ling Chen
Joseph M. Chencus '66
ChevronTexaco
Ruth Blottman Chippendale '51
Rita Crowley Choquette '52
Charles '54 & Nancy Christie
Priscilla Pinel Christopher '42
CIGNA
lloyd '54 & Dorothy Clark
Serena Morse Clary '43
Daniel Clifford '85
CNT,lnc.
Dimitra Colas Cobleigh '55
Adelia Kucinskas Coe '57
Marilyn Coe
Esther Rosenblatt Cohen '46
Robert '83 & Maria
Tobin '84 Colangeli
Clifton M. Colby '76
Nancy Collins
Ray & Elizabeth Collins
Alan V. Comedy
Joseph F. Comerford '43
Robert M. Commins '66
Compaq Computer Corp.
Edward J. Connolly '75
Philip '72 & Janice
Indorato '72 Conroy
Laurence '74 & Virginia
Haserlat '74 Contrino
Conventures. Inc.
Bert & Mary Cook
Laurell Fortin Cook '72
Ruth Small Cooke '41
Richard Coombs 6'95
Robert G. Cooper '52
Margaret Fairhurst Copeland '73
Joseph C. Correia '75
David '80 & Ann
Parent '80 Correira
Richard & Ellen Cost
Robert '80 & louise Burke '81 Cote
Joseph '72 & Madeline
Lannin '73 Cotton
Thomas R. Coughlin '75
Veronica T. Cote
Joy Fessler Cox '87
Kathleen M. Craig '71
Carolyn Cramer
Jane M. Creedon '61
Crescent Credit Union
Keith '75 & Eileen
Quigley '76 Crochiere
Margaret Cassidy Crocker '50
Ronald R. Cromwell
Basil F. Cronin 6'67
Patrick F. Cronin G'OO
Andrea Montanari Crook '78
Marcia Crooks '55 6'62
Robert H. Cross '62
Robert A. Crossman '86
David R. Croteau
Robert W. Crouch '67 6'80
Karl P. Crowell '68
Frank & Janice Crowley
Francis T. Cullen, Jr. '72
Janet Thifault Cunningham '54
Deirdre E. Curley
lynne Fournier Curnyn '80
Francis '53 & Joanne
Kilmain '53 Curran
Arthur P. Curry, Jr. '64
Rosemary Durant Curto '44
Rita L Custeau '47
Ellen M. Cuttle Oliver '82 6'88
Paul R. D'Andries 6'79
Barbara D'Entremont '75 6'85
Sheila McGiveron Dacey '69
Kathleen M. Daly '75
6ertrude Daneau '54
John C. Danehy
Daniel J. Darcy '88 6'90
Carolyn A. Davis
John '79 & Karen Davis
Marjorie L Davis '65
Mary Noonan De Angelo '82
Ralph & Alison DeConto
Eleanor Ferrara Deehan '57
David & Judith Deep
Shirley Deknes '52 6'54
Thomas H. Delahunt '69
Chet '61 &Janet
leone '63 Delani
Gary & Nancy DellaPosta
Patricia DeLauri
Nancy Deluca
Donald '63 & Evelyn
Ekberg '63 Delutis
6ay 6ibbons Demaggio '64
6eorge M. DeMarco, Jr. '78
Robert '62 & Helen
Callahan '62 Demers
Susan losciuto Dempsey '73
Elizabeth Hamlett Denniston '46
Victor DeSantis
Ruth Rigby Desousa '22
Dominic A. DiBattista '67
Cynthia Pickering Dillon '61
Malcolm A. Dillon '50
Annette DiMascio '72
Janet Churbuck Dimattia '59
Margaret Malone DiPersio '56





Richard & June Dolan
Brian L Donnelly
Ruth A. Donnelly '52
Paul F. Donovan, Jr. '89
Kevin '70 & Marjorie
Nordman '70 6'76 Dorney
J. Kenneth Downey '49
Joyce Schofield Downey '52
Ann Cantfill Doyle '56
Robert 6. Doyle 6'76
Robert F. Doyle '76
Catherine L Drezak '79
Arthur C. Driscoll
Dorothy Walsh Driscoll '58
Robert E. Driscoll '50
Ann duCille '71
Marie 6earin Duerden '57
Roger T. Dunn
Sally Farrar Dunn '57
Brian R. Dunning '73
Janet E. Dunwoodie '51
Bernard & Diane Durante
Richard 6. Durnin '43
Elizabeth Gallagher Duval '78
Kevin '86 & Suzanne
Mclean '88 Dwyer
Kerri Fay Eck '85
William '41 & Betty
Milne '41 Edgar
John Egan
Charles '64 6'67 &
Pamela 6'78 Elliott
Charles R. Ellsworth '75
Richard H. England, Jr. '80




Betsy Atwood Esters '58
Allyson C. Every '73
Judith A. Fahy '69
Henry J. Fanning 6'61
Cheryl J. Faris '68
Eileen T. Farley
Ruth Kearney Farley '58
Patricia Meade Fatseas '77
Paula E. Fay '75
Mary A. Fazio '87
Barbara Fazzina '80
David '62 & Patricia
Siekman '63 Fee
William P. Feeney '74
Mercer Fellouris
Nancy F. Ferguson
Izaura Pinto Fernandez '52
Dale Parker Ferris '77
Francis '80 & 6ina Ferron
'81 Ferron-Muccio
Fidelity Investments




Suzanne Desmarais Flaherty '68
William A. Flaherty, Jr. '71
Mary T. Flanagan '84
Fleet Bank
Alice Flemming
John J. Fletcher '58
Richard '74 & Nancy Kipp
Florence '76 6'81
John F. Foley, Jr. '76
C. Christopher Ford, Jr. '63
Mary Matthews Fordham '63
Helen A. Forsgard '76
Elaine Ticchi Foster '68
Helen Ulvila Foster '55
Jeanne O. Foster '77




Noelle Beaudet Foye '99
Eugene A. Franciosi 6'59
Sandra Dicorpo Franklin '71
A. Christian Fredrick, Jr. '68
William M. 6agliard '89





Although we have taken great care to check the names listed, no such list can be
perfect. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
Please let us know so that we can make the necessary corrections to our records.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater magazine.
Richard H. Gamble '62
Gamma Phi Beta E.H.
Zelda F. Gamson
Cheridah Paquin Gangone '35
Cheryl R. Garavente '84
Chester M. Gardner, Jr. '63
Robert '74 & Unda '75 Gay
Shirley Hayworth Geary '58
Gregory '85 & Donna Gelineau
Arthur C. George
Beverly George '56
Angela Ralli Gerth '74
John R. Ghublikian G'75
Albert E. Gibbons, Jr. '64
Paul '59 & Madlyn
Ware '55 G'73 Giberti
Mary Deans Giberti '35
M. Carey & Gayle Gilbert
Ruth Gilbert-Whitner G'OO
Valerie J. Gill '76
Gillette Company
Brian F. Gilligan '69
Jean Bently Gilman '52
Carol Coady Gilson '63
Rick L Giuliotti '87
Esther lovell Gleason '31
Sandra L Glynn '89




Joseph J. Gonsalves '80
lydia T. Gonsalves '70
Richard A. Gonsalves, Jr. '70
Jane C. Goodwin '63 G'72
Goody Clancy & Associates
Earlene M. Gordon '90
Grace Sweeney Gorman '46
Janet Gorman
Virginia J. Gorman '52
Anne V. Gormly
Irving & Alberta Metras '66 Goss
Doris J. Goyetche '51 G'57
William G. Grable '62
James C. Grady '77
Maureen P. Graney '80
Margaret Fletcher Grant
Miles Grant
Shirley A. Grant '79
Franklin '62 & Florence
Bell '62 Gray
Patricia Neagus Gray '57
John '54 & Betty
Harrison '55 Green
James Greene III '92
Lenny & Dale Gregory
Samuel F. Gregory '35




Thomas & Donna Griffin
Keith J. Grillo '83
Richard '48 & Lillian
Wilson '48 Grimley
Francis X. Guindon '41
Paul J. Guiney '71
Giving Clubs
Elizabeth Gurney '38
Janet Anderson Gutterson '61
Susan M. Hackney '77
Patricia Smith Haddad '72
Jane Masi Hall '73
Linda Hall '95
Nancy Ek Hall '72
Susan A. Hallgarth
Lawrence Halzel '36
Elizabeth Ruddock Hamilton '52
Joshua W. Hamilton '80
Edmund C. Hands '70
Ruth T. Hannon
Phillip J. Hanrahan '63
Helen Lutted Hansen '39 G'50
David P. Harding '62
Courtland L Harlow, Jr. '66
David K. Harris, Jr. '68
Julie Wolge Hartman '76
Richard J. Harwood '80
Gary R. Haskell '79
Mark P. Hayer '76
Nell McMahon Hayes '84
James & Pamela Hayes-Bohanan
Peter P. Hayhow '69
Frank & Mary Hays
lea T. Hearn '43
Elna Filipson Helgerson '41
Patricia A. Hennessey
Janice Y. Henry
Eileen C. Herbert '63
Ruth Sullivan Herford '42
Marjorie Carr Hermans '64
Esther Howes Herrick '62
Paul H. Herrlich '67
Walter M. Hewitson
Barbara McNeill Hickey '51
John J. Hickey '74
Mary lockary Hicks '40
Frank & Kay Hidalgo
Evelyn Whiting Hildreth '44
Janet levesque Hildreth '62
Mary L Hill '75
Ronald '84 & Deborah
Akers '84 Hill
Bettina Hayden Hiltbold '39
James E. Hinds '76
Cheryl Hitchings
Sandra L Hobbs-Millett '77
Jonathan E. Hobill '82
Blandine Jasnocha Hogan '56
Kristin Hokanson
Catherine H. Holbrook G'81
Donna L Holden '98
Carol Dutton Hoole '59
Marianne M. Horan '74
Joan Weber Horsefield '55
Christine Frank Horte '62
Donald M. Houghton '72
Richard B. Hovey '50
Elaine N. Howard '81
Rita M. Howes '77
Marcia Moody Hoyt '61
Elinor Bates Hubbard '29
Cynthia Tower Huddy '61
Sally Swanson Huffman '68
Presidenfs Circle $10,000 and above.
Homce Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 •
Nicholas TIllinghast Society $2,500 - $4,999.
William '54 & Barbara Barton
'52 Hughes
Michael '65 & Donna
Chateauneuf '65 Hughes







Marguerite M. Jacinto '84
Elaine Francis Jackson '66 G'90
Karen Miller Jackson '75
Timothy H. Jackson '70
Janet Jagodzinski
David N. Jakub G'72
Gail Hutchinson Jamison '56
Karen West Jannace '69
Colette H. Janson-Sand '67





Carroll '59 & Bjorg
Jenson '62 G'81 Jeppson
Jane Rankin Johansen '73
John Hancock Company
Angela Mucciarone Johnson '72
Carolyn Clough Johnson '50
Elsie Packer Johnson '47
Juliette D. Johnson '64
Richard Johnson '75
Johnson & Johnson Family
of Companies
James C. Johnston '66
James '94 & Doreen Gale '85 Joly
Courtney Sullivan Jones '93
Kenneth A. Jones '66
Robert C. Jones G'60
Warren Jones '85
James J. Jordan
Frederick '74 & linda
Colby '74 Jordan
John & Virginia Kalb
Elva Bertoncini Kanakry '55
James A. Kane '80
Joseph V. Kane '69
Timothy '78 & Karen
Ryan '78 Kane
Deborah Cunha Kasabian '83
Daniel '78 & Kathleen
Dudley '78 Keating
William F. Keating, Jr.
Catherine Murphy Kedski '86
Matthew & Patricia Keenan
Marjorie Dumoulin Keene '65
Jeannette LaBelle Kelleher '50
Lawrence R. Kelleher
Edward P. Keller '54
Barbara Poirier Kelley '74
Gerard M. Kelley, Jr. '69
Pamela G. Kelley '86
Paul F. Kelley '51
Thomas F. Kelley, Jr. '90
Daniel F. Kelliher, Jr. '67
S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499 •
Crimson Society $500 - $999 •
CenturY Club $100 - $499 *
lois Shea Kennedy '51
Constance M. Kennefick '45
Clare Lindberg Kenslea '43
Margaret A. Keohane G'63
Marion Barnes Keough '39
Marc J. Kerble '76
Sylvia Keyes
Richard H. Kherlopian '62
Ellen Bowen Kilbridge '57
Jane Russell Kilmer '58
William & Isabell
Bragg '51 G'54 King
Naomi King '62
Scot M. Klimke
Gary C. Koltookian '54
Carol Morse Kosicki '75




Elizabeth Pattison Kulas '55
LC N,lnc.
Jean Mello labelle '53
Gary J.laFave '75
Albert '75 & Anne
Collins '75laFrance
Philip & Barbara LaFrance
Thomas M. lagrasta '65
Helen Campbelllahey '39
Rose lans laliberty '40
Carol E. lamb '80 G'83
Gail Appiani lamb '64
Henry J. lamb G'81
Peter '56 & Eleanor
Pickens '58 Lane
Francis L lane '64
Robert '64 & Theresa
Balewicz '64 lane
Frances Berry langille '64
Kenneth J. Lappin G'81
Edward T. latta '69
Susan J. lawson Cann '78
Dennis '88 & Debra Paul '95 Leahy
James & lynne leary
Winifred Murray leary '56
Kathryn Germain Lease '54
Robert G'61 & Marie
Haviland '54 leavens
Madeline Morlock LeBlanc '67
Harold '56 & Marian
Murphy '52 LeBlanc
Toni Tsotsones Lecy '82
Philip W. leFavor '72 G'76
Carolyn A. Lenaghan '62
David & Donna Lentini
Marie Buzzi leone '44
Carol Lerch '91
Susan Geary lessoff '72 G'76
Guy F. leVan '76
Jacques '71 & Nancy
Gancarski '71 Leveille
Wendi Stewart levine '85
Michael G'76 & Edwina
Porter G'77 Lewandowski
Margaret S.lewis '57
Barbara F. lightizer '77
Elaine Perry Liming '62
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2(00).































Mary Diamond Linehan '44
James Lively
Joan Sheehan Lloyd '54
Nancy Fears Lob '54
Robert Locatelli '60
Virginia Alden Logan '69
Howard London
James E. Long '72
David R. Longland '73
F. Scott Longo '89
Myra Powers Lopes '54
Arthur '55 & Vivian
Gasper '53 Lord
Wm. Jeffrey Lord '77
Lisa M. Louttit '78
Marion Guilbault Louzan '47
Charles R. Loverin '60
Robert &: Patricia Lownds
laurie Sheehan Lundergan '86
Ann McLaughlin Lundstedt '61
Miriam Peltonen Luoma '44
Marion R. Lupica '37




John '76 &: Gina
Remal '76 Lynch
William F. Lynch, Jr. '82
Joan Lynch-Silver '75
Rita H. Lyons '52
Virginia Jesse Machado '86 G'94
Robert MacMillan
William Maes
Thomas L. Magee '91
Ann M. Maguire '69
Jane Stetson Maguire '61
Jeanne Douglas Mahanna '88
Barbara Tappen Mahar '61
Beverly Kinne Mahoney '62
Jeannette Mulvey Mahoney '44
Lottie Dumoracki Mahoney '50
William M. Mahoney '42
Joseph R. Mailloux '54
Anthony '77 &: Paula
Yale '76 Maistrellis
Barbara H. Malo
John G'57 &: Rose
Dantono '54 Maloney
Jeffrey & Sharon Mandell
Joanna M. Marchand '84
Helen Barker Mark '33
Patricia V. Markunas
Heidi Hinds Marotta '85
Marsh & McLennan
Companies, Inc.
Karl M. Marsiglio '96
Joseph '70 &: Diane
Neville '71 Martin
Nancy O. Martin '78
Anna Martin-Jearld
Alan '64 &: Claudette
Michaud '64 Marvelli
Anne Povoas Mason '69




Eleanor Pitts Mathes '40
Rebecca Erwin Mauch '60
Carol Barbato Mauro '55
Robert G. May '56
Virginia T. Mayo '43
Claire McAfee '58
Paul T. McAndrews '93
D. Justin McCarthy '38
Robert &: Roberta McCarthy
Susan McCombe '01
Otis H. McCorkle'48
Margaret J. McCormick '75
Thomas E. McDonagh '85
James J. McDonald
M. Scott McDonald '80
Leona Milch McFarland '50
Dorothy E. McGann '76
Patrick S. McGlynn '85
Middleton K. McGoodwin '70
Norman F. McGowan '56
Prudence M. McGregor
Patricia F. McGuire '55
Raymond E. McKay
Lois Melville McKenzie '52
Doris Messias McKinlay Kelley '53
David L. McKinnon '74
Mary Ann McKinnon G'91
Judith B. McLaughlin
Daniel J. McLean '00
John L. McLean '90
Laura E. McLeod G'67
John & Sandra McMorrow
Janice Burchard McNamara '47
Michael J. McNamara '74
Linda Di Salvio McNeilly '77
Scott &: Linda McNeilly
Daniel J. McNulty '81
Thomas A. McPhee '70
Paul '67 & Gayle Enella '67 Means
Katherine l. Medeiros '69
Antonietta Minerva
Meier '53 G'55
Frederick &: Nancy Meier
Ida George Meikle '40
Constance E. Melahoures '68
Robin S. Melavalin
Emerson J. Melaven
Lawrence R. Melcher, Jr. '69
Marilyn Jackson Mello '59




Linda Sinnott Merritt '71
Michael J. Merten '52
David J. Messaline '65
Ruth Metcalf '37
Janice Reed Metz '61
Cindy L. Meyer
Susanne Silbeira Michelini '64
Microsoft
Mary Wisotsky Miller '48
Timothy '82 &: Carol
Campisi '82 Millerick
Tom &: Lynn McDonald '97 Mills
John F. Minihan '62
Kathleen A. Mirrione
Kevin P. Mischley '93
Brian J. Mitchell '80
Gordon W Mitchell '59
Sheila Doody Mitchell '72
Moberg &: Son Roofing, Inc.
Louise McGibbon Moline '61
Kris Batista Monahan '93
Brian M. Moore '85
James '69 &: Carlene
Carroll '69 Moore
Richard Morin '52
Emmet '68 &: Jeanne
Gagne '66 Morrill
Ann Burgess Morris '54
John &: Priscilla
Andersen '61 Morrison
John '64 &: Patricia
Correa '64 Morrissey
Richard A. Morse '69
David A. Morwick '64
Motorola Corporation
Mary C. Moulson-Litchfield '77
Sheila Linehan Mousette '74
Francis '80 &: Gina
Ferron '81 Muccio
Paul & Margaret Mulloy
James Munise '93
Norma Goyetche Munroe '56
Elizabeth Brown Murphy '58
Francis E. Murphy
Jack Murphy
Jeanne Kirby Murphy '53
John '53 & Patricia
Delaney '54 Murphy
Paul A. Murphy, Jr. '74
Ruth A. Murphy '71
William J. Murphy '63
Robert S. Murray G'57
Frank &: Maureen Muscato
Donna Naas Mutzenard '72
Walter '61 &: Barbara
Mattinson '61 Nagle
NELLIE MAE
Cheryl L. Nelson '79
Bruce '69 & Martha Cokash
'69 Nelson
Jorge l. Neves '90
New York Times Co.
Joanne P. Newcombe
Diana Schneider Nichols '63
Ramona D. Nichols '80
Barbara Vose Nicholson '56
Martha Nickerson '47
Michael '82 &: Judith
Bugeau '80 Nickley
John S. Noonan '44
Peter D. Nord '63
Susan Vigers Norton '75 G'96
Charles Notis '68
Linda A. Novelli '64
Ann K. Noyes '53
NSTAR
Jean Littlefield Nummi '48
Mercedes Nunez
Leonard '53 & Margaret
Beaulieu '53 O'Brien
Marian Tyrell O'Brien '50
Patricia M. O'Brien
Stephen J. O'Brien '76
John '76 & Gail
Bradbury '75 O'Connell
James P. O'Connell '70
Joseph '43 &: Alyce
Mullins '44 O'Donnell
Ruth Cummings O'Donnell '71
Helena Logan O'Malley '38
Debra Galarneaux O'Neil '78
William & Betty O'Neil
Mary McGowan O'Toole '58
Paul A. Oberlander '75
Katherine Sites Oldham '44
Arnold '41 & Barbara
Govoni '41 Oliver
Susan Bailey Oliveria '88
Franklin P.Ollivierre
Claire Heintz Olson '69
Steven '66 &: JoAnne
Semino '66 Olson
Samuel H. Olson '54
Gary R. Oman
William '57 G'60 &:
A. Karen Mann '55 Orcutt
Jorge Orta '92
Steven G. Osetek
Irene Bouley Oslund '49
Kenneth '75 &: Theodora
Tosches '75 Ottariano




Virginia Vanderwarker Page '62
Eugene & Suzanne Palopoli
David &: Sandra Park
Janice L. Park
Patricia Butler Park '55
Lucille Dumas Parkinson '73
Katherine McGaughey
Parolin '52
Evelyn Johnson Parziale '42
Suzanne Payne G'91
Lynne Payson G'98
Edwin G'80 & Mary G'73 Payton
Louise Rodrigues Pearson '61
David W. Peirce '86
Anthony F. Pellegrini '64
Margaret Perry Pelletier '61
Christine M. Pelosi '74
Michael F. Perry '91
Thomas F. Perry '74
Deena M. Pers
George S. Peters, Jr. '66
Robert K. Petersen '68




Mary O'Grady Phelps '55
Wayne R. Phillips '62
John & Lynn Pietras
Martha Pirone G'91
James T. Pirrello '73
Denise Sheehan Pizura '64
James Plotner, Jr. '67
Polaroid Foundation
Carl '52 &: Lois Dunn '51 Ponder
34
Although we have taken great care to check the names listed, no such list can be
perfect. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
Please let us know so that we can moke the necessary corrections to our records.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater magazine.




Mary A. Post G'86
Genevieve M. Powers'48
William & Jessie Powers
PPG Industries Foundation
Theresa M. Pratt '74
Jean M. Prendergast '50
Charlotte James Prochnow '42
Rhonda L Pruss '77
Lillian Russell Putnam '42
Gloria Quegan '49
Robert G'54 & Gloria
Gifford '49 Quegan





Raymond J. Raposa '76
Meredith Bragg Raymond '39
Stephen Raymond '91
Reader's Digest Association, Inc.
Keri Jean Reardon '97
Mary Correia Reardon '50
Carol Scagliarini
Redgate '57 G'71
Linda Lerro Redman '68
louise C. Reilly '45
Ronald J. Rezzani, Jr. '83
Dusty S. Rhodes
Janet Jenks Rhodes




Jean Crane Richter '47
Rebecca D. Ridgway '68
Paul J. Rigby '73
Suzanne Rivard '62
Helen M. Robertson '37
Jason E. Robichaud '98
Belmira Teixeira Robinson '49
Charles & Sandra Robinson
Rosina Robinson G'90
Philip M. Robitaille '73
Christine & Rocha
Christopher F. Rockett '77
Lori Babikian Rooney '87
Janice A. Rosen '99
E. Edward Rossi
lorraine A. Rossi '51
Kristina Rota '91
Robert '54 &: Elizabeth
Hellstrom '55 Rowell
M. Patricia Royal '42
Grace Rudolph '93
James '59 & Nancy
Jackson '61 Ruffini
Ruta Dambis Ruicis '74
Paul '68 & Susan Biggart '69 Rump
Joanne M. Russell G'77
Helen Judge Ryan '40
Robert & Linda Ryan
Grace Howard Sabatini '48
Giving Clubs
Shirley Peterson Sahl '70
Paul Salamon '53
Brian M. Salvaggio '80 G'82
James '39 & Nancy
Hatch'41 Sampson
Priscilla Walsh Sanguedolce '64
Patricia L. Santin '84
Faye F. Santos G'74
Henry &: leola Waters '49
Santos
Victor &: Mary Santos
Anthony '64 &: Nancy
Seablom '64 Sarno
Steven Sattin '84
J. K. Scanlan Company
Doris Pinel Scheidegger '54
J. Roger &: Zita Schmiedel
Dorothy Schrader '42
Robert B. Schwartz &
Nancy Hoffman
Salvatore R. Scola '81
Cynthia A. Secor
Grace Seibert-larke
Janice l. Semple '76 G'79
Cynthia Webster Serbent '58
Kathleen Donahue Shea '72
George A. Shediack G'62
Rita Charest Sheerin '52
Muriel Rowell Sherman '47
John J. Shields '57
Thomas & Janice Shields




Si Iver La ke Pa rent
Advisory Committee
Gilbert L. Simmons '64
Marguerite Simons '78
Marjorie Wright Skahill '40
Rayna logvin Skolnik '59
Deborah Joyce Smith '70
James S. Smith '89
Jean Bonin Smith '70
Joan Bucci Smith '72
Johanne M. Smith
Chester E. Smolski '51
Angela Cornacchioli Snell '91
Emily Dulak Sobolewski '52
Trefton A. Soucy, Jr. '62
David A. Sousa '60
Arthur J. Souza '59
Jane M. Souza
Phillip C. Souza '78
Rose Desouza Souza '60
Robert & Pauline Spinney
Jack & Jean Squires
St. Vincent Hospital
Douglas '84 & Karen
Sheehan '85 Stairs
Gloria J. Stanton '74 G'OO
David A. Staples '76
State Street Bank &: Trust Co.
Maureen Shea Stetson '75
Frederick '65 & Mary
Donovan '65 Stevens
President's Circle $10,000 and above.
HOTllce Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 •
Nicholas Tillinghast Society $2,500 - $4,999 •
Mary Forest Creedon Stewart '49
Charles W. Stockbridge '76
Stop &: Shop Supermarket Co.
Nancy Street
Barbara Pierce Strickland '58
Matthew &: Gloria Striggles
Marlene R. Suchy '70
Alice Sullivan '46
Brian Sullivan '80
Carolyn Holleran Sullivan '68
Joan Keyes Sullivan '58
Martha Randell Sullivan '81
Paula J. Sullivan '71
Roberta Smith Sullivan G'62
Vincent P. Sullivan '56
Sun Microsystems
Marilyn Hanson Swain '63
John l. Sweeney '61
Edward & Maureen Sylvia
Margaret Carlson Szupillo '38
Thomas Talbot
lola lymberis Tatakis '53
Taunton Development Corporation
Harold F. Taylor II '74
J. Kenneth Taylor '51
Joyce Mitchell Taylor '60
Estelle Mackey Teasdale '41
David M. Tedesco '67





Theresa Rocha Theodore '53
Susan Thevenin '64
Wayne '54 &: Ann
Campbell '54 Thomas
larry D. Thompson '67
Melinda Decoster Thornton '62
Richard & Darlene Thornton
Claire Soares Thorp '52
Rosemary A. Tierney G'63
Annmaria '92 & Scott Tierno
Alberta McAdams Tolin '51
Timothy R. Tomlinson
Kathleen Hill Tonelli '50
Joseph & Jacqueline Toomey
Carol A. Topolewski '67
Frank Tosti
William C. Towne '65 G'72
Ellen Galligan Tracy '48
Eleanor Van Bael Tremallo '52
Richard S. Tripp '67
Anastasia N. Troubalos '75
Jeffrey &: Debbie White '71 Trust
Jeffrey P. Tuller '78
Judith Cirello Tyler '64
Unum Provident Life &
Accident Insurance Co.




Garret & Harriet Van Wart
Jean French Vankin '52
Hazel luke Varella '54
Marjorie Wolejko Vecchi '64
S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499.
Crimson Society $500 - $999 +
CentUlY Club $100 - $499 *
Paul Ventura
Linda M. Veracka '98
John '76 & Paula
Agnew '77 Vercollone
Karen leccese Vinson '73
Aleta C. Vokey '56
Veronica Galanek
Wainwright '74
Constance O'Brien Walker '62
William Y. Walker, Jr. '72
Brenda Murray Wall '79
Diane Caffrey Wallace '99
Anne Mason Walsh '56
Barbara Patterson Walsh '53
David M. Walsh '65
Thomas P. Walsh '63
Deborah Sperry Walters '74
Judith lancaster Walters '53
Jane Austin Ward '39
Phyllis E. Warren '83
Richard J. Warye
Stephen C. Washkevich
William '63 & Lynne
Domina '64 Wassel
Waters Corporation
Jean Mahoney Watt '52
Richard & Marie Webber
Rose Fontinha Wedge '51
Carole Moniz Weeden '65
Priscilla Emery-Akerman
Weismann '53
Shirley A. Wells G'82
Gerald '58 &: Nancy
Cooper '55 Wentzell
Kenneth J. Westhassel
Chipman & Patricia Westhaver
Ann Fletcher Whalen '55
Linda Carroll Wheeler '77
Rita Cassidy Wheeler '36
Charles '36 &: Phyllis
Colby '37 Whitcomb
Janet Allison White '57
Ruth Glidden White '33
Keith E. Wilcox '88
Avery L. Williams, Jr. '57
Carolyn Pinel Wilson '52
Robert N. Witham G'63
Barbara MacDonald Wolfreys '71
Ruth Pettuck Wolk '32
Bonnie A. Wood
Clifford A. Wood '60
Wallace A. Wood '63
Donald Wormwood '54
Marion Ryder Worthen '29
Paul &: Linda Wright
Diane Houlberg Wyman '63
lorraine Xavier '76
Alfred Yebba II '98
James E. Youll
Carolyn J. Young '63
Marc & Colette Zeman
Diane Calderone Zerafa '80
John E. Zoino '53 G'57
Elaine M. Zollo '78
Diane H. Zona '62
Sonia Kizirian Zorabedian '60
Young Leader.; Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2000) •




0 Young Leaders David '92 lit laura Donna Woodard Hanson '98 Mary T. Marshall '93Ernst '01 Bamford Linda Whalen Hall '95 Paul 1. McAndrews '93~ Club Nancy Cole Barges '01 Amy Birdsall Harrington '00 Judithann McCabe '94(Class of 1991 Randolph M. Black '00 Michelle Hartigan '93 Stephen '94 & Megan~ John Boorack '93 Margaret Hoffman '93 Buckley G'93 McCarthy2000 $50 - $99) Mary Carlson '92 Norman A. Hayes III '97 Kevin J. McClay, Jr. '010 Joseph Carmignani '94 Federico M. Hidalgo '98 Valerie McKay '92
~ Janet M. Cartwright '00 Karen Johnson '92 Karyn Pennington-O'Connor '00Christopher '93 & Julie Penny Trice Jones '96 G'Ol Edward Peter '95
0 Webber '92 Comeau Mary Kennedy '92 Kevin F. Quinn '95Nichole M. Cote '00 Gary Kruskall '92 Robin Roberts '94;:c Regina Cotter '93 Linda Zentz Kuehn '92 Grace Rudolph '93Paula Daigle '94 Nancy Cataldo Kulczykiewicz '00 Richard '96 lit Kathryn
~ JoAnn Bodine Evans '93 Aimee LaCroix '98 Macrina '94 SchneiderKaren Fillmore '92 Daniel W. LeFavor '00 Robert '98 & laura
0 Stephanie Babin Flaherty '92 John Malinsky '92 Meuse '91 Sebastyn
~ Denise M. Fleming '96 David Mallen '93 Michael Varao '93Kristen George '94 Linda Marganian '92
0
0 Bequests Alice Tyson '63 $25,000 Foundation Endowment FundLois Pickering $ 2,073 Minnie Hodgate Class of 1899 Fund
,....
Charitable Gift Annuities:,....
Frank '49, G'51 and Dorothy Szafer '51 Dunn $10,000 Faculty/Student Research0
~ 1840 Society The 1840 Society was established Mark Cuttle Priscilla Miles G'73
~ in 1997 to recognize individuals Jeanette DiPaoli Damon '54 Lorraine Wiklund Olson '56Bridgewater who have notified the college that Dorothy Szafer Dunn'51 Cynthia Booth Ricciardi '810 State College they have remembered Bridge- Frank Dunn '49 G'51 Louis Ricciardi '81
~ water in their will or estate plan. Richard Durnin '43 Johanne SmithFoundation Frederick Fu lIerton '73 David Sousa '60
0 (42 members Anonymous (4) Eva Gaffney G'Ol Charles Stockbridge '76Lucy Whisenant Akers '61 Audrey Rosha Gough '51 Mary Lou Thornburg;:c to date) Barbara Albret '36 Rita Hayes '48 Annmaria Greco Tierno '92Marie Baroni Allen '65 Kathleen Crowley-Thibodeau Scott Tierno
~ Jill Barres '85 Kroll '55 Adrian TinsleyJane Rae Bradford '72 G'76 Nancy Fears Lob '54 Judith Lancaster Walters '53
0 JoAn Bull Brouwer '49 Mary Hoyle Mahan '60 Avery Williams '57
~ Terry Hart Cogan '51 Theresa Malumphy '54 A. Albert YurkstasMark Craven M. Eleanor Mcintyre '40
0 Frank Curran '53 Frankland Miles
0 Bridgewater State Terry Hart Cogan '51 • Matthew P. Keswick * Judith B. Mclaughlin *Paul T. Gannon + David Jenkins _ Franklin P. Ollivierre *
College Trustees Arthur C. George * Richard P. lombardi '59 + Matthew Striggles *
Foundation John Boucher * E. Dennis Kelly, Jr. + Frankland Miles, Jr. +Robert S. Carter '51 + Isabelle Bragg King '51 G'54 * louis Ricciardi '81 +
Trustees Terry Hart Cogan '51 • Dennis Leahy '88 * Adrian Rondileau +
V. James DiNardo '39 + Herbert lynch'70 + Adrian Tinsley +
Fred F. Fullerton '73 • Robert McCarthy * George Weygand '53 G'56 •
Paul Gannon + Mary Drummey Meriel '41 _
George K. Gurley G'82 + David J. Messaline '65 *
36
Although we have taken great care to check the names listed, no such list can be
perfect. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
Please let us know so that we can make the necessary corrections to our records.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater magazine.
,....
,....
Foundation Marilyn White Barry '58 • Dorothy Szafer Dunn '51 • Dawn A. Michael + 0
Members Bruce Bartlett '68 + Frank Dunn '49 G'51 • David Robichaud '83 + ~Debra L Blais + Richard J. Harwood '80 * Charles W. Stockbridge '76 *Peter Chase + Tamara lingos-Utley + Robert L Todd '64 G'70 +
Ann O. Coakley + James lively * Carolyn V. Turchon '62 + ~Theresa M. Corcoran '50. Raymond Messier '71 + A. Albert Yurkstas. 0
BAA Board of Raymond Braz '69 + Peter Q. George '84 John Morrissey '64 * ~
Directors Robert S. Carter '51 + John P. Hackett '55 + Ronald J. Rezzani, Jr. '83 * 0Terry Hart Cogan '51 • F. Scott Longo '89 * Robert Ryan '55 + ;:cDaniel J. Darcy '88 G'90 * Maureen Collins Minasian '88 Carolyn V. Turchon '62 +
V. James DiNardo '39 + Gordon W Mitchell '59* William Y. Walker, Jr. '72 *
Kathleen Moore Flaherty '91 + Ann Burgess Morris '54 * George Weygand '53 G'56 + :.-
0
Faculty, Staff & Marcia K. Anderson + ryliguell. Gomes, Jr. * James Munise '93 * ~Stephen P. Andrade * Louise B. Graham '73 William J. Murphy '63 *Emeriti Faculty Wayne A. Assing Dorothy Miller Grosswendt '71 Mary Howard Myers '72 G'88 0Dolores A. AuCoin '76 G'79 Linda Whalen Hall '95 * Marian E. Nelson '56 0Tracy Baldrate '64 * Ruth T. Hannon * Joanne P. Newcombe *Marilyn White '58 Barry. John Harper + Mercedes Nunez *
Susie Thombs Bates G'64 William A. Hasenfus Patricia M. O'Brien * ,....
Sandra Clark-Lorenzen James Hayes-Bohanan * Dorothy Oppenheim + ,....
Bohlin G'97 Pamela Hayes-Bohanan * Joseph M. Pagano * 0Jane Rae Bradford '72 G'76 + Robert S. Haynor Patricia A. Phillips '54 +
Christine M. Brown Patricia A. Hennessey * Wayne R. Phillips '62 * ~Edward Brush * Walter M. Hewitson * Barbara F. Poe'Sepp '40
Myrtle Buron + Cheryl Hitchings * Elizabeth M. Poirier '72 :.-Dina M. Carbonell Virginia Jewett Hogg '60 + Lois E. Poule + 0Janet M. Cartwright '00 Catherine H. Holbrook G'81 * Jean M. Prendergast '50 *
Irene Checkovich * Susan Holton Francine Quaglio + ~Shu-Ling Chen * Joseph Huber + Pamela Reed
Joseph B. Chiccarelli Karen W. Jason * Laurence Richards + 0Ann O. Coakley + Frances Jeffries * Adrian Rondileau +
Alan V. Comedy * Catherine Murphy Kedski '86 * Brian M. Salvaggio '80 G'82 * ;:cCatherine E. Comeau + Paul F. Kelley '51 * Helena L Santos
Richard Cost * Sylvia Keyes * Henry Santos * :.-Veronica Bizinkauskas Cote '86 * Shirley J. Krasinski + Grace Seibert-Larke *
Carolyn Cramer * Michael Kryzanek Kenneth E. Silva * 0Ronald R. Cromwell * Barbara LaFrance * Johanne M. Smith * ~Patrick F. Cronin G'OO * Howard London * Margarida Soares
Henry O. Daley, Jr. '58 Patricia Lownds * Jane M. Souza * 0William H. Davis + Kathryn Lusteg Donna Stanton
Victor DeSantis * Robert MacMillan * Nancy Street * 0V. James DiNardo'39 + Candace Maguire * Marlene R. Suchy '70 *
Sr. Mary Ellen Dow Mary A. Mahan '60 + Mary Lou Thornburg +
RogerT. Dunn * Anna Martin-Jearld * Ragen D. Tiliakos '87
Anthony Esposito * John Marvelle '72 Adrian Tinsley +
Sandra Faiman-Silva Peter Mauaferro + Barbara H. Ward
Mercer Fellouris * Susan Lawrence McCombe '01 * Robert Ward '63
Nancy Ferguson * Dorothy E. McGann '76 * Richard J. Warye *
Ruth Parent Fitzpatrick '63 Mary Ann McKinnon G'91 * George Weygand '53 G'56 +
Helen A. Forsgard '76 * Robin S. Melavalin * Lynette Willett +
Mary W. Fuller + Cindy L Meyer * Nancy Witherell
Marilyn Hayden Furlong '56 Edward Minnock + Kenneth Wolkon
Eva T. Gaffney G'Ol + Dana Mohler-Faria + Clifford A. Wood '60 *
Andrea Garr-Barnes Kris Batista Monahan '93 * linda D. Wright *
Burton D. Goldman '51 David A. Morwick '64 * Paul Wright *
Giving Clubs President's Circle $10,000 and above.
Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 +
Nicholas Tillinghast Society $2,500 - $4,999 •
S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499 +
Crimson Society $500 - $999 +
Century Club $100 - $499 *
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2000).


































Norman & Ann Ashworth *
Richard P. Baks.
Charles F. Barrett *
James T. Barrett *
Deborah A. Bates
Jay Bergeron
Urban & Pauline Bergeron






Gary & Irene Bourne *
Reginald & Louise Boutwell
James & Virginia Bowden
Donald & Norma Bradley
Erica A. Brotschi *
Kathryn W. Brown
Elizabeth M. Burnside *
Evelyn Heller Cain +
Mary Ellen Capek *
Frank & Ann Cappiello





Ray & Elizabeth Collins *
Bert & Mary Cook *
Mark R. Craven +
David R. Croteau *
Christopher & Elizabeth Crowley
Frank & Janice Crowley *
Deirdre E. Curley *
Christine E. Czekanski
Daniel & Therese Daly
John C. Danehy *
Carolyn A. Davis *
Patricia M. Delauri
Ralph & Ellen Della Grotte
Anne Devaney
Ronald & Brenda Dias
William E. Dilday
James & lisa Dishaw
Ethel M. Dolan
William & Josephine Donaldson
Brian l. Donnelly *
Howard & Doris Downing
Walter & Joyce Downs
Stephan Driscoll




Eileen T. Farley *
Rev. Ivan Ferguson
John & Loretta Fitzgerald *
Francis H. Fox *
Charles & Carol Fredey
Anne H. Gallagher
James S. Gallagher
Zelda F. Gamson *
Leland & Jane Gates
Scott E. Gifford
Magdalene P. Giffune
M. Carey & Gayle Gilbert *
Richard & Emma Goddard
John & Mary Goehrke
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Goering
Judith N. Goranson
Anne V. Gormly *
R. Sharrie Grady
William & Anne Gram
AI Griffin
Robert & Lois Haberkamp
Roger l. Hale
David & Elizabeth Hayes
Frank & Mary Hays *
Ward Heilman
Katharine R. Hermann
Frank & Kay Hidalgo *
Leonard & Carol Hieber
Owen & Norma Houghton
John C. Hoy *
Pauline P. Irish
Janet Jagodzinski *
Kenneth & Rosemary Johnson
John & Anne Kaiser


















Donald & Barbara Malloy
Patricia V. Markunas *





Prudence M. McGregor *
Frederick & Nancy Meier *
Alice Melaven
Emerson J. Melaven *
Gilda Mignone & Family
Robert & Gertrude Miller
Ronald & Janet Mitchell
James & Kathleen Moriarty
William & Lucille Morrison
Priscilla H. Morse
Florence A. Moschini
Joseph l. Mullen, Jr.•
Paul & Margaret Mulloy *
Jack Murphy *
Andrew R. Murry
Frank & Maureen Muscato *
Edward & Marianne Napoleoni
Arax Odabashian
William F. O'Neil *
Marc Pacheco
GeraId l. Pa ist
Janice l. Park *
Anne C. Partridge
W. & Mary Patton
Daryl! l. Perron




Phillip & Deborah Pierce
Brian Pori *
William & Jessie Powers *
Joseph I. Quinn
Jerry Rappaport.
Janet Jenks Rhodes *
Michael P. Riccards




Robert & Kristal Ryan
Robert & linda Ryan *
Sally J. Ryan.
Victor & Mary Santos *
Erica Schilling.
J. Roger & lita Schmiedel *
Barbara E. Schmitt +
Robert B. Schwartz &
Nancy Hoffman *
Cynthia A. Secor *
Richard & Judy Shanley
Thomas & Janice Shields *
Margaret M. Shiffrar.
Cameron Silver *









Garret & Harriet Van Wart *
Paul Ventura *
Jim Vogel
Richard & Vivian Ward
Richard & Marie Webber *
Kenneth J. Westhassel *
J. David & Pauline White
Robert & Louise Whitney
Howard & Roberta Wilbur
Joan D. Wilkinson
Bonnie A. Wood *
NancyYee.
George & Eunice Yost
James E. Youll *
Marc & Colette Zeman *
38
Although we have taken great care to check the names listed, no such list can be
perfect. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
Please let us know so that we can make the necessary corrections to our records.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater magazine.
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,....
Corporations, 3M Company * Freedom Capital Management Old Harbor Inn. 0Abacus Group, Inc.• Company. Gary R. Oman, PC *Foundations, Agostini Construction General Dynamics Government Pepsi-Cola Bottling Group. ~Matching Gift Company, Inc.• Systems. Pfizer *Allstate Insurance Company General Electric Company + Planet Subaru, Inc.• ~Companies & American Express Company Georgia Pacific Corporation. Polaroid Foundation *
Gifts in Kind American Optical Corporatinn Gillette Company * PPG Industries Foundation * 0Ball Corporation * Goody Clancy & Associates * PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP • ~Bearce Insura nee * Grantham, Mayo, VanOtterloo & Prime Time Sports, Inc.•
Bechtel Foundation * Co. LLC. Prudential Insurance Company of 0Bridgewater Communications * Guardian Life Insurance Co. America
Bridgewater Co-Operative Bank * Inc. Magazine Raytheon Company. ;J:Bridgewater Credit Union * Independence Investment Reader's Digest
Bridgewater Savings Bank. Associates, Inc. * Association, Inc. * ~Bristol County Savings International Business Rockland Trust Company.
Charitable Foundation, Inc. + Machines Corp. * Rubin And Rudman LLP • 0
Brockton Credit Union. International Education SBC Foundation. ~Brockton Enterprise * Programs,lnc. + Scoreboard Enterprises.
Canadian Consulate General. Iroquois Gas Transmission Shaw's Supermarkets, Inc. • 0Cape Air/Nantucket Airlines. System, L.P. * Silva Engineering Associates *
Carol Mulloy Cuttle J. Gerard Callahan, Realtors * Sodexho Marriott Services. 0Foundation,lnc.• J. K. Scanlan Company, Inc. * South Shore Savings Bank +
Central Ceilings, Inc.• J.D. Medical Products, Inc. St. Vincent Hospital *
ChevronTexaco * John Hancock Company * Staples.
,....
,....
CIGNA* Johnson & Johnson Family State Street Bank & Trust Co. * 0Cisco Systems of Companies * Stop & Shop Supermarket Co. *
CNT,lnc. * Keyspan Student Government ~Compaq Computer Corp. * LC N, Inc. * Association.
Conventures, Inc. * Marsh & McLennan Sun Microsystems * ~Crescent Credit Union * Companies, Inc. * Taunton Development
Davis Educational Foundation. Massachusetts State College Corporation * 0Dow Jones & Co., Inc. Building Authority * Texas Instruments, Inc. * ~Dun & Bradstreet Corporation Mellon Bank The Catholic Center
Dunkin Donuts + Merck Company * The Reebok Foundation 0Employees of Campanelli Metropolitan Life Ins. Company Thomson Financial Services.
Companies Microsoft * Triumvirate Environmental, Inc.• ;J:Estabrook & Chamberlain Moberg & Son Roofing * Tyco International
Insurance • Morgan Stanley. Unum Provident Life & Accident
ExxonMobil Corporation. Motorola Corporation * Insurance Co. * ~
Factory Mutual Insurance National Distillers Distributors Velcro USA Inc. 0Company Foundation. Verizon.
Fidelity Investments * National Grid W. B. Mason. ~Fleet Bank * NELLIE MAE * Wal-Mart. 0Ford Motor Company. New England Business Service. Waters Corporation *
Foxboro Company * New York Times Co. * 0NSTAR*
ln Memory... of Aunt Susan of Dorothy MacDonald Cole Nancy CollinsGrace Seibert-Larke Suzan Cole Ray & Elizabeth Collins
SallyJ.Ryan Bert & Mary Cook
of Olive C. P. Brittan, '34 NancyYee Christopher & Elizabeth Crowley
Claire Soares Thorp '52 Frank & Janice Crowley
of Warren Collins Anne Devaney
of Thomas Burnside Norman & Ann Ashworth James & Lisa Dishaw
Elizabeth M. Burnside Gerald Berg William & Josephine Donaldson
Jay Bergeron Howard & Doris Downing
of Paul K. Callis, '58 Urban & Pauline Bergeron Walter & Joyce Downs
Linda A. Callis-Prall '61 Matthew & Christine Crowley Hugh & Carole Ellis
Botica Adelle B. Elshoff
of Marjorie Burdett Carlson, '29 Reginald & Louise Boutwell James Ford
Deborah Berryman James & Virginia Bowden Francis H. Fox
Frances Houghton Allan Boynton Charles & Carol Fredey
Lucy Houghton Donald & Norma Bradley Anne H. Gallagher
Owen & Norma Houghton Ronald Busch James S. Gallagher
Elinor Bates Hubbard, '29 Employees of Campanelli Leland & Jane Gates
Companies Richard & Emma Goddard
of Class of 1932 Frank & Ann Cappiello John & Mary Goehrke
Florence Cobb Stevens, '32 J. Edward & Barbara Carchidi Mr. and Mrs. Charles Goering
Giving Clubs President's Circle $ 10,000 and above • S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499. Young Leaders Club $50 - $99 39Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9.999 + Crimson Suciety $500 - $999 • (class of 1991 - 2000).
Nicholas Tillinghast Society $2,500 - $4,999. Century Club $100 - $499 * Deceased Members - italicized
,....
,....
0 William & Anne Gram ...ofRichard C. Flemming '50 ...ofGregory S. Kasabian '79 John P. KulevichRobert & Lois Haberkamp Alice Flemming Deborah Cunha Kasabian '83 A. Ellen Dewhurst-Bruce Lane '60~ Frank & Mary Hays Miriam D. LeachLeonard & Carol Hieber ...ofPeter A. Gay ...ofHelen O'Connor Keegan '52 Priscilla H. Morse
:.- Pauline P. Irish Philip & Barbara LaFrance Harold O. Keegan Arax OdabashianKenneth & Rosemary Johnson Gerald L Paist0 Ann Kashgagian ...ofPhilip E. Gomes ...ofNorma Nylen laurell '39 Phillip & Deborah Pierce
~ Betsy C. Mack Miguel Gomes Rev. Paul Laurell Nancy Ouerzoli '55Donald & Barbara Malloy Raynham Middle School Sunshine
0 Ronald & Sharon Martin ...ofJohn Heller and the victims ...ofSally Merrow leach '42 FundLois McFadden ofthe September 11th DorisJ. Goyetche '51 G'57 Loretta Dupre Ring '42
;:I: Ross McLean Barbara E. Schmitt Judith Ek Riordan Ed.D. '70Alice Melaven ...ofNatalie logue Maes '55 Donald P. Tucker
:.- Emerson J. Melaven ...ofJohn Heller Birthday William Maes Carolyn V. Turchon '62Gilda Mignone & Family Remembrance Garret & Harriet Van Wart
0 Robert & Gertrude Miller Kenneth J. Westhassel ...ofVera Marshall '85 Howard & Roberta Wilbur
~ Ronald & Janet Mitchell Stanley Marshall Woodbriar AARP Golf AssociationFrank Mooney ...ofJohn Heller
0 James & Kathleen Moriarty Herbert G'70 & Barbara '71 ...ofEllie McDonald ...ofJohn E. O'Donnell '71William & Lucille Morrison Aalpoel James J. McDonald Ruth Cummings O'Donnell '71
0 Florence A. Moschini Kathryn W. BrownJoseph L. Mullen, Jr. Evelyn W. Cain ...ofRuth Maurer McGhee '39 ...ofSeth Hyatt Phillips
Edward & Marianne Napoleoni Irene Checkovich Joan R. Ames Wayne R. Phillips '62,....
Gloria Osborn Janice R. Conroy '72,....
0 Anne C. Partridge Philip '72 & Janice Indorato '72 ...ofMarjorie Keefe McNally '30 ...ofRalph J. Ricci '64W. & Mary Patton Conroy John P. McGrath Kappa Delta Phi Alumni Brothers,
~ Barbara L. Petitti Patricia E. Corey Class of 1964Brian Pori Ronald R. Cromwell ...ofDaniel V. Metzger,
:.- William & Jessie Powers David R. Croteau 1951-1988 ...ofGerald K. Shea '60Janet Jenks Rhodes Claire Broce Cullinane '73 Patricia V. Markunas Kathleen Donahue Shea '72
0 Elinor A. Robinson Roger T. Dunn
~ Melissa A. Ryan Noelle Beaudet Foye '99 ...ofGeorge H. MitchellG'75 ...ofKelly Jean BentzRobert & Linda Ryan Joan Medeiros-Bleakney Bridgewater Elementary-North Sheehan '86
0 Robert & Kristal Ryan Livingston '72 and Central Houses Cheryl R. Garavente '84Richard & Judy Shanley Carole A. Meyer G'75 Heidi Hinds Marotta '85
;:I: Thomas & Janice Shields Margaret C. Meyer '68 ...ofGordon W. Mitchell '59John & Mary Smith June R. Morse '87 Deborah A. Bates ...ofEdward C. Swenson
James & Anita Thompson Dorothy & Ian Oppenheim Greg Bates Gordon W. Bates '60~ Noah & Vinnie Thompson Linda Norman Plath '78 Patti Bates Janet Thifault Cunningham '54
0 Richard & Vivian Ward John Rooney G'OO Bridgewater Elementary-North Francis '53 & Joanne Kilmain '53Richard & Marie Webber Grace Rudolph '93 and Central Houses Curran
~ J. David & Pauline White Barbara E. Schmitt Bridgewater Elementary - South Diane Fernandez Hickey '54
0 Robert & Louise Whitney Meredith P. Schuft '86 House William '54 & Barbara Barton '52Doris Wilkinson Harold F. Taylor II '74 Howard N. Burbank G'78 Hughes
0 Joan D. Wilkinson Madeline Korelitz Tisch G'71 CNT, Inc. Herbert '70 & Susan LynchGeorge & Eunice Yost Paula M. Vadeboncoeur Central School Hospitality
Kenneth J. Westhassel (Birthday Committee ...ofBarbara Gray Taylor '52
of Thomas J. Conners '65 Remembrance) Ralph & Ellen Della Grotte J. Kenneth Taylor '51
Paul & Mabel Ashenfelter '63 Bonnie A. Wood Ronald & Brenda Dias
Doherty Ethel M. Dolan ...ofAnne Marie Burke
James A. Tartari '64 ...ofEugene and Edith Huber East Bridgewater Educational Wilkinson '52
Joseph & Fredericka Huber Advisory Council Jean French Vankin '52
...ofRobert E. Driscoll '50 Friends of the Sandwich Public
Alice Flemming ...ofWilliam C. Hunt '92 Library ...ofBarbara Walton Zeoli '39
Daniel & Therese Daly Magdalene P. Giffune Daryll Z. Perron
...ofCarol A. Fallon '73 Judith N. Goranson David & Elizabeth Hayes
Susan Losciuto Dempsey '73 Mary Cherry Hathaway '63 John & Anne Kaiser
Silver Lake Parent Advisory Hazel Kerr
...ofDr. Jordan Fiore Committee Elaine A. Kiely
William G. Grable '62 Marilyn E. Sutcliffe Barbara Koslowsky
ln Honor... ...ofMaya Angelou ...ofRalph '53 &: Jean Collins Margaret Fletcher GrantProf. Johanne M. Smith '51 Fletcher William & Ann Fletcher '55
Warren & Joan Charette Whalen and family
...ofNancy Ferguson and Family
Cindy Meyer John '58 & Mary Beth Fletcher ...ofJeffrey T. Godin '90
Miles Grant Kenneth & Susan Wolkon
40
Although we have token great care to check the names listed, no such list can be Please let us know so that we can make the necessary corrections to our records.





...ofAdrian Tinsley & Dana
Mohler-Faria






James '61 & lana Steele '62 Argir
Haywood & Andrea Garr-Barnes
Dennis & Marilyn White '58 Barry
Bruce '68 & Patricia Quinn '67
Bartlett
Joseph & Barbara Betz
Carol Bliss-Furr
Arthur & Caryl Booth
Gary & Irene Bourne
Raymond '69 & Judith Braz
Rose-Marie Welch Briand '51
Bridgewater Communications
Bridgewater Savings Bank




Edward & Theresa Brush
BSC Parent Association
William & Jane Smith '83 Callahan
Mary Ellen Capek
Robert '51 & June Carter
Central Ceilings, Inc.




Elizabeth Fahey Cirino '40
Daniel F. Clifford '85
Ann O. Coakley
Terry Hart Cogan '51
Philip '72 & Janice Indorato '72
Conroy
Conventures, Inc.
Theresa M. Corcoran '50
Richard & Ellen Cost




Robert W. Crouch '67 G'80
Martha E. Cummings '51




V. James '39 & Norene DiNardo
Ann Cantfill Doyle '56
Dunkin Donuts
Frank '49 G& Dorothy Szafer '51
Dunn
Roger T. Dunn
Eugene & Carol Durgin





Henry J. Fanning G'61
Eileen T. Farley
Ruth Farrar




Ruth Parent Fitzpatrick '63




Fred F. Fullerton '73




Paul '59 & Madlyn Ware '55 G'57
Giberti
M. Carey & Gayle Gilbert
Goody Clancy & Associates
Anne V. Gormly
Dorothy Miller Grosswendt '71
Jack '55 & Patricia St. John '55
Hackett
linda Whalen Hall '95
Susan A. Hallgarth
John & Ann Harper G'97
Patricia A. Hennessey
Kristin Hokanson
Catherine H. Holbrook G'81
Susan Holton & Joseph Snyders
John C. Hoy
Iroquois Gas Transmission System,
LP.
Frances Jeffries
David & Joy Jenkins
Catherine Murphy Kedski '86
Frederic R. Kellogg
Sylvia Keyes
President's Circle $10,000 and above.
Horace Mann Sodety $5,000 - $9,999 •
Nicholas Tillinghast Society $2,500 - $4,999 •




Philip & Barbara laFrance





F. Scott longo '89
Ann lydecker
Jeffrey R. lynch '73
Eleanore MacCurdy
Candace Maguire






Robert & Roberta McCarthy
Susan lawrence McCombe '01
Prudence M. McGregor
John & Sheila Tunstall '62
McKenna
Judith B. Mclaughlin
Paul '67 & Gayle Enella '67 Means
Robin S. Melavalin
E. Paul & Mary Drummey '41
Merlet
Dorothy Merrill '47
David J. Messaline '65
Raymond '71 & Karen Messier
Frankland & Priscilla G'73 Miles
Tom & lynn McDonald '91 Mills
Edward & Rose Minnock
Gordon W. Mitchell '59
Susan Mitchell
Moberg & Son Roofing, Inc.
Kris Batista Monahan '93
Morgan Stanley










Gary R. Oman, PC
William & Betty O'Neil
Dorothy & Ian Oppenheim
Edwin G'80 & Mary G'73 Payton
Mark Peters
James Plotner, Jr. '67





S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1.000 - $2,499.
Crimson Society $500 - $999 +
CcntUlY Club $100 - $499 *
Joseph I. Quinn
Pamela Reed
Ronald J. Rezzani, Jr. '83
Michael P. Riccards
louis '81 & Cynthia Booth '81
Ricciardi




Rubin And Rudman llP
Henry & leola Waters '49 Santos
Victor & Mary Santos
J. K. Scanlan Company, Inc.







South Shore Savings Bank
Jane M. Souza
Richard & Gloria Stanton '74 G'OO
Staples
Charles W. Stockbridge '76
Matthew & Gloria Striggles
Marlene R. Suchy '70
Edward & Maureen Sylvia
Taunton Development Corporation




Carolyn V. Turchon '62
Paul Ventura
W. B. Mason
William Y. Walker, Jr. '72
George '53 G'56 & Beatrice
Weygand
lynette Willett
James & Sonja Wolfsberg
Clifford A. Wood '60
Paul & linda Wright






Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2000).
































0 Undergraduate 1922 1932 1936~ Alumni by Ruth Rigby Desousa * Sara Demello lopes Barbara N. Albret *Class Year Grace Michel Parker F. Doris Jones Bennett~ Helen Winning Phalen Marion Morse Berio
0 1924 Florence Cobb Stevens Katherine Johnson BlackwellAnne Clarke Sullivan Marguerite Mahady Boyle
~ Katharine Turner McWilliam Ruth Pettuck Wolk * Anna Drinkwater ChampneyPhyllis Esau *0 lawrence Halzel *1925;::c 1933 Constance Nash HartwellEdith Glick Shoolman • Gertrude French HuntHelen Davis Blackburn Helen McGovern
~ Evelyn Chassey Carroll Paul Olenick1926 Dorothy Chatterton Carter Sylvia Pentikainen Patrick0 Helen Castro DeSilvia Anna Mckee Perry
~ Victoria Smith Martin Mildred Ferguson Dutton Marjory HollenbeckHazel Maxim Fuller Richardson *0 Mildred Tilton Huntington Rita Cassidy Wheeler *1927 Helen Barker Mark *0 Eleanor Martin Charles l. Whitcomb *Margaret Stiles Davis Elinor Meyer McGee
Ruth Glidden White * 1937,....,.... 19280 1934
Wilma Quinn Fitzgerald
Agnes E. Nawazelski Bernice Wilbur Grimshaw~ Edith James HonethPauline Boomer Nunes Maureen Shea Blais Alma Weygand Keliher
Alice T. Donahue
~ Doris Clarner Harvey Phyllis Adams leonard1929 Marion R. Lupica *0 Harriet Brown Helsher Ruth Metcalf *leo J. Chareth Helene D. Johnson Doris Thompson Ricker~ Elinor Bates Hubbard * Ruth Ferris latham Helen M. Robertson *
0 Helen A. Powers Miriam Fisher Leach Anna E. ShaffMarion Ryder Worthen * Marie Johnson Macleod louise Collins-Howland Tweedy;::c Althea Mock-Prouty Lawrence B. WestgateOlga M. Peet Lena Nardozzi Westgate
1930 Marcella Moran Teahan Phyllis Colby Whitcomb *~ louise E. Tosi
0 Ethel Mayers BurnhamEnid Scribner McGirr 1938~ Esther E. Mesh 1935Julia M. Twohig Dorothy Moynan Bennett
0 Wilmar Harlow Armer * Sylvia Knuttunen BjornholmConceda Amoroso Carr
0 1931 Phyllis Kennedy Chase Rita Murphy Bleakneylucille Radio ChernackEsther Leppala Fickett Magda Borgatti Fiorini
Constance Church Adams Cheridah Paquin Gangone * Sylvia Fleisch
Esther lovell Gleason * Mary Deans Giberti * Kathleen Graham Fox
Katherine Hern Samuel F. Gregory * Margaret Smith GouldingOwen B. Kiernan. Elizabeth Gurney *Bertha C. Kinsella D. Justin McCarthy*
Arlene Kelleher Maroney Rita Donovan Olenick
Jeannette Parmenter Murphy Helena Logan O'Malley *Celia Smith Reimels Doris Dennison Riddick
Dorothy Bearce Tilden Dorothy Lipman Salk
Margaret Carlson Szupillo *
Katharine Spillane Uppling
42
Although we hove taken great care to check the names listed, no such list can be
perfect. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
Please let us know so that we can make the necessary corrections to our records.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater magazine.
~
~
1939 1941 1943 1945 0
Mary Judge Barrett Marguerite Hallisey Asci Grace Bard Arnstein * Elizabeth Donahue Barrows ~
Lillian T. Bertoli Melvin A. Backman * Ellen Roberts Ashline John Burgess
Catherine Moriarty Brown * Lillian Warren Blumberg Marion J. Bothwell Jean Nicoll Craig :.-.
Amy Barton Castle Carey W. Brush Serena Morse Clary * Marilynn Waterman Dutra 0Mary B. Chisholm Malvena MacDonnell Cangiano Joseph F. Comerford * Anne Houghton Hall
Clement E. Daley + Madelyn Olenick Clancy Eleanor Kuchmeister Crabill Hannah Leavitt Heifetz s::Mary A. Daly Doris Burrell Clifford Richard G. Durnin * Helen Lucas Honoski
Louise Sweinimer Dearn Ruth Small Cooke * Eileen Nolan Foley Constance M. Kennefick * 0
Barbara DeWolfe Betty Milne Edgar * Jennie Maskalenko Frost Priscilla Peavey Latham ;:cV. James DiNardo. William J. Edgar * Martha Cunningham Grenzeback * M. Eleanor Geary LoPresti
Clara Holtz Friedman Liette Morin Fregeau luella Eaton Hartbower Mary Sullivan O'Reilly
Marjorie Fiske Hall Francis X. Guindon * lea T. Hearn * louise C. Reilly * :.-.Helen Lutted Hansen * Shirley Thompson Hadley Sylvia Fishman Katler Dorothy Morton Sturtevant 0Miriam Thomas Hill Jeannette Reed Halloran Clare Lindberg Kenslea *
Bettina Hayden Hiltbold * Alice Dunkerly Harper lois Smith lopes
1946 s::Marion Barnes Keough * Elna Filipson Helgerson * Virginia T. Mayo *Helen Campbell Lahey * Winnifred Taylor Hodges + Elaine Kamandulis Mazgelis
Esther Rosenblatt Cohen * 0William R. McGhee Dorothy Fontaine Iversen Barbara Moore Newhall
Elizabeth Hamlett Denniston * 0Elizabeth Turner Packard Rita O'Grady Kerivan Joseph O'Donnell *Henry F. Paterson Jeannette Durgin Lanoue Helen Glasle Pratt Grace Sweeney Gorman *
Meredith Bragg Raymond * Charlotte Clark lowe Freda Bendersky Saltz Frederick Gricius
Patricia Froio Gricius ~Adeline Fruzzetti Ricci Linnea Harju Maki lois Carpenter Shea
Martha Howard Haynes ~James J. Sampson * lucille L Marvill Priscilla Hackett Sweet 0Mary Reposa Santos Mary Drummey Merlet _ Rheta Markey Tuttle louise L Homen
Phyllis Gaiotti Shedlock Edna Brown Mills Eunice M. Kohler ~Elsie Church Smith Arnold D. Oliver * Edith Maxim Matthews
Jane Austin Ward * Barbara Govoni Oliver '41 * 1944 Sinforosa Acebo McGlynn :.-.Florence Hawes Ovaska Constance Macomber Pollard
Norma Wolf Pinkerton Virginia Boarn Alden Marie Mack Spieler 01940 Nancy Hatch Sampson * Mary Campbell Barry Alice A. Sullivan * s::Elizabeth Burnham Wood Smith Catherine Kula BentleyElizabeth Fahey Cirino Estelle Mackey Teasdale * Anastasia Coparan Blount * 0Irma Wall Dobbyn Mary Sheehan Boethel * 1947Annette Breen Dowd Evelyn T. Brega ;:cLaura Pearson Grota 1942 Rosemary Durant Curto * Frostine Graves BeckmanMary lockary Hicks * Mary E. Flaherty + Ruth Anderson Berry
Barbara Howes Juliano Sylvia Osharow Bailet * Sarah Franco Fraser Ann McNamara Bouchard :.-.
Martin F. Killory + Edward F. Barry Beulah Downs Grout Atherleen Hanson Brady * 0Rose lans laliberty * Harriet Noel Blanchard Evelyn Whiting Hildreth * Virginia Perkins Bramhall
Winifred M. laughlin Barbara Daly Canavan Phyllis Jenness * Rita L. Custeau * s::Eleanor Pitts Mathes * Juliet Noel Carlson Elaine Clapp Kelly Elizabeth Roper Ellis
Margaret M. McCarthy Priscilla Pinel Christopher * Marie Buui leone * Grace Theberge Frey 0
Ida George Meikle * Phyllis Ellis Collins Mary Diamond Linehan * Patricia Shortall Galligan * 0Vernon W. Nickerson Florence Condrick Connors Miriam Peltonen luoma * Anita Ghilardi
Jean Whiting Patenaude loretta Kennedy Dexter Alice Doran lynds lenore Kelly Hennessey
Barbara F. Poe'Sepp Wallace L Goldstein Jeannette Mulvey Mahoney * Jack M. Herman
Constance Osberg Quigley Ruth Sullivan Herford * Mary Driscoll Murphy Carol Clark Hunt
Margaret Wall Reed Phyllis Simon Keith John S. Noonan * Elsie Packer Johnson *
Genevieve Doherty Regan Edna Smith Lincoln Alyce Mullins O'Donnell * Olivio lopes
Helen Judge Ryan * Douglas F. Mac Donald Katherine Sites Oldham * Marion Guilbault louzan *
Eileen M. Sanford William M. Mahoney * Edith Rowell Tardiff Ardys Farnsworth lynch
Marjorie Wright Skahill * Charles D. Merrill Dorothy M. Mackin
Janice Brennan Sprogell Evelyn Johnson Parziale * Janice Burchard McNamara *
John W. Tyndall Lillian Grand Penan Dorothy Merrill *
Elisabeth Wildes Charlotte James Prochnow * Martha Nickerson *
Lillian Russell Putnam * Barbara Scobie Peck
loretta Dupre Ring Jean Crane Richter *
M. Patricia Royal * Margaret Begley Schindler
Dorothy V. Schrader * Muriel Rowell Sherman *
John H. Stella Helen Smarsh
Catherine Graham White Margaret Thiesing Smith
Helen Baumbach Thomas
Giving Clubs President's Circle $10,000 and above.
Horace Mann Society $S,OOO - $9,999 •
i h I iIIin h
S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499.
Crimson Society $500 - $999 +
I I - 4
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2(00) •




Burton D. Goldman Rita H. Lyons *0 1948 1950 Audrey Rosha Gough H. Louise Mariani~ Doris J. Goyetche * Meredith Pickett MartinHortense Archambault Burton * Mary Oakley Anderson * Barbara Rosenblatt Guzovsky Lois Melville McKenzie *Jane Hansen Campbell Mary O'Neill Carey * Barbara McNeill Hickey * Michael J. Merten *~ Phyllis Zeldin Chait * Dorothy Moore Clary Beatrice M. Higgins Richard Morin *0 Eileen Loughman Driscoll Theresa M. Corcoran. Noreen Dunn Hine Katherine McGaughey Parolin *Mildred Duggan Foy * Barbara Hall Coville Helen Ellis Hooker Carl Ponder *~ Lillian Wilson Grimley * Walter G. Creedon Paul F. Kelley * Jean Nugent RyanRichard T. Grimley * Margaret Cassidy Crocker *
Lois Shea Kennedy * Rita Charest Sheerin *0 Mildred Downer Jarvis Malcolm A. Dillon * Isabelle Bragg King * Emily Dulak Sobolewski *;:c Franklin L Kroell Christine Axford Dowd Mary Joyce McCarty Claire Soares Thorp *Marjorie Maclennon Marshall Robert f. Driscoll* Claire Peach McHugh Eleanor Van Bael Tremallo *Otis H. McCorkle * Sister Eleanor Finn Ruth Alice Henderson Ottmar * Mildred Crowley Vaillancourt *~ Mary Wisotsky Miller * Richard C. Flemming Lois Dunn Ponder * Jean French Vankin *Jean Littlefield Nummi * James W. Fox Nancy Whitney Rickard Jean Tubbs Watkins.0 James Pettengill Claire Klein Friedman
Lorraine A. Rossi * Jean Mahoney Watt *~ Genevieve M. Powers * Frederick W. Gustafson II • Harriet M. Royce Carolyn Pinel Wilson *Grace Howard Sabatini * Carolyn Sinclair Hale Jean Sullivan Santos0 Ellen Galligan Tracy * Mary Shea Harrington Beverly Pottern Shapiro
0 Jeannette Carroll Yohai Richard B. Hovey * Chester E. Smolski * 1953Carolyn Clough Johnson * Beatrice Doyle SommerCatherine Sala Jones 1. Kenneth Taylor * Mary Alice1949 Jeannette LaBelle Kelleher * Alberta McAdams Tolin * Carre-MacLaren Acklen,..... Albert E. Kiernan
Rose Fontinha Wedge * 1. Carol Terry Angus *Helene O'Hara Adams * Marie Ciampa King Marie Keohane Barry0 Nathalie Dorman Agostino * Barbara Reynolds Leslie H. Eugene Weiss Sallee Twichell Bielski *~ Jahn Raymond Berry. Jr. Lottie Dumoracki Mahoney * Armand P. Boisselle, Sr.•Imogene Brownell Brightman Leona Milch McFarland * 1952 Barbara D. BuchananJoAn Bull Brouwer * Burnham P. Miller Phoebe Leavitt Campbell.Marie Vincent Costa Marian Tyrell O'Brien * Gertrude Fearing Alley * Odelia Fernandes Cardoza0 J. Kenneth Downey * Barbara Bair Peckham Wilma C. Berardi Joyce Bissell Carpenter *Frank F. Dunn. Jean M. Prendergast * Marjorie MacKenzie Brown Francis P. Curran *Ann Venti Dutton Mary Correia Reardon * Joan Shaughnessy Bruno * Joanne Kilmain Curran *0 James A. Flanagan Marion Gildea Salley Carolyn Orton Bump * Deborah Duffy FritschCarol Schneider Gurney Paul V. Salley Walter Campbell • Joan A. Gnecco;:c Marjorie Newton Hallowell Barbara Gullich Sargent Rita Crowley Choquette * Helen Knight GoodwinFrances McElroy Heney _ Rita Loughlin Scudder Robert G. Cooper * Nancy Clarke HansonNancy McGrath Jenkins Catherine Yoyos Telford. Shirley Tate Dean Lois Gnong Haslam.Mary T. MacDougall Anne Fitzmaurice Tierney + Shirley Deknes * Jean Hassett •0 Sister Maria Murray Kathleen Hill Tonelli * Elaine Patch Dennis Phyllis McCaigue Hosker •Irene Bouley Oslund * June Lindahl-Mahoney Vawter Ruth A. Donnelly * Vera Joslow-BeargMarjorie Berry Pearson
Joyce Schofield Downey * Lucille Kula
0 Mrs. Gloria Quegan * Helen Boucher Duquette Jean Mello Labelle *Bernice Seavey Reed 1951 Janet Hylen Emmons Vivian Gasper Lord *p Belmira Teixeira Robinson * lzaura Pinto Fernandez * Doris Messias McKinlay Kelley *Leola Waters Santos * Allan K. Belcher, Jr. Ursula Phillips Gamble Antonietta Minerva Meier *Harrold S. Shipps, Jr. Mildred Braga *
Jean Bently Gilman * Carol Young MesheauMary Forest Creedon Stewart * Rose-Marie Welch Briand *
Virginia J. Gorman * Dorothy J. MessierMarie McNeil Sweeney Robert S. Carter.
Rodel Sokol Greenberg Claire Golden Mulready.Leona Liftman Taylor C. Louis Cedrone + Marie Reilly Grzywacz • Jeanne Kirby Murphy *Doris Haynes Tierney Priscilla Chapman Cedrone +
Elizabeth Ruddock Hamilton * John D. Murphy *Mary Minerva Tinto Marie Quirk Cheney
Ellen Cantwell Healy Ann K. Noyes *Elaine Girard Tolivaisa Ruth Blottman Chippendale *
Barbara Barton Hughes * Leonard O'Brien *Eleanor Raleigh Trevains Terry Hart Cogan.
Marjorie Simmons Hunt * Margaret Beaulieu O'Brien *Gloria Brogi Turgiss Barbara Goodhue Cole Helen O'Connor Keegan Lois Dermody PhelpsJacqueline Killen Weyand Shirley Gaw Cory
Marian Murphy LeBlanc * Mary Fagan PickettMartha E. Cummings
Amelia E. Leconte. Barbara Grealish ReinckeTherese Mack Doherty * William A. Lincoln Mary Rattray Riley.Dorothy Szafer Dunn. Carolyn E. Lorman Paul Salamon *Janet E. Dunwoodie * Alphonse F. Saulino.Virginia Corey Edgell
Anita Sample SetharesJean CappelluzlO Egan
Lola Lymberis Tatakis *Margaret Hart Foley.
Theresa Rocha Theodore *Wallace J. Gleekman
Beverly A. Thomas
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Barbara Patterson Walsh * Joan lundquist Swanson 1956 Adelia Kucinskas Coe * 0Judith lancaster Walters * Ann Campbell Thomas * William J. Costa
Priscilla Emery-Akerman Wayne Thomas * Sandra Wiggin Ashley * lois Hebert Cronan ~Weismann * Hazel luke Varella * B. Jean Barmby Eleanor Ferrara Deehan *
George A. Weygand + Donald L Wormwood * Natalie Creeden Barry * Robert G. Dickie :.-Ruth Mattinson Wheeler Anne Steves Zeigler John Blanchon * Marie Gearin Duerden * 0Joan Young Woods Lorraine DeFrates Blanchon * Sally Farrar Dunn *
John E. Zoino * Anne Scally Campbell * Jean Marchant Dwyer ~1955 laura Batista Crocco Marilyn Christian Federico.
1954 Eileen Tutty Altieri * Margaret Malone DiPersio *
Martha Hitchcock Fleming 0Susanne McPeck Gavin
Almeda King Ambrulevich * Sheila Foster Dlouhy Gary A. Getchell ;::cJanet Wyman Abbott + Martha Cook Batchelder * Ann Cantlill Doyle * Patricia Neagus Gray *
Fatima Allie * Helen Bratsolias Boisselle + Antone Felix
Claire M. Appling * Theresa Tupper Boucher * Mary Cote Foster
Judith Sullivan Keene ~
Martha L Ball Helen Wolski Braithwaite * Joseph E. Fratianni
R. Elaine Murphy Kelley
0Marie Delahanty Beauregard Jo Anne Powers Cadorette * Marilyn Hayden Furlong Ellen Bowen Kilbridge *
Nancy Chapman Bestul * Phyllis lanza Caligaris * Beverly George *
Gregory Konstantakos ~Edward Bielski * Dimitra Colas Cobleigh * Ja'net Lee Green Margaret S. lewis *
Ellen Sharpe Binney * Faith Cummings Crandall Blandine Jasnocha Hogan *
Margaret lemos Merritt 0Eleanor Robidoux Morrison
M. Lois Lyons Brophy * Marcia Crooks * Gail Hutchinson Jamison * Barbara Reed Mulcahy 0Joseph R. Bruno * Diane Blackwell Dickinson Virginia M. Kalaghan William A. Orcutt *Natalie Rogers Cambra Mathra Moquin Duval Eugene A. Kennedy Eileen M. Perkins
Alice Griffin Chase Helen U1vila Foster * Peter J. Lane * John P. Piccirilli ,....
Doris Green Chisholm Nancy Whyte Frey Winifred Murray leary * Carol Scagliarini Redgate *
,....
Charles Christie * Madlyn Ware Giberti * Harold LeBlanc * Alvin F. Rubin 0
Janet Thifault Cunningham * Arlene Rose Gouveia Marcia lindsay lee Hubbard Seater ~Jeanette DiPaoli Damon + Betty Harrison Green * Mary lymberis * Marie Seminatore
Gertrude J. Daneau * John P. Hackett + Robert G. May * David W. Shaw
Joan Grieve Dugener Patricia St. John Hackett + Norman F. McGowan * Ruth Lord Shaw ~
Helene White Gilmartin Joan Weber Horsefield * Eleanor Sondeen Morlino John J. Shields * 0John Green * Elva Bertoncini Kanakry * Norma Goyetche Munroe * Mary Barker Small
Diane Fernandez Hickey Elizabeth Pattison Kulas * Marian E. Nelson ~Betty-Anne Morse Holly Joan Sawyer leland Barbara Vose Nicholson * Helen Domingos Sylvia
William Hughes * Arthur C. Lord, Jr. * Eileen Sullivan O'Grady
Janet Allison White * 0
Edward P. Keller * Natalie Maes * Eleanor lydon Olson
Avery L. Williams, Jr. *
Gary C. Koltookian * Pauline A. Marion + lorraine Wiklund Olson. ;::c
Emma Fisher law + Jessie Shaw Martin Priscilla Walters Olson 1958Kathryn Germain Lease * Carol Barbato Mauro * Alice Murphy O'Neill ~Marie Haviland leavens * Patricia F. McGuire * Nathalie Alves Palmer Noreen Paiva Avery + 0Sondra Schwartz leiman Joan E. Murphy Joan M. Park + Marilyn White Barry •
Joan Sheehan lloyd * A. Karen Mann Orcutt * Wilma Baker Schultz James Beaudry ~Nancy Fears Lob * Patricia Butler Park * Vincent P. Sullivan * Mary Edwards Beaudry
Myra Powers lopes * Mary O'Grady Phelps * Ann Robbins Talbot Roberta Southwick Bellows 0Joseph R. Mailloux * Nancy Ouerzoli Carole Girard Valeri Judith Mahon Bolton
Rose Dantono Maloney * Ruth Thompson Robinson Aleta C. Vokey * Anne Adams Brownley 0Theresa M. Malumphy + Elizabeth Hellstrom Rowell * Anne Mason Walsh * Susan Whitaker Cannon
Ann Burgess Morris * Ann Shields Ryan + Harriet Schroeder Weaver Ronald Carroll *
Patricia Delaney Murphy * Robert Ryan + Eloise Hodgkins Yelle Nancy Pozzo Connelly
Samuel H. Olson * Frances Nicholson Sadek. MaryAlice Hanson Costello
Robert L Rowell * Francena Warren Smith 1957 Mary Kucinskas CowgillDoris Pinel Scheidegger * Timothy R. Tomlinson * Henry O. Daley, Jr.
Mary lane Stacey Denise Gosselin Valencia Barbara Churbuck Adams Ann Richardson Davis
Nancy Cooper Wentzell * John R. Andre Theresa Botelho Dickie
Ann Fletcher Whalen * Phyllis A. Armstrong * Beverly Berg Dirksen
Gerald E. Blanchette * Harriet Cannon Donahue
Marjorie G. Bollen * Cynthia North Donatelli
Barbara Ricard Boudreau Dorothy Walsh Driscoll *
John Braithwaite * Betsy Atwood Esters *
Virginia Turner Cahoon Ruth Kearney Farley *
Giving Clubs fusident"s Circle $10,000 and above.
Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 •
Nicholas Tillinghast Society $2,500 - $4,999.
S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499 +
Crimson Society $500 - $999 +
Century Club $100 - $499 *
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2000) •




0 John J. Fletcher * William S. Bruno June Marsh Gould Nancy Hart Flynn.Shirley Hayworth Geary * Rose Petruzzi-Maccorma Burgos Anna Morrison Hall Peter Y. Flynn.p::: Susan Dolber Getchell Ernest Cardoza David A. Harvey Florence Mello Foley
Irene Gomes * Mary Lou Canniff Carroll * Sheila Sullivan Henaghan Janet Anderson Gutterson *
:.- Viola M. Goodnow Janet Churbuck Dimattia * Virginia Jewett Hogg + Judith E. HandleyJoanne M. Hadalski Mrs. Sheila J. Freeman Mrs. and Mr. Carol F. Hurst David E. Hanson0 Mary E. Hagerty Paul F. Giberti * Richard S. Januse Rosemarie Murphy Hoyle
~ Maryellen Buckley Harrington Virginia Oliveira Gizzi Sandra Starkowsky Jardin Marcia Moody Hoyt *Priscilla Miller Hayward Dorothy Wishnefsky Goldberg * June Stefanik Kelley Cynthia Tower Huddy *
0 Jacqueline Morin Hobday Sandra Corey Gray + Mary Peters Kelter Sylvia Sheahan KalambokasBeverly Blute Hounsell Carol Dutton Hoole * A. William Kochanczyk + Jean Murphy Kass;:c Kathleen Sullivan Huhtanen Carroll E. Jeppson * A. Ellen Dewhurst-Bruce Lane Phyllis Kane Kelleher
Robert J. Huhtanen Paul J. Linehan Robert Locatelli * Ralph N. Levesque
:.- Betty Cowgill Jardin John W. Lombard Charles R. Loverin * Ann Mclaughlin Lundstedt *Carolyn Erickson Julian Richard P. Lombardi + Mary Hoyle Mahan. Robert W. Magner0 Joseph Kelleher Leon A. Long Rebecca E. Mauch * Jane Stetson Maguire *
~ Anna Marie Zanazzo Kenny Elaine Campbell Melisi John J. Mollica Barbara Tappen Mahar *Irene F. Kiley Marilyn Jackson Mello * Peter B. Noyes Robert L McCarthy
0 Jane Russell Kilmer * Jane Foote Melvin Marie Denoncourt Palmeri Joanne Hall MeadCarolyn Cooper Kingsbury Carolyn Madden Millard Elinor Miettinen Putnam Janice Reed Metz *
0 Eleanor Pickens Lane * Gordon W Mitchell * Katherine Lantery Reddy Laraine Scarlata MilauskasEleanor Maimaron Lemond Jane Tuttle Powers Madeline Ward Reilly Louise McGibbon Moline *
Mrs. Ann M. Linehan Nancy Saba Roberts Phyllis Pimental Scanlon John J. Morgan, Jr.,.....
John B. Lonergan Carol Cummings Roht Ruth C. Schuttauf Priscilla Andersen Morrison *,.....
Lois Maccrea Mackey Robert Rosenblatt Margaret Phillips Silva Carol A. Mueller
Barbara Shire Magro James R. Ruffini * David A. Sousa * Barbara Mattinson Nagle *
~ Natalie Hollertz May Rayna Logvin Skolnik * Rose Desouza Souza * Walter Nagle *Albert W. Mayers. Jr. Donald K. Smith David C. Swift Louise Rodrigues Pearson *
Claire McAfee * Pauline Stark Solmonese Nancy Kelly Swift Margaret Perry Pelletier *
Dorothy Mahoney McLaughlin Arthur J. Souza * David K. Sylvester Margaret A. Phillips
Joan Bryant Mitchell David F. Stephansky Judith Remick Tassinari Bernard Powers
Elizabeth Brown Murphy * Florence T. Sullivan Joyce Mitchell Taylor * Ronald Reynolds
Mary Keefe Noll Joan M. Sullivan Nancy J. Vecchione Timothy M. Rioux
Robert C. Norton Jacqueline L Swanson Maude C. Ware Sheila Rosenblatt
Mary McGowan O'Toole * Edmund G. Teixeira * Richard A. Watts Nancy Jackson Ruffini *
;J: Jean Ann Maclean Phinney Patricia Toutloff Ward Helene McGowan-Chaney Maureen ShanahanJoan Rodman Reed Virginia Mehegan Wessing Weinberger Joan Williams Shipman *
Marcel Richard Clifford A. Wood Barbara Webster Smith
Thomazia Dube Roy Sonia Kizirian Zorabedian * Everett J. Smith
Carolyn Sheldon Ryan 1960 Sharon Cody StoneCynthia Webster Serbent * Bette Thornton Andre 1961 John L Sweeney *Joan Bladen Smiley Nancy Boyle Arns Esther Treadwell-Taylor TuckerNancy L Smith Charlene Dibble Tyler
Thomas L. Smith Gordon W. Bates Lucile Whisenant Akers Armand R. Viera
0 Annie Thurston Spence Roland Bernardo * James Argir + Neal F. WallCarole L. Splaine Ann Zucchelli Callahan Robert H. Arnold Corinne Mcmenamy Weaver
Barbara Pierce Strickland * Maureen Fahnley Calvi Roland H. Boulay
Joan Keyes Sullivan * Joseph Cambra Cynthia Quirk Buscone +
Joan Long Sullivan Lavinia Murphy Connors Marjorie Mersey Cadoret 1962Ann McManus Teixeira * Joan Faria Daley Linda A. Callis-Prall *
Elizabeth Tormey Barbara Weeden Davol Marjorie O. Castro Lana Steele Argir +
Brenda Douthwright VanDeusen Claudette Y. Desilets Robert F. Champlin Jo-Anne Donnelly BarilRobert F. Dickie Doris Brodeur Clarkin Judith Andrews BarnabaGerald Wentzell * Janice E. Farrell Beatrice Piesco Clem Thomas Bleakney
Janice Silva-Wareing Fernald Jane M. Creedon * Judith Byrne-Perry Byrne-Ariel
1959 Joanne Bergstrom Fullerton Michael V. Crocco Katherine J. Callahan *Robert Gardula + Chet Delani * Anne Blouin Chase
Gloria Santos Andrade Felix A. Giardina Cynthia Pickering Dillon * Barbara A. Connor
Lorraine E. Bailey Sheila Cronin Giardina Mary A. DiPerna Diana Crooks
Patricia Collins Boland Mary Vancini Dowd Robert H. Cross *
Diane Speare Bridgwood * Priscilla Young Fiore Judith Murphy DeFilippo +
Helen Callahan Demers *
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David T. Fee *
Jacqueline Bouchard Fitzpatrick
Diane Ciaramitaro Foley
Richard H. Gamble *
William G. Grable *
Jo-Anne Rothmyer Granger
Florence Bell Gray *
Franklin Gray *
David P. Harding *
Esther Howes Herrick *
Janet Levesque Hildreth *
Christine Kwarcinski Hill
Judith Baroa Horan
Christine Frank Horte *
Carlene Reedy Ingarozza












Carolyn A. Lenaghan *




Beverly Kinne Mahoney *
Sheila Tunstall McKenna +
Norma Dubiel McKenzie
Nancy Eaton McQueeney
John F. Minihan *
Janet Lilly Nims
Sheila O'Keefe Odella
Virginia Vanderwarker Page *
James R. Perron
Wayne R. Phillips *
Ann Lemieux Precourt











Melinda Decoster Thornton *
Giving Clubs
Marilyn Griffiths Tracy
Carolyn V. Turchon +
Lorraine Azevedo Viveiros
Constance O'Brien Walker *
Edwin B. Weaver
Diane H. Zona *
1963
M. Juliette Silva Almeida
Francis E. Antosca *










Janet Leone Delani *
Donald DeLutis *
Evelyn Ekberg DeLutis '63 *
Mary Crawford Dickinson
Mabel Ashenfelter Doherty '63 *




Patricia Siekman Fee *
Elizabeth Pinel Fisk
Ruth Parent Fitzpatrick
C. Christopher Ford, Jr. *




Joseph A. J. Gagnon
Chester M. Gardner, Jr. *
Carol Coady Gilson *
Jane C. Goodwin *
Phillip J. Hanrahan *

















William J. Murphy *
Diana Schneider Nichols *
President's Circle $10,000 and above.
HOr.lce Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 •
Nicholas rminghast Society $2,500 - $4,999.


















Thomas P. Walsh *
Robert F. Ward
William S. Wassel *
Marvin Wechsler
Susan Tidd Wentz
Wallace A. Wood *
Virginia Shelly Woods
Diane Houlberg Wyman *












Daniel A. Cabral *
Ann F. Cameron *
Sandra Rimmer Charves
Carol Driscoll Collins
Arthur P. Curry, Jr. *
Gay Gibbons Demaggio *
Carole Anderson DiBurro
Jadwiga Narkevicius Earle






Albert E. Gibbons. Jr. *
Claire-Marie E. Hart
Linda Nelson Hawkom




Juliette D. Johnson *
Marilyn A. Keohan
S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499 +
Crimson Society $500 - $999 +




Gail Appiani Lamb *
Toivo A. Lamminen. Jr.
Francis L Lane *
Robert M. Lane *
Theresa Balewicz Lane *
Frances Berry Langille *
Yvonne Mcneice Lindsay
Alan Marvelli *





Susanne Silbeira Michelini *
Carol Ramey Mooney
John Morrissey *
Patricia Correa Morrissey *
David A. Morwick *
Betty Lanzini Murray
Jane E. Nerney




Anthony F. Pellegrini *
Lynne Finerfrock Petta




Priscilla Walsh Sanguedolce *
Anthony L Sarno *
Nancy Seablom Sarno *












Judith Cirello Tyler *
Beverly Gomes Van Allen
Marjorie Wolejko Vecchi *




Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2ooo) •






























Marie Baroni Allen *
Elaine Bourget Almeida
Jose C. Antunes *








Richard A. Bridgwood *
Henry W. Burbine *
Antonio M. Cabral *






Marjorie l. Davis *









Donna Chateauneuf Hughes *
Michael Hughes *
Priscilla Taylor Hurd
Marjorie Dumoulin Keene *
























Joseph S. Silva, Jr.
Frederick R. Stevens *
Mary Donovan Stevens *
Arthur Svensen
Diane Duquette Svensen
William C. Towne *
Arleen Roche Trufan
Catherine Barry Walsh *
David M. Walsh *











Joseph M. Chencus *
Michelle A. Colombo-Gain












Alberta Metras Goss *
John E. Grant
Courtland L Harlow, Jr. *
Karen Baszner Ireland
Elaine Francis Jackson *
Linda Carlson Jette
Ellen Collins-Brice Johnston
James C. Johnston *












Jeanne Gagne Morrill *
JoAnne Semino Olson *
Steven Olson *
Linda Oby Patch

































Patricia Quinn Bartlett +
Anita lebeau Barton
Carol Blair





Robert W. Crouch *
Alice Shea Curtis
Jo Anne Macallister Deeley
Frank J. DeMello. Jr.



















Colette H. Janson-Sand *
Daniel F. Kelliher. Jr. *
Maureen Conroy Kenney
Phyllis Wells Klock +
Henry J. Kowalski
Regina Quealy Ladouceur




Gayle Enella Means *














David M. Tedesco *
larry D. Thompson *
Carol A. Topolewski *
Richard Torres
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Suzanne Desmarais Flaherty *
Elaine Ticchi Foster *
Cynthia Vaughan Francis





David K. Harris, Jr. *




Lawrence R. Kelleher *
Paula Knapinski Kenney













Constance E. Melahoures *
Peter J. Mello
Margaret C. Meyer

































































Sheila McGiveron Dacey *
Jeanne Card D'Angelo
Adelaide Harney Dapsauski














President"s Circle $10,000 and above.
Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9.999 •
Nicholas Tillinghast Society $2,500 - $4,999 •





John C. Hurley +
Karen West Jannace *
Antoinette Oliveira Johnson
Donald E. Jones
Joseph V. Kane *





Edwa rd 1. Latta *
Monica Liberman
Virginia Alden Logan *
Ann M. Maguire *
John R. Manso
Anne Povoas Mason *
Patricia l. Mawn
Kathleen R. McKenna
Katherine l. Medeiros *







Carlene Carroll Moore *
James G. Moore *
Mildred Lindberg Morrison
Richard A. Morse *
Joyce Jordan Napert
Bruce E. Nelson *










S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499 +
Crimson Society $500 - $999 •









































Helene C. Auger *
Billie Smith Balashek *
Carol Araujo Belmarce *
Diane Sepavich-Holt Bercovitz
Judith Riley Brown *
Thomas J. Brown *









Kevin P. Dorney *
Marjorie Nordman Dorney *
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2(00).








































Lydia T. Gonsalves *
Richard A. Gonsalves, Jr. *
Linda J. Gracia
James J. Hager
Edmund C. Hands *
Linda R. Heath
Peter J. Homen







Herbert J. Lynch +
Kathleen Quirk Malmgren
Carol Burr Martin






Middleton K. McGoodwin *
Elizabeth Donovan McGowan

























Shirley Peterson Sahl *
Christina Gilchrist Saint Martin
Barbara Quinn Schuttenberg
Carol Coulter Seyfried '70 +




Deborah Joyce Smith *
Jean Bonin Smith *
Stuart W. Stevens, Jr.
Marlene R. Suchy *
Margaret A. Sullivan-Monahan
Kathleen Cummings Tower









































Sandra Dicorpo Franklin *
Judith Silva Giusti
Dorothy Miller Grosswendt











Jacques P. Leveille *










Linda Sinnott Merritt *






Ruth A. Murphy *
Anne McDonough Nocito


















Barbara MacDonald Wolfreys *
Roberta L Zarrella
1972
Charlene Panora Aikman *
Peter M. Balzarini





Jane Rae Bradford +
Nancy Olinto Brennan






Kathryn R. Carney *
Barbara A. Carreiro +
Nancy Batchelder Carreiro
Jean Youlden Carroll
Robert M. Cheverie +
Jean Weber Connelly
Janice Indorato Conroy *
Philip A. Conroy, Jr. *
Laurell Fortin Cook *
Donald J. Cosgrove
Roxanne Leonardo Costa
Joseph G. Cotton *
Lynn Birtwhistle Cropper
Francis T. Cullen, Jr. *
Dorothy Davey
















Patricia Smith Haddad *
Nancy Ek Hall *
Linda Pettengill Hernandez





Angela Mucciarone Johnson *
Dawn Munroe Johnson









Philip W. LeFavor *
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Karen G. Mason *
Warren R. Meehan, Jr.
Sheila Doody Mitchell *
Kathleen A. Monahan
John B. Moniz




















































Joanne Stearns Bean *
linda Lapierre Beith














Margaret Fairhurst Copeland *














Brian R. Dunning *
Patricia Kirkwood Esposito




William J. Fitzgerald, Jr.
Susan Higgins Fredette
Elaine H. French








Jane Masi Hall *
M. Dolores Davidson Hansen
linda Taubert Harper
Sandra O'Brien Hart
President's Circle $10,000 and above.
Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 •













Mary Ellen Brown Kuzmeski
John P. Ladouceur
Janel Lafond-Paquin
E. Lisa Galligan Lawson
Peggy Kenney-streley Le Verso
·Jeanne T. Leblanc
Gregory P. Lee
David R. Longland *





























Paul J. Rigby *
Diane Letendre Ritchie
Charles M. Robbins
Philip M. Robitaille *
John T. Rust
Deborah Williams Sarrey
Joseph W. Sarrey, Jr.
Elizabeth A. Scanlon
Janice Zagrodny Schneider
S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499.
Crimson Society $500 - $999 +














































Elizabeth Souza Carter *




Laurence R. Contrino *







Young Leaders Club $50 $99
(class of 1991 - 2(00) •































William P. Feeney *
Mary-Ellen Miller Filosa
Richard J. Florence *




Robert J. Gay *
Gary C. Genard
Gail Dorian Geromini





Philip R. Greim *





John J. Hickey *
Kathleen Germain Hill
Roxanne Fernandes Hilliard
Marianne M. Horan *
Linda Malcolm Jean
Susan Lovenbury Johnson
Frederick C. Jordan *
Linda Colby Jordan *
Nancy E. Kane
















David L. McKinnon *
Maryann Campbell Mclaughlin




Sheila Linehan Mousette *
Kathryn J. Murphy




Christine M. Pelosi *
Thomas F. Perry *














Gloria J. Stanton *
Deborah Mallard Stein +
Kathryn Howe Stewart
Harold F. Taylor 11*
Mary McPherson Tousignant
Veronica Galanek Wainwright *












Janice Jolicoeur Barris *
Roger E. Barzelay
Annette Laplant Beauregard *
Daniel Beauregard *
















Joseph C. Correia *
Thomas R. Coughlin *
Janis Brothers Creeger
Keith R. Crochiere *
James l. Daley
Maureen McClellan Daley
Kathleen M. Daly *








Paula E. Fay *
Donna Spoor Ferreira
Muriel A. Finnegan *
Joanne M. Gallant
























Carol Morse Kosicki *
Gary J. LaFave *
Albert G. LaFrance *
Anne Collins laFrance *
Susan Donaldson Leddy
Barry E. Lew




Margaret J. McCormick *
Mary A. McDonald











Susan Vigers Norton *
Paul A. Oberlander *
Gail Bradbury O'Connell *
Susan Shadbegian O'Donnell
Kenneth D. Ottariano *
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1976 Beverly Dau Harris Deborah Boles Ryan Luanne M. Gilbert 0Nancy Mahoney Harris Caryn Higgins Sanson James C. Grady *
Cheryl Ferreira Abbott David R. Hart Anne Cote Seitsinger Susan Cardin Griffin ~
Arthur Allanbrook Julie Wolge Hartman * Roy M. Seitsinger Susan M. Hackney *
F. Robert Allison * Mark P. Hayer * Janice L Semple * Susan Guertin Hanson ;...
John R. Anderson Joyce Gamble Hicks Florence Reid Smith Sandra L Hobbs-Millett * 0Sheila Henderson Anderson Steven E. Hill David A. Staples * Rita M. Howes *
Kathleen Holleran Arruda * James E. Hinds * Charles W. Stockbridge * Carol Wolf Jones ~Dolores A. AuCoin Denise Coburn Hixon Andrea Farrell Sullivan Mary Gould Kelleher
Judith Smith Battistini Edna G. Hollander Louise Connor Tapper Kathleen Insero LaFlamme 0
Richard R. Beaudoin * Kathleen Harwood Hutchinson Stacey Wood Taylor Michael S. Larkin
Richard N. Beaulieu Robert L Jarret * Mary Campbell Tegan Mary E. Lawson ;:c
Patricia Barron Beaver Marie Thibault Jerome Guy R. Tinto Barbara F. Lightizer *
Joan Zora Begin Daniel P. Joseph Mary T. Trahan Wm. Jeffrey lord * ;...
Elizabeth Savini Bennoch Gretchen Drain Joseph Martha Marshall Trapp Anthony C. Maistrellis *
David W. Benoit Michael A. Joy Janet Orlando Trask Marie Beaulieu Manning 0
June Pereira Benoit Norman Karahalis Richard P. Trask Linda Di Salvio McNeilly * ~Lynn Lesperance Bernier Gerard J. Kates 'John E. Vercollone * Mary C. Moulson-Litchfield *
David A. Beshara Elizabeth D. Keetley James P. Von Euw Mary Papile Murray 0
Kathleen McDeed Bessette lou-Anne Melchiionno Kelly Ann Newman Ward Elizabeth Ward Normand
Judith Bloomquist Marc J. Kerble * Eileen McNamara West Kathryn Y. O'Connor 0Dennis G. Bollea Jane T. Koziol Susan M. Wetherbee Kathleen M. Parker
Gilbert R. Bowker Patricia Kosciuszek landine Elaine Figueiredo White Brian S. ParsonsHans T. Larsen + Karen Scholtes Woodsum Rhonda L. Pruss * ..-Diane Gunther Brown ..-
Donald J. Buckley Susanne Holden Leary David J. Wyrobek Frances P. Reddington 0Joseph M. Capone Madalyn Delorenzo Ledoux lorraine Xavier * Dayle Russell Reynolds
Kathleen Souza Ciullo Guy F. leVan * James H. Reynolds ~RobertJ. Ciullo Gina Remal lynch * Annette Zimmer Roberts
Ann Couture Clark John R. Lynch * 1977 Christopher F. Rockett * ;...
Joseph P. Clark Lynn Lyons Dana B. Almeida Linda lynch Rondeau
Marian T. Coakley Jean Jones MacDonald Debra Hauson Almeida Michael E. Ross 0
louise L Colburn Michael F. Maguire Susan Leone Ambrozavitch *
John G. Schnaible ~Clifton M. Colby * Virginia Spellman Maguire Gary S. Atkinson * Dayna Bradbury ScribiPaula Yale Maistrellis * Barba ra Sicovs 0Jean M. Comita Dorothy E. McGann * Irene O'Neil Atkinson * lorraine SimonNancy L Conlon Carol R. Baldwin *
Janice Crowley Conroy James A. McGowan John P. Balutis Maureen Crimlisk Smith ;:c
Arthur J. Cormier Priscilla Muehlen McGuire Donna Demerjian Bever * Virginia Ciccolo SnellHilda Fernandes Merdkhanian Barbara J. SullivanEileen Quigley Crochiere * Susan Galarneaux Mollica Linda Wrublewski Biela * Richard C. Tonner, Jr.• ;...Jayne M. Curry Virginia Byrne Monaco Judith Witkowski Boyle Marylou Gaudette Tremblay 0Laurindo T. Dagraca Janice Y. Moraux William C. Brown * Paula Agnew Vercollone *Joseph R. DeCosta, Jr. David J. Carter
Linda J. Doherty Kathleen M. Morey Diane Messina Cashore Stephen C. Washkevich * ~
laureen A. Dolloff-Jasmin Gail Coakley Nunes Lynne Dunn Christensen Linda Carroll Wheeler * 0Sherin L. O'Brien Kathleen M. WhiteMary E. Duggan Stephen J. O'Brien * Vikki Smith Ciampa Charlene Abdallah Wolstenholme 0Nancy Boyne Eldredge John P. O'Connell * Maureen Foley Cooney Douglas G. YoungThomas J. Fahey III Kathleen E. O'Connor Mary Smith CullenDaniel J. Ferreira Debra Coose Page Linda Messaline DeaneEsther Kreimer Finkelstein Mark T. Donahue 1978Nancy Kipp Florence * Neil J. Pare Patricia L DonovanAlbert PietrantonioJohn F. Foley, Jr. * Patricia O'Brien Pietrantonio Nancy Clifford Edwards lauren P. AndersonHelen A. Forsgard * Debra Dinardo Pizzi Donna Borges Entwistle * Beverly J. AtwoodNancy Farrey Forsyth Doreen Quintiliani * Patricia Meade Fatseas * Carleton R. AtwoodSally Borecki Furtado Raymond J. Raposa * Nadine E. Fernandes lynn J. BachmanHeidi Burke Gervino Kathleen Bohner Regan Dale Parker Ferris * James M. BarringtonValerie J. Gill * Ellenmarie Gallagher Rhone Gary C. Finch Maureen Scanlon BisagaJean Carroll Giordano Cynthia Stetson Rossini William A. Flaherty, Jr. * Carol M. Bolduc *William J. Giordano John P. Rull, Esq. Cheryl Brown Flynn David A. BousquetAndrea F. Golden Dorothy Tisevich Foellmer + Wilma Rose-Cardwell Boyd
Patricia Doyle Goodwin Jeanne Oliver Foster
Jeanne Coyne Hall Nancy A. Gentile
Wendy Hawkins Hanlon Donald W. Gfroerer
Giving Clubs Presidenrs Circle $10.000 and above.
Horace Mann Society $5.000 - $9.999 •
Nicholas Tillinghast Society $2,500 - $4,999.
S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499 •
Crimson Society $500 - $999 +
CentUlY Club $100 - $499 *
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2000) •




0 Alice Byrne Boyle Jane Rogers O'Connell Barbara T. Lashley Susan Jameson Butler *Catherine Santoro Breen Thomas C. O'Connell Barbara Cawlina Luby Janice Callanan Byron~ Steven H. Briggs Debra Galarneaux O'Neil * Chester C. Luther * Patricia Carroll-SouzaDeborah Dempsey Brown * Michael J. Perry Michael J. MacHardy Maureen A. Cavicchi
~ Janice Urbano Brown Diane Minnehan Peterson John W. Marshall Richard A. CavicchiHoward N. Burbank Linda Norman Plath Theresa R. Maurer-Isaacson Robert F. Collins0 Doris M. Butchard Matthew Reilly Karen Alperin McCarthy Sharon McNamara Collins
$:: Marybeth Carney Barbara Jacobs Rochon Kevin J. McCarthy Cynthia Danahey CorreiaEloise Machado Carrier Nancy Rowe-Dowd Maureen Maroney McDermott Ann Parent Correira *
0 Anne McAdamas Chochrek Marguerite Simons * Susan Hayes Messner David J. Correira *Patricia Kelley Cooke Cheryl Findlay Smalley Roger C. Mitchell Robert A. Cote *;c Kevin J. Cooney Janet M. Smith Peter A. Molitor David D. CrawfordCatherine A. Cottuli Jennifer G. Smith Kathleen Martin Morrison Timothy M. Cremin
~ Eliza Heroux Couture Phillip C. Souza * Susan Serino Morrison Nancy Brady CunninghamCarolyn MacFarland Cribbie Cheryl A. St. Onge Susan Horne Murphy Lynne Fournier Curnyn *
0 Andrea Montanari Crook * Thomas G. Stein Kathleen Valeri Naylor Margaret Cormier Daly
~ Karen Cavallaro Cummings Concetta Cuscianna Stoeckel Cheryl L. Nelson * Luis J. DeAndrade, Jr.Marguerite l. Dalton Judy Arthur Sullivan Helen A. Nowak Maryellen Cannata Dickinson
0 Elizabeth Meserve Davis Samuel D. Swetland Gerard E. Oakman Maryann Peabody DineenStephanie Valis Delvecchio Susan Wade Swetland Nancy DiCroce O'Connor Leo J. Donoghue
0 George M. DeMarco, Jr. * Gail Todd. Debra Carchio Pedersen Paula Hutch EminoRobert A. Devido Marilyn Norris Trainor Joan Tautkas Prall Richard H. England, Jr. *
Paula MacLean Dimambro Jeffrey P. Tuller * Jamie McNeil Pratt Joanne L. Erickson
Gail Jordan Donahue Anne Clifford Whitaker William C. Quist. William F. Erwin,....
Anne M. Drury Angela Piccolo White Robert Reardon Barba ra Fazzina *
Elizabeth Gallagher Duval * Natalie Young Winsor Cynthia E. Regan Leonard V. Finamore, Jr.
~ Jeffrey P. Entwistle * Joyce Army Yarrow Dennis Rodrigues Nora Kenny GlynnMichelle A. Ferreira Elaine M. Zollo * James A. Rogers, Jr. Robert F. Glynn
Robin Napolitan Fielding Carol Robert Rossi Sharleen E. Goguen
Mary C. Gammon
1979
Mary O'Neil Rudewicz Leslie G. Goldberg
Marie Sangermano Goodwin linda Crocker Saunders Joseph J. Gonsalves *
G. Robin Gregory Dianne C. Baran Paul J. Sebring Maureen P. Graney *Eileen F. Holzman Steven M. Seminerio, Jr. Cynthia Bertoncini Guimond
Carol A. James Cheryl Kuipers Barwise Karin Ganga Sheppard Andrea J. Haefling
Joanne Wilson Johnson Lisa Battaglino Carol Trainor Snow Janet Collins Haffey
Karen Ryan Kane * Lynn Kolbeck Bessette Thomas L Staples Joshua W. Hamilton *
Timothy J. Kane * Ernie C. Branco Karen Hallgren Stepka Richard J. Harwood *
Daniel J. Keating * Nancy Inman Brown Emmett C. Sullivan David J. Hickey
Kathleen Dudley Keating * Gail Bergeron Cannata Elizabeth A. Sullivan-Veit Allison J. Hill
Janice King Leo M. Charron Mary B. Swiatek Sally A. Hopfner
Daryl Petkunas Kirby Barba ra J. Cooke Kristen Anderson Thompson Jeannette L IrvingAna M. CostaCheryl Garvey Laforge Alyce N. Crowell Anne M. Thorpe Elaine C. KambegianSusan J. lawson Cann * Donna Ferrari Tuohy James A. Kane *
Jeffrey Lepage Elizabeth Shea Crowley Martha Adie Wagner Kevin D. Kelleher
0 Mariann C. Lorray Carmen J. D'Agostino Brenda Murray Wall * Linda Whapham Kenneylisa M. Louttit * John J. Davis * Elizabeth Logan Weatherstone Carol E. Lamb *
Thomas P. Luby Catherine L. Drezak * Carla Tripp Wieners Diane Cahill LeDuc
Barbara Wilson Maffeo Eleanor Rego Dumas Molly Morrison Lesniak
Nancy O. Martin * Robert J. Duquette William R. Lunsford, Jr.
Barbara Benson McNamara James M. Farrell, Jr. 1980 Richard P. MaggianiNancy A. Menard * Harry I. Fernandes Patricia E. McCracken
Pamela Grantham Meriam Shirley A. Grant * Anne Dunn Adami M.Scott McDonald *
Kathleen Rivers Millard Michelle A. Hallamore William J. Adami Brian J. Mitchell *
Frank C. Nackel • Gary R. Haskell * Frederick R. Adams Francis P. Muccio III *
Jennifer Hemeon Oberlander Joseph P. Johnson Dorian Knoll Alba Betty-Ann Costa Mullins
Steven M. Oberlander Steven B. Kellerman Pamela M. Alvares Ramona D. Nichols *Kathleen Thorpe Kelly Patricia A. Ambrose Judith Bugeau Nickley *Jeanne Lawrie Kling Kathy Andrade Baldwin
Patricia O'Halloran Kucharski Marilyn Nichols Barrington
Ruth LaBonte Marilyn L Beal
Debra Wholley Boyce
Maureen Lynch Burke *
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Joseph M. McDonald, Jr. Robert G. Moores Rosa Cunha Santos 0Janet liff Perkins Karen Giribaldi McKenna Michael E. Nickley * Maria Schouten-Moniz
Joan Trainor Poggi Daniel J. McNulty * Kathleen Lebrun Norton Donna J. Swift ~David M. Pratt Kathy Mohler-Faria + George W. O'Brien, Jr. Karen Reddington Thompson
Joan M. Pucillo Kevin A. Mulkern Dorothy Lawler Pearl Marie Pizzano Trudel ~Joseph V. Resmini Robert G. Olson Robert S. Pearl Phyllis E. Warren *
Maureen Moriarty Rose Marjorie M. Perry Richard Pizzuto Robin H. Watkins 0
Nancy Ryan Mary Ann Pessa Mona L Podgurski Maura McGowan Yanosick ~Brian M. Salvaggio * Robert H. Pettengill Jeffrey M. Raymond
Stephen D. Sheppard Cynthia Booth Ricciardi + Rev. Robert E. Sammons 0Marian S. Spencer Louis M. Ricciardi + Mary Bobrowiecki Santos 1984Brian T. Sullivan * Salvatore R. Scola * Kathleen D. Simonds ;:cJoan M. Towne Susan Burke Shallman Carleen M. Smith Kathleen Coombs Argo
Robert W. Whitaker III Daniel J. Sullivan June M. Strojny Steven A. Baillargeon *
Kathleen Cox Woodmaska Martha Randell Sullivan * Katherine Tamulevich Laurie Bamford Bibby ~
Diane Calderone Zerafa * Maureen Searle-Spratt Thayer Karen J. Trucchi Helene A. Bier 0Anna Dodd Thomas Karen Hoffman Campbell
Joseph Verria Janemari Roy Chateauvert ~1981 1983 Maria Tobin Colangeli *Maryann McCarthy Verria Sheila McDermott Delaney 0
Robert E. Adams Susan Figueira Baroody Sandra J. Donnelly 0John A. Ahokas * 1982 Laura Sullivan Bradley Lucy B. DriscollChristina V. Allen Jane Smith Callahan * Roberta M. Dunn
Deborah Gracia Araujo Pamela Kenny Arrighi * G.Wayne Carmichael Cheryl A. Feeney ,...
Rita A. Austin Paul K. Auger David Cogliandro Mary T. Flanagan * ,...
Andrew P. Bagas Robert V. Baldo Robert A. Colangeli * Mary Carlesi Francis 0Valerie Lynch Bagas Theresa Veno Baldo Margaret Keith Colligan Cheryl R. Garavente * ~Keith J. Benoit Carol A. Baldwin Laurie Silva Correia Norman C. GeorgeKathleen Boggan Frank A. Barbuto Mary Lambalot DeGrazia Peter Q. George
Merrill O. Bryant Mary Luca Benoit Michael P. Dowd Pamela A. Gould ~MaryJean Aveiro Costa Leeanne M. Cafardo * Kathleen Channell Elie Brenda S. Green 0Louise Burke Cote * Martha L Campbell * Ruth Almeida Fairburn Laurie Carr Green
Debra Giza Daddona Theresa Byington Carmichael Anne M. Furtado Nell McMahon Hayes * ~Daniel J. Dickinson Cynthia Eames Conley Keith J. Grillo * Judith L Henry
Joan Macisaac Diminico Cheryl Wildes Corkery Mary A. Harding Deborah Akers Hill * 0
Adrienne F. Dion Ellen M. Cuttle Oliver * Joan McGrath Harold Ronald Hill * ;:cJohn A. Ditullio Ann P. Dawson John T. Hoey Cheryl Howe
Susan Deslauriers DiTullio Mary Noonan De Angelo * Laura Coviello Hoey Timothy J. Howe
Gina R. Ferron-Muccio * Martha Maher Deprez Deborah Cunha Kasabian * Kathleen A. Hubsch ~Joanne Flaherty Joan P. Dowling Janet M. Kennedy Marguerite M. Jacinto * 0Susan Laflamme Ford Judith LEddy Debra L. Kramer Michael A. Katz
Kathryn S. Forrester Donna Torrance Finamore Judith Cabana Lally Paula Lennon Kelly ~Joni Dahlene Gaudiello Donna Matta Flanagan Lori Whittaker Lange Valerie A. Kroon
Julie E. Glauben-Sullivan Paul W. Flanagan Nancy Rogers LaRiviere Susan O'Brien Leger 0Mary Hennessy Gray Audrey E. Fusco-Benoit James J. McCarthy Christine E. Lortie 0Mary E. Harrild Denise Keegan Galvin Joyce B. Moore Cynthia A. MacDonaldJeff N. Hawkins Nancy L. Guilford Richard S. Morse Joanna M. Marchand *
Karen Bevis Healy Jonathan E. Hobill * Brenda L. Murphy Lauretta A. Maslanka
Elaine N. Howard * Karen M. Johnson Paul J. Nelson Elizabeth Williams Myra
Esta Uditsky Jacobs Georgia A. Joyce Carolyn O'Neil-Smith Carol Ellis Nikin
Tracy P. Jellows Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. Kelly Marilyn W. O'Shea David S. Olszewski
Donna D. Johnson Lisa A. Kusinitz Marc F. Pelletier Kimberly Hill Patullo
Mary Sullivan Johnson Peter Lacey Christina Bono Pratt Karen DeSisto Phelan
Dean L. Jones Toni Tsotsones Lecy * Thomas A. Regan Deborah Quinn
Karen R. Kelley Suzanne Silveira Lefevre Dona Reynolds-Mills Matthew L Robinson
Janet M. Kelly William F. Lynch. Jr. * Ronald J. Rezzani, Jr. * Jean Prall Rosolino
Robin George Krowchun Mary MacCaffrie David A. Robichaud + Diane Cole Ross
Mark A. Lespasio Tracey Parker Martineau Daniel B. Rose Sandra M. Ryer
Jody Peterson Marshall Mary U. Mikita Priscilla M. Rutherford Patricia L. Santin *
Paul J. McDermott Carol Campisi Millerick * Steven Sattin *
Timothy P. Millerick *
Allan Moniz
Mary Dennehy Moores
Giving Clubs President's Circle $10,000 and above •
Hornce Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 +
Nicholas Tillin hast Socie 2 500 - $4,999.
S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499 +
Crimson Society $500 - $999 •
Centu CI $ 1 - 4 9*
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2(00) •




0 Karen A. Silvia Judie Ferraro Polcari Susa n C. Rosenstiel Joseph W. DragonSteven B. Siroonian James P. Pozerski Shawn Ryan Suzanne Mclean Dwyer *~ John E. Snyder Janice T. Proc Meredith P. Schuft Michele F. FarrellMary J. Sperandio Daniel J. Rioux Martha Hoeh Sigel Ann M. Fennessey
:.- Douglas R. Stairs * Paul F. Schlegel Brian J. Spears Louis A. GhelfiSusan Seminerio Strakus Christopher Sheedy Nancy B. Williams Anne S. Gibbons0 Cheryl A. Studley Suzanne St. Hilaire Sprague Gertrude B. Haddad
~ Paula F. Swartz Karen Sheehan Stairs * Ann E. HallettChristine Openshaw Tempesta * Judith F. Stuart 1987 Leslie Anderson Hickey0 Lisa A. Thibeault Shaun R. Vitello Jane A. HoganStacy Hainline Tumilty Kevin J. Whalen Ann Marie Janice Bamford Howard;:c Daniel F. Whitham Jeannette Adelsberger Karen Deveau JacobsJoanne D. Whyte Michael J. Anglin Dennis F. Leahy *
:.- 1985 Shirley S. Baer Henry J. LevineKathleen Crowley Benson Jeanne Douglas Mahanna *
0 Domingo B. Amado. Jr. 1986 Lauren E. Bina Thomas H. MalloyLouis F. Asci, Jr. * Linda MacGillvray Bosworth Ralph J. Martignetti. Jr.~ Susan E. Averill Patricia D. Anderson * Joanne Tetreault CarriuoloJill M. Barres Jean Egan Belanger Robert M. Carroll * Linda J. McArdle0 Maureen Collins MinasianGregory Barrett * Kevin Belanger Janet Norris Chamberlain Susan Bailey Oliveria *
0 Michele Buttner Bergeron Maria Christoforo Bethune Margaret Hanlon Connolly Karan E. ParkinNancy Joseph Bertoni Michael T. Boutin Joy Fessler Cox * Joan Garrity PozerskiMargaret K. Bouchard Jennifer S. Branco Theresa Moore Cronin Brian J. RettmanAlison M. Campbell Mary-Ann Bridgwood Kelly Swain DaCosta Nancy Parkinson RobbinsDiane Pagliuca Capelotti David G. Burns * Maureen Dargon-Chapman Ann Farrell SosaDavid A. Chamberlain Veronica Bizinkauskas Cote Mary A. Fazio * Karen Callahan StaceyDennis A. Chighisola Terrell L Cote-Vizard Gina Grace Gallerani Susan M. SullivanDaniel F. Clifford Robert A. Crossman * Rick L. Giuliotti * Linda Mcintosh TucciDarlene Varney Cogliandro Timothy V. Crowley Dianne T. Gomes Keith E. Wilcox *Susan Dias Cordeiro Mark A. Dias Sheila Mandeville Grant Maryann Ryan ZaykaMary J. Donovan Darlene Donovan Thomas J. Griffin
Kerri Fay Eck * Paula Paglicco Driscoll Christine Hayes laconis
Nancy Sayle Flynn Kevin M. Dwyer * Marilyn Jackson Kelland 19890 Gregory A. Froio II Marian M. Ferris Richard E. LapointeGregory P. Gelineau * Margaret Kane Flannery Charles A. Lemieux, Jr. Tracey L. Armstrong
Mallori Hole George Thomas J. Gagne * Theresa M. Leonard Suzanne Lavoie Baker *
Marybeth Kormann Graham Suzanne Barrett Galvin Lisa M. Maragnano Judy A. Barry *
Timothy G. Green Mary Kaziun Gibson Robert P. McCabe Nancy Leger Bernier
Margaret L Guiney Bernadette Morrissey Golas * June R. Morse + Lisa Burns Berry
Judith A. Hall J. Scott Graham Kim O'Brien Oliveira Robert T. Citrano, Jr. +
Daniel G. Harold Marcia L Hall Michelle Lombardo Poor Matthew J. Collins +
Norma J. Harrington Donna S. Hall-Leff David C. Robinson Rachel Shannon Collins +
Stephen J. Hughes Jo-anne Hays Janet Rogerson Paula Hubert Como
William S. Hurst Maureen M. Howard Lori Babikian Rooney * Elaine Naegelin Crowley
Laurie C. Irvin-Padula Catherine Murphy Kedski * Lisa A. Rubini Maria F. DaSilva
Dean L. Johnson Pamela G. Kelley * Brenda Pereira Rugg Lisa Leonardo Davol
Doreen Gale Joly * Joseph H. LaFrance Lisa D. Smith Louise Kent Devine
Warren C. Jones * Laurie Sheehan Lundergan * Ragen D. Tiliakos Joann Mattos Dilley
Pamela Paquette Lapides Maureen A. Lydon Sara Marciniec Unger Paul F. Donovan, Jr. *
Wendi Stewart Levine * Virginia Jesse Machado * Christine Dragon
Amy R. Marcus Russell E. MacMillan, Jr. James M. Dunphy
Heidi Hinds Marotta * Tracey Rivers Mallory 1988 Robyn Humphrey DunphyThomas E. McDonagh * Donna M. Medeiros Marci Skiddell Elman
Patrick S. McGlynn * Lisa Medeiros Morano David M. Bresse Kathleen S. Fuller
Stephen McNaughton Ralph E. Morgan, Jr. Alfred M. Calk * William M. Gagliard *
Brian M. Moore * Mark N. Nora Judith Nix Callahan Sandra L. Glynn *
Michael W. Nikin David W. Peirce * Mary M. Casey Daphne Doerr Knudson
Marilyn Geloran Ogle JoAnne Peters Petrie Carolyn Dutra Cleary Gerald Labelle
Pamela O'Neil Donna M. Pierce Hannah Cracower Paul T. Leuchte
Robert L. Petrella Janice E. Porter Cynthia S. Crandlemere F. Scott Longo *
Janice J. Porter Daniel J. Darcy * Alan M. Lydiard
John F. Pozerski Donald B. Mandeville, Jr.
Licia Smith Rando Gyneth McGarvey
Gail M. Milton
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Earlene M. Gordon *
Diane Pankiewicz Goulder
James P. Harrington. Jr.
Joyce C. Hayes
lori Morales Jerrier






John L. McLean *
Kathleen Kelley Naples


























































Michael F. Perry *
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S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499.
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Paul T. McAndrews *
Francis McGinty
Kevin P. Mischley *




















Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2(00).
































0 1994 Virginia Cameron Lanphear 1998 2001Laurel J. Lawson~ Susan Adams Debra Paul Leahy * Earle Bercier, Jr. David J. AntocciCandida Aguiar Teresa Sharland McLaughlan Faye Blanchard Laura Ernst Bamford
~ Marie-Josee Arel Edward Peter Nancy Chisholm Boudreau Nancy Cole BargesKevin F. Quinn0 Kathleen Butler Badger Deborah Politano Rogerson Karen Siciliano Brackman Walter BurtJulie Caprarella Stephanie A. Davis Robert Camara *
~ Joseph Carmignani Jennifer Murray Silva Jeanne M. Fein Erin A. CampbellPatricia Cole Judith A. Thomas Barbara Garvey Suzanne M. Doup0 Rita G. Conley Eric E. Wescott Donna Woodard Hanson Susan Hagar Dresser
;:c Susan Jennings Costantino John 1. Harrington Amy L. DubeMaria Couto 1996 Federico & Hidalgo Judith A. GrahamIdalia DaSilva DaCosta Donna L. Holden * Brent F. Hitchcock
~ Paula Daigle laura M. Becker Aimee LaCroix Susan Jacobucci
0 Kathleen Blume Davison James S. Bleakney Amy Carpenter Lesniak Kevin J. McClay, Jr.Nicholas DiMartino Mark W. Bonneau Catherine Moore Susan Lawrence McCombe
~ Ann Doyle Sara Colaneri Bonneau Lyn-Su Otto Lisa L. MonteiroPaul W. Elliott Carolyn E. Brouck Jason E. Robichaud * Shannon M. Moore0 Albert R. Ferreira Gregory W. Campia Robert P. Sebastyn Caroline E. Pike
0 Jodi Lanza Fortuna Janie M. Cohen Robyn L. Smith Christina Gorton RobertsKristen George. Andrew W. Cooney Steven Stares Julie A. SmithGeoffrey Hennessy. Robert J. Deluca, Jr. Edward Sylvester III Taffy Smith
Jeffrey Hodgin William T. Driscoll Linda M. Veracka * Deborah Holyoke Sprinsky
James J. Joly * Denise M. Fleming Linda Winship Kathy Collins Sprole
Jennifer McDonald Josselyn James J. Holland, Jr. Alfred Yebba II * April M. Szeidler
Debra Bogue Levesque Annie C. Holman
Janet M. Maguire Jane Jezard 1999 2002Mark Malouin Penny Trice Jones.Judithann McCabe Sharon Clemons LePorte Kathy Almeida Angela V. BiggieriStephen J. McCarthy. Beverley J. Maling Jacques P. Barbour * Aimee A. BronhardPamela Morley Karl M. Marsiglio * Thomas Bartosek Courtney L. CurranErin Moynihan Scott A. McCue
Lyn Fitzgibbons O'Neil Kathleen McRae Mills Noelle Beaudet Foye * Katherine S. Deshaies
Alisa LoConte Owen Francis N. Molla, Sr. Maisy McDarby-Stanovich Elaine M. Gambrazzio
Zachary Pelchat Christin Spillane Morse Virginia Hansberry Porter * Martina M. GeorgeJanice A. Rosen * Barbara G. HerseeRuth Warren Burch Perrone Rachel Rezendes Nogueira Diane Caffrey Wallace * Angela M. LabonteJames Peterson, Jr. Robert A. Pessin
Anne M. Plante Wanie J. Pierre Kristen M. MansenSusan J. McGrathClaire Provost Karen Waldron Saltzman 2000 Shannon M. McKennyBarbara Raymond Armando G. Santo
Robin Roberts. Richard K. Schneider. Amy Birdsall Harrington Alexandria Medeiros
Alice Ryan Jo-Ann Senna Randolph M. Black Michelle L. Myers
Kathryn Macrina Schneider. Janet M. Cartwright Matthew E. Powell
Jane Sveden Nichole M. Cote Joseph P. Russo
Barbara Turley 1997 Jonathan Donahue Maria J. TuckerCarolann Pellerin Wescott Nancy Cataldo Kulczykiewicz Albert R. WheelerKaren L. Albertine Katherine A. Williams
Christine Masiello Balkus Daniel W. LeFavor •
1995 Dawn Bedard * Daniel J. McLean *Catherine Nolin Correira Karyn Pennington-O'Connor
Christopher D. Adams Danielle Riopelle Crane John RooneyHsin-Lei ShaoMary P. Adams Margaret Cummings Louise Spillane WhitakerJeffrey D. Bilodeau Christi ne Facchetti
Julie LaMarca Bilodeau Padraick Flannagan Jason R. Wilson
Lorraine D. Carrozza Mary O'Keefe Foley
Wendy Provance Corkren Norman A. Hayes III •
Richard W. Fedorowich, Jr. Dorothy L. Herk
Linda Whalen Hall Alberto Jaramillo
Catherine Hicks Donna Stolarski Leonardo
Susan Gula Howard Lynn McDonald Mills *
Ann Lundberg Johnson Karen Panunzio
Carla Pinto
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Graduate Alumni 1949 1961 1967 0by Class Year Maurice E. Rucker Gerald E. Dlouhy Gail Zeiba Brookings ~
Henry J. Fanning * Sumner Campbell
Robert leavens * Basil F. Cronin * ~1953 John L Liberman Catherine Daniel 0Alan R. Lindsay Frederick T. FriedbergRichard D. Batchelder * Joseph S. Nicastro Frances D. leach ~Eugene F. Thayer Richard U. Lizotte
1954 Priscilla F. Wilkins laura E. Mcleod * 0Roberta Babbit Reynolds ;:cMary T. Carvalho 1962 Charlotte A. Springerlloyd S. Clark * ~Robert F. Quegan * Raymond A. Gadaire 1968John Garrigan 0
1955 Carol E. Kenney Gerald M. Allman * ~Sara N. laMonica Thomas J. Clegg
lawrence Castle Michael Sansone Paul J. Dooley 0George A. Shediack * Arthur D. Ferreira
Richard G. Smith Wayne H. Karlson 01956 Roberta Smith Sullivan * Walter F. MacDonaldAlice J. O'Malley
John A. Holt ,....
Maryan L Nowak 1963 ,....1969 0Rose M. Bolen ~1957 Frances N. Guay Dale E. EricksonMary C. Hathaway Carolyn A. Johansson
Charles J. Kent Margaret A. Keohane * Harold A. Lundberg ~Alphee N. laFlamme James E. O'Donnell Roger K. Smith 0John F. Maloney * Rosemary A. Tierney *
Robert S. Murray * Robert N. Witham * ~Susan F. Whalon 1970 01964 Herbert A. Aalpoel *1958 John Aylmer * ;:cSusie Thombs Bates Joseph J. Bono
Neil C. Fitzgerald Robert L Brousseau Anthony J. Dire ~Anthony J. Minnichelli louis T. Falcone Gloria Proulx Morrissette
Ellen B. Rucker Mary E. Fuller 0
1971 ~1959 1965 Paul N. Anthony 0K. Virginia Adams Hope Atkinson Dorris M. Berger 0Eugene A. Franciosi * Gail A. Barry Marilyn C. CanfieldJoseph M. McDonald louis Bitar Thomas C. Hoye
Jacob D. Rennert George E. Costa, Jr. Clare Howard Macleod
David W. Gavigan Paul E. Seeley, Jr.
1960 Anthony M. Gulinello Marcia StevensJames J. Harrington III Madeline Korelitz Tisch
Ethel Fishman Berman Peter Huston Susan Trafton
Donald O. Burling William F. Keating, Jr. *David J. MatthewsRobert C. Jones * Kenneth S. Peirce, Jr. 1972Marion R. Kent
John T. Newell, Jr. Margaret Anderson Robichaud Gayle Bingham
Joseph C. Simas, Jr. Robert P. Chisholm
Myrtle Davis Simas 1966 Greg E. DellorcoWinifred Frongillo
Ramona M. Adler Linda Blais Gagne
Gerald H. Beals Betty T. Gilson
Robert L Clark David N. Jakub *
Walter F. Precourt, Jr. Celeste R. Jones
Dorothy E. Reynolds Joan Golden McDermott
Scoba F. Rhodes leslye Shurtleff Ribeiro
Rena Zipeto Shea Joseph P. Sullivan, Jr.
James F. Wilcox Richard J. Teto
Cynthia Saad Thayer
Giving Clubs President's Circle $10,000 and above • S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499 • Young Leaders Club $50 - $99 59Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 • Crimson Society $500 - $999 • (class of 1991 - 2(00) •
Nicholas Tillin hast Society $2,500 - $4,999. Century Club $100 - $499 * Deceosed Members - italicized
,....
,....
0 1973 1977 1981~ Ann M. Childs Richard P. Blake Patricia A. Baylor 1990Pauline Donoghue Kenneth R. Brown * Edward B. Cunningham
~ David C. Gain Carol A. Burton Jane L Gadaire Sallie A. Jardim
0 Barbara L Hadsell Charles L. Cittadino Susan M. Gallitano Rosemary MoreauJean M. Larkin Ann M. Cussen Catherine Belleville Holbrook * Joni Promisel$:: Dolores L Mclaughlin. Mary M. Dire Susan J. Joseph Rosina Robinson *Priscilla Miles. Edward J. Fopiano Henry J. Lamb, Jr. * Alan D. Wilson0 Mary L. Payton * Robert Francis Kenneth J. Lappin *
;:c Jean M. Garrity-Bednarski Judith M. WesslingElaine l. Goldstein 19911974 Edwina Porter Lewandowski *~ Janet J. Miller 1982 Robyn DeritoBetty A. Chelmow A. Diane Moran Diane Fowler0 Robert G. Clark William F. Naylor III Dennis Azevedo Diana McGee
$:: Cornelius Coakley Joanne M. Russell * George K. Gurley. Mary Ann McKinnon *Matthew Delaney Charlene Yarletts Jardin Karen Mclaughlin
0 Thomas F. Frizzell Elise Marvelle Suzanne Payne *Robert L. Gaffney 1978 Candyce E. Moore-Walters David Pepin0 Roberta l. Gesner Nancy Swansburg Sexton Martha Pirone *Mary A. Morrell Patricia Warren Carlson Shirley A. Wells * Kathleen L. Sears
Patricia V. Munro Claude I. Desilva Dawn Sullivan
David R. Murphy Pamela A. Elliott * Linda Sullivan
Joseph A. Oliveri Barbara A. Kelly 1983Marie H. Rasche Frank J. Longo
Maureen A. Rugo Patricia A. Mytkowicz Rosemary E. Binda * 1992Stanley J. Saladyga, Jr. Thomas H. O'Brien Karen Marden Smith
Faye F. Santos * William J. Rowan John Burns
Judith A. Souza 1984 Joanne CamilloJane K. Tully Barbara W. Carvalho *
Glenn C. Ward 1979 Alice A. Earle Patricia HammA. Gloria Peel Thomas luceyGarrett A. Baylor Susan F. Rubin0 1975 Paul R. D'Andries * Joyce SullivanJohn G. Kelly 1985 Bonnie l. TroupeCinderella Berry Mary Selfridge long
Martin A. Conceicao Arlene W. Longo John R. Southam
John R. Ghublikian * Kathleen M. MacDonald 1993Donna Collins lima Mary A. Slawson
Carole A. Meyer Robert R. Slawson 1986 Megan Buckley McCarthyEllen T. Quinn Carolyn Nerbonne Speeckaert Carolyn A. McSweeney
Pamela O. Ritch John P. Sullivan Diane M. Hart
Jeffrey P. Shindell Dorothy D. Sweeney Lois M. McKeown
Richard R. Staiti Kristine Roeber Tempinski Mary A. Post * 1994
James Travers Phyllis l. Whitehead Wenyao Chen
Deborah M. Tuck Roseann M. Whittaker 1987 Rosemary FerroEthel B. Winokoor Thomas M. Hicks
1980 Carol A. Donovan Bradley D. Miller1976 Carol M. Godfrey Mary J. OlsonGlen A. Anderson Carol S. lucas John R. Pattison
Bernard T. Bendiksen Sally A. Colarusso Margaret M. O'Neill Maura E. Power
Teresa M. Cogliano Robert F. Costa Eleanor J. Swift Finlayson
Robert G. Doyle * Bernard J. Dupuis Ruth K. Perrone
Clara H. Ferguson Robert E. Gustafson 1988 Stephen R. WaisgerberAmy M. Glendinning linda C. Joy Keith B. Bourdon Ellen D. Walsh
Patricia A. Hager Joseph F. Leary Christine J. GibneyElizabeth A. Lamphier Celeste M. Malinowski Denise M. Lamoureux 1995Michael E. Lewandowski * Edwin J. Payton *
John J. Magner, Jr. Susan H. Rooney Richard Coombs *Gaetano M. Murgo Donna C. Siegel Jason Qua




Although we hove token great core to check the names listed, no such list con be
perfect. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
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...-
...-
1996 1997 1998 2001 0
Christopher F. Andersen Sandra Clark-Lorenzon Bohlin * Lynne Payson * Nancy Athanas ~
Karen E. Bresnahan Patricia Driscoll Patricia Svendsen Janet Brown-Sederberg
Virginia M. Cutler Ann Harper + Edmund W. Furtek :.-
Mary C. Svenning
2000
Eva T. Gaffney + 0Jamie Vient Carolyn L Hoye
Patrick F. Cronin *
Patricia A. Tarrant ~
Ruth Gilbert-Whitner * 0
Parents Andrew & Deborah Abate Robert & Shirley Belisle Victor & Estrella Carvalho
;::c
Lawrence & Denise Adamczyk Robert & Sandra Bell Robert & Anne Casey :.-Frederick R. Adams '80 Nicholas & Nancy Belsky John & Patti Casserly 0David & Kathleen Adjemian Mary L Bennett Jean Riley Cassidy '71
Anastasia & Aftosmes Karl & Marnell Benson Judith A. Catino ~Deborah & Ahearn Vasco Bento Colleen Cavanagh
Donald & Carol Albertine Paul & Lorraine Bere Richard '80 & Maureen '80 0Mark & Judith Allard Richard & Mary Ann Berger Cavicchi
Thomas & Maeve Allen Richard & Michele Bernard Robert C. Chambers 0Gilberto & Maria Almeida Armando & Maria Bernardo Marcia A. Champagne
John & Laura Alves Joseph & Lonna Bieniek Dolores Dumas Charron '73
...-Philip & Kerry Amormino Dennis & Elizabeth Bilodeau John & Noreen Chartrand ...-
Eric Byonghak & Kyong An James & Diane Blake Robert P. Chisholm '72 0Patricia McDermott Anania '75 Arthur & Mary Blanchette Bozenna Churbuck
William & Cynthia Anderson Audrey Nickerson Bohannon '74 Paul & MariaAnna Ciaramitaro ~David & Susan Andrews Susan Boisvert Robert & Pamela Cinelli
Linda Berghaus Andrews '69 A. Richard & Luanne Bonanno Carl G. Cioffi :.-Allen & Nora Annis Arthur & Caryl Booth * Robert & Nancy Clancy
Bradley & Evelyn Annis Peter Borrero Joseph '76 & Ann Couture 0
Peter '69 & Barbara Beall Dennis & Kimberly Borsari '76 Clark ~'69 Anti William & Karen Bouchard Lloyd '54 & Dorothy Clark *
Joseph & Frances Antonetti Paul & Donna Boucher Robert & Elaine Clarke 0Karen Appleby David & Julie Boudreau Steven & Jane Clayman
Maria Ardagna Edward & Janet Boudreau Robert & Nancy Clement ;::cErnesto & Carmen Arevalo Karen Boudreau-Cakounes Thomas & Sandra Cloutman
Susan & Arsenault Rene & Barbara Boulay Peter & Janice Clutterbuck :.-Cheryl Audet Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Boule Linda M. Coakley
Brian Auger * Richard & Jane Ellen Bowen Daniel & Alexa Cobb 0
Timothy & Alison Auld Gail J. Bradford Manuel & Gail Furtado '75 Coelho ~Maureen Chase Baird '63 * William & Patricia Bradford Richard '73 & Joanne Coffman
Kathleen A. Ball Arthur & Sheila Braley Bradford & Nancy Cohenno 0Stephen F. Banks '74 Harold & Lou Ann Brannan * Dennis & Brenda Colangelo
William & Diane Baraby Thomas & Valerie Brannelly Ronald & Janet Cole 0Mary Barbone Raymond '69 & Judith Braz • John & Debra Coleman
Edward Barnard Douglas J. Breithaupt Martin A. Conceicao '75
Robert & Karen Barnes Barbara Raposo Brennan '66 Nancy L Conlon '76
Roland & Anna Barone Thomas & Vivian Brock James & Anna Connelly
Michael & Elizabeth Barresi John Brodrick John & Barbara Connolly
John & Susan Barros Harvey '72 & Anne Brooks Mark & Debra Connors
Fred & Deborah Barrows Kathy Brooks David & Teri Cook
Richard & Patricia Barry Steven L Brooks Michael & Laura Cook
Randy & Terri Bartsch Bruce & Lucy Brown Sue Ann Cook
Albert & Deborah Basse Peter & Jane Bugg Roy & Lorraine Corbeil
Paul & Mary Bassick Edwin & Rita Burke * Dennis Cornetta
Stephen & Judith Bassignani Rosemarie Butler Lisa P. Cornish
Laurence & Dorothy Bates Mavilly A. Byrne Serafim J. Correia
Joseph & Debra Batson Joseph & Mary Cacciatore John D. Cortelli
Marie Elaine Bauer Kevin & Karen Caddell Ronald & Gloria Costello
Joseph & Kathryn Beard Shirley N. Campbell Paul & Pauline Coulon
John & Suzanne Beattie * Robert & Sharon Cannata Bradford & Nancy Craig
Edward & Cheryle Beatty William & Regina Cannon Brian & Ann Creegan
Roland & Sandra Beaulieu Carol A. Capone Scotia Hunt Crest '68
Joanne Beaumier Mary Carlson Cathleen Crawford Cripps '74
Charles & Shirley Behnke Paul J. Carroll, Jr. Kitty Crowe
Charles & Patricia Beilke Susan Norton Crowley '74
Giving Clubs President's Circle $10,000 and above.
Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9.999 •
Nicholas Tillinghast Society $2,500 - $4,999.
S. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499.
Crimson Society $500 - $999 +
CentUlY Club $100 - $499 *
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2(00).
Deceased Members - italicized
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Marie Crownover
Mary Smith Cullen '77
Joseph & Mary Cummings
Michael & Kathleen Cuneo
John F. Curran
Michael & Cherylan Cusack
Stephen & Gail Custadio
Dennis & Diane D'Agostino
John & Mary Dalessio
Thomas & Sharon Daley
David & Patricia Daniels
Donald & Daniels
Janet M. Dargon




Ralph & Alison DeConto *
Normand Degagne
Kevin & Ann Delaney
Gary & Nancy DeliaPosta *
Dennis DeliaRovere
David & Marie DeLuca
Nancy DeLuca *
Henrietta DeMello
Fernando & Nelia DeMelo
Robert Dempsey
Manuel & Dolores DePaiva
Celestina DePina
Marc & Paula Michaud
dePontbriand
Jane Mello Desmarais '71
Catherine Desmond
Daniel & Mary Desmond
Susan Rimmer Desnoyers '72
Stephanie C. Deveau




Phillip & Janet DiFalco
Deborah L DiGregorio
Patricia Carroll Dillon '74
Blanche DiNocco
Nicola & Mary Diodati
Roland & Gail Dion
Robert & Theresa DiPilato
John & Lyn DiSotto
Fred & Marie Dittrich
Dennis E. Doherty
John & Dorothy Doherty
Wayne & Elizabeth Doherty
William & Joan O'Connell '72
Doherty
Bachara & Mary Dolabany
Richard & June Dolan *
Kevin Donahue
Sandra J. Donnelly '84
Kevin & Janet Donovan
Ronald & Evelyn Dore
Gregory & Elaine Dorrance
Robert & Ann Dowling
Dianne Downing
Susan Hagar Dresser '01
Phyllis Demoranville Drew '68
Patricia Driscoll G'97
Vincent & Marie Driscoll
Deborah A. Drummey
George & Linda Drummey
Arthur & Theresa Duarte
Steven & Madeline Duarte
Roland & Monika Dube
Michael & Wendy Dubinsky
Thadius & Dianne Dubsky
Clyde & Sarah Dugas
Maureen G. Dunn
Bruce & Maryellen Duquette
Bernard & Diane Durante *
Roger & Linda Dussault
Michelle Duval
Lawrence & Martha Eaton
Keith & Karyn Edison
Thomas & Jacqueline Edwards.
John & Anne Egan
Waller & Elizabeth Elliott
J. Peter & Elaine Ellis
Gary & Gwendolyn Engdahl
David & Janie Enos
Raimundo & Maria Espinosa
Tammy Estrela
Thomas Every
Alexander & Ellen Falbowski
Henry J. Fanning G'61 *
Neli C. Faria
Susan Faria
Henry & Gretchen Farnham
Winthrop H. Farwell, Jr.
Cynthia M. Federico
Jo Ann Feeney
Mark & Christine Feldman
Luis & Adriana Fernandes
Joseph & Nancy Ferrari
Acacio & Adelia Ferreira
Rosemary Ferro G'94
Allison M. Field
Stephen & Anne Marie Finocchi
Wayne & Maria Fisher
Jeanne Franco Folloni '70
Antoinette S. Fonseca
Stacey & Jeanne Fontana
Donald & Diana Fortenbacher
Jeanne Oliver Foster '77
Richard & Lorraine Foster
Ernest & Kathleen Fragopulos
Randall & Mary Frazier
Janet R. Frizzell
Laurie E. Frottier
Charles & Dorothy Furgason
Arnold & Maurine Gabrielle
Teresa Oliveira Gaffney '63
Mark & Donna Gailey
Thomas & Joan Gainey
John & Jeanne Gallagher
Theresa A. Gamble
Sara Ganz
William & Alicia Gardner
Mark & Denise Gaspari
Lorraine D. Gately
Elizabeth S. Gatenby
Gordon & Marie Gay
Fritz Gerstenecker
Donald W. Gfroerer '77
Thomas & Joan Giacomozzi
Marylee Pichette Gilchrist '68
James & Michele Gill
Peter & Karen Gill
David & Helen Gilmore
Barbara A. Ginnetty
Carol A. Gird
John & Jean Goggin
Dorothy W. Goldberg
Christopher & Barbara Golden
Paul & Mary Ann Goldie
David Goldman '70
Harry & Elaine Gonsalves




Richard & Carol Gordon
Janet Gorman *
Alan & Susan Gottlieb
Horacio & Thomasia Gouveia
Daniel & Mary Lou Grady
James J. Grady
Christie & Michelle Grande
Kathleen Grant
Lucy Grant-Ruane
Kenneth & Maryann Greaves
Kevin & Robin Gregor
Leonard & Gregory
Thomas & Donna Griffin *
Robert & Sandra Gross
John J. Gwynn
John Habeeb
George & Anne Habel
John & Judy Haines
Philip & Zako Hajjar
Michael & Jane Haley
Deborah Thistle Hall '75 G'OO
Herbert C. Hamilton, Jr. '74 G'79
Thomas & Maureen Hamilton
John & Debra Hammel
Stephen Hanna
James & Kathryn Hannigan
James & Dorothy Hanson
linda Taubert Harper '73
Curtis & Kathy Harrington
Dennis & Darlene Hart
John & Patricia Hart
David & Deborah Hartling
Diane Hayes
C. Russell Hazelton
Ronald & Ingrid Heim
Linda Hemenway
Janice Y. Henry *
Russell & Mary Hess
John & Kathleen Hewitt
Todd & Sandra Hibbert
John J. Hickey '74 *
Joyce Gamble Hicks '76
Kathleen Hall Higginbottom '75
Theresa M. Hill
Thomas & Jacqueline Hill
Martha L Hinckley
Ernest & Joy Hohengasser
Harry & Claudia Horsley
Roy C. Houston, Jr.
Charles & Jane Howard
Leo & Jeanne Howe
Michael & Kathleen Howe
John & Mary Jo Howell
Robert & Joan McGuirk '72
Howland
Michael '65 & Donna
Chateauneuf '65 Hughes *
Barbara Byrne Hurney '67
Kenneth & Nancy Hurst
Ross & Deborah Hymon
David & Rochelle Hyre
Benjamin & Angela Iacono
Stephen & Janice lannessa
Richard S. Januse '60
David L Jellerson *
Leif B. Johannessen
Stephen & Dorothy Jones
James J. Jordan *
Thomas & Ellen Joyce
Joseph & Elaine Kain
Michael & Linda Kanabay
Robert & Linda Karcz
Marie Schortmann Keefe '68
Sandra Keefe
Faith Kehoe
Brian & Kathleen Kelley
John & Rosemary Kelley
Michael & Deborah Kelley
Daniel & Patricia Kelliher
James & Aliceann Kelly
John G'79 & Kathleen Thorpe
'79 Kelly
Alan '66 & Joan Cleary
'62 Kenney
Carl & Patricia Kenney
Donna M. Kenney
Robert & Joann Kershner
Leena Ketonen
John & Maureen Kiely
Donald B. Killaby, Jr.
William E. Killen
Paul & Irene Kimbrell
Jean Kimmett
Henry & Diane King
Leonard & Janice King
Anne M. Kintz
Mark & Linda Klimm
Stanley & Claudia Koska *
George & Alexandra Kotsiopoulos
Stanislaw Koziol *
Lorraine M. Kreizinger
Carolyn Johnson Krikorian '69
Nancy Kundicz
Stephen & Karyn Labonte
Bruce & Marilyn laBossiere
Paul & Claire LaBrode
Deborah Sampson Lacey '74 G'91
Peter & Janice Ladow
Gerard R. laFleur
Neal & Nancy laFleur
Kenneth '74 & Ellen Lagace
Mary A. Lagasse
Paul & Eleanor Lallier
Carol lamb
62
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Roberta A. Langton
Virginia Cameron Lanphear '95
David & June Lantry
Jose & Donna Larguinha
Wayne & Mary LaRoche
David & Jean Larocque
Tracey Laronda
Silka E. Latessa
Robert & Kathleen Lavallee
Robert & Gilda Lavita
Doreen G. Lawrence
James & Lynne Leary *
Jeffrey & Patricia Leary
Laura M. Leawood
Chester & Kristina Lebrocquy
Hok-Lai & Chiu-Kwan Lee
Nancy & LeGrow
Gail A. Leinen
Robert & Judi Lemaire.
Stephen G. Lennon
David & Donna Lentini *
Donna Stolarski Leonardo '97
Giuliano & Donata Leone
Jeffrey Lepage '78
Jeanne Wallster Lesperance '65
Anne Marie & Peter Letourneau
Arthur & Judith Lettiere
Lois Levine
Richard & Celeste Leydon
Patricia A. Libby
Susan F. Lincoln
Craig & Harriet Lindsey
William & Stephanie Litterer
Robert & Shirley Locke
Debra A. Lonergan
Roger & Karen Lothrop
Walter & Joanne Loud
David & Cecelia Loudon
Robert & Patricia Lownds *
Richard & Joanne Lucier
James & Mary Lydon
Nancy E. Lyons
Richard D. MacAleese
Stuart & Paula MacDonald
Luis & Colleen Macedo
Denise A. Machado
Michele A. MacNeil
Alan & Marcia Madden
Sally A. Mahoney
Jeffrey G. Maile
Barbara H. Malo *
Vicki F. Maloney
John & Barbara Manchester
Sheila A. Mancini
Jeffrey & Sharon Mandell *
Mary Ann Manning
Lisa J. Marinella
David & Jeannine Marr
James W. Marsh
Nicholas & Linda Marsney
James & Gale Martin
Mary Ann Marzano
Bernard A. Mastropietro
Thomas & Susan Mathena
Patricia Estes Mathewson '75






Patrick & Karen McCarthy
Stephen & Joanne McCarthy
William & Sheila McCorkle
Maisy McDarby-Stanovich '99
Linda D. McDermott
James J. McDonald *
Joseph McDonald
John & Eileen McDowell
Maurice & Carol McElroy
Diane M. McGarry
David F. McGinn
Joseph & Ruth McGlone
Ernest & Sheila McKay
Kevin McKeever
Colleen A. McLaughlin
Lawrence & Joan McLaughlin
Gerard & Margaret McLuskey
John & Sandra McMorrow *
Gregory & Elizabeth McNeil
David & Gail McSweeney
Richard & Claire Mearn
Jose & Fernanda Melo
Homer & Sharon Melton
Denise W. Menard
Marie T. Menard
John J. Mendonca *
Paul & Elizabeth Merriam
Mark & Margaret Micele
Michael & Nancy Mickiewicz








Stephen & Cheryl Miraglia
Kathleen Mirrione *
Robin & Kathleen Mitchell
Roger C. Mitchell '79
Robert & Sherri Moan
Francis C. Molla '96
Debra J. Morin
Kenneth & Michelle Morris
Courtland & Jean Morse
Robert & Joyce Morse
Mario & Betty Mota
Mary L. Motta
Sandra Ann Mottola
Daniel & Wendy Mullen
Robin & Mulligan
Robert & Barbara Murphy
Thomas & Kit Murray
Frank & Maureen Muscato *
Steven & Judith Mutchler
Thomas & Sybil Najdzien
Michael & Susan Napert
Albert & Lynne Nardini
William & A. Tonia Nardozzi
.Sharyl E. Nastke
Jean Landis Naumann
President's Circle $10,000 and abO\'e.
Horace Mann Society $5,000 - $9,999 •









James & Debra O'Donnell
Ruth Cummings O'Donnell '71 *
William & Anne O'Hara
Kerin O'Keefe
Lawrence & Theresa O'Neil
Mark A. O'Neil
Jacqueline L. Orlando
Steven G. Osetek *
Daryl & Diane Ostrander
Daniel H. Ostreicher
James & Kathryn Owens
Michael & Cecilia Pace
Cynthia Paige
Eugene & Suzanne Palopoli *
Joseph & Patricia Panetta
Carla C. Paparella
David & Debra Parenteau
David & Sandra Park *
Karen Parkinson
Gerald & Carolyn Parmenter
Robyn Patrick-Mayer
Donald & Katrina Patton
Fernando & Maria Pedro
A. Gloria Peel G'84
Margaret Perry
Raymond & Paula Perry
Richard & Lorraine Pesce
Marjorie Peters
George & Diana Peterson




James & Sheila Pierce
John & Lynn Pietras *
Ernest & Rita Pigeon
Saturnino & Alicia Pinto
Ralph & Lili Pirelli
Thomas & Deborah Pires
Julia Pitts
William & Sandra Poitras
Gerri E. Polo
Kenneth & Nancy Pondelli
Ronald & Janice Poore
Frank & Marie Potter
Kathleen J. Powell




Paul & Carolyn Proudman
Stephen & Catherine Pugsley
Gilberto Quinchia
Deborah Quinn '84
Donald & Margaret Quinn
Lawrence & Donna Ragland
Ovide & Susan Rajotte
5. Elizabeth Pope Society $1,000 - $2,499.
Crimson Society $500 - $999.
CentUlY Club $100 - $499 *
Jody Ramsay
Robert & Patricia Ramstrom
Frank & Donna Rapoza
Roger & Karen Raymond
Stephen & Sandra Reale
Linda J. Reed
Kathy Rego
Nicholas & Kathleen Renna
Joanne Retecki
Thomas M. Richard '75
Bruce & Susan Riggins
Michael & Robin Riley
Stephen & Pauline Riley
Theresa Riley
Bonnie Lou Ritchie
Gerard & Sharon Rivard
Richard & Jacqueline Robash
Gilbert '68 & Jennifer Robbins
Judith A. Roberts
Kenneth & Joanne Roberts
Catherine A. Robinson
Christine Rocha *
Kevin & Carol Rodday
Emily J. Romanow
Thomas & Kathleen Rosado
Daniel B. Rose '83
James & Evelyn Ross
Michael E. Ross '77
Robert & Denise Rossi
Sandy L. Rounsley
Charlie & Patricia Rountree
Timothy & Denise Rowe
Karen Dembro Roy '74
Susan F. Rubin G'92
William & Catherine Rudolph
Paula Sa
Joseph & Nancy Rapoza
Salamon '68
Dwight & Jeannine Sanborn
James R. Sanborn, Sr.
Caryn Higgins Sanson '76
Antonio & Gail Santos
Debra Santos
Yolanda Santos
Jerald & Merle Saval
Lolita M. Savory
Jeffrey & Kathleen Sbardella
William & Dianne Scafidi
Anthony & Mary Scarlata
Noel & Catherine Schaub
Robert & Colleen Schulze
M.J. & Dorothy Schwalm
Michael & Deborah Seely
Cathleen Selezan
Jeremy & Karen Sellers
Cheryl Semenec
Paul & Kathleen Serafin
Teresa Sham
John & Lois Shaw
Edward & Debra Shea
Christina Zeuli Shewry '75
Robert & Justine Shorey
Jerrold & Suzanne Shulman
Barbara Sicovs '77
Edward & Irene Siegal
Anthony & Eugenia Silva
Young Leaders Club $50 - $99
(class of 1991 - 2(00).
Deceased Members - italicized
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Charitable Deferred Gift Annuities
Make Financial Sense
Stephen & Michele Webber
Rick C. Welker
Judith M. Wessling G'81
Chipman & Patricia Westhaver *
John & Christine Weston
Louise '00 & Harold Whitaker
Karen A. White
Paul & Cheryl White
Suzanne Zajac Whitehead '68
John & Lynda Whitfield
John & Karen Whitney
Henry & Eleanor Wilbur





David & Susan Wilson
Irene M. Wilson
John D. Winters
Kenneth & Susan Wolkon
Peter & Angela Wood
Kendall & Mary Woodman
Kathleen M. Woytovich




Carolyn J. Young '63 *




Ca rmen L. Torres
Richard Torres '67




Jeffrey & Debbie White
'71 Trust *
Daniel & Pamela Tufts
Mary-Ellen Tunney
Douglas & Germain Uhlman
Robert & Sheila Vallett
Jan VanDenBerghe
Charles A. Vardo '73
Ondina & Helder Varela
Stephan & Charlene Vasquez
Michael Velez
Armando R. Vieira, Jr.
Wayne & Joan Vieira
Susan Viera
Robert & Mary Vig
Richard & Germaine Vigers
Carl & Genevieve Vogel
Joanne E. Vokes
Maryanne Walker
James & Sheryl Walsh
Robert & Diane Walter
Douglas G. Walton
James & Sharon Ward
Charles & Anita Warren
Phyllis E. Warren '83 *
Peter & Patrice Washburn
Jeffrey & Liinda Weafer
Faculty or alumni thinking of making a major gift to the
college can do so, and retain an income stream for their lifetime.
Creating a charitable deferred gift annuity at
BSC while still employed makes a lot of sense. Here's why:
• The charitable deduction generated by a $10,000 contribution
may be taken now, when you are in a higher tax bracket.
• Since the income is deferred to a later date, the pay-out rate
can be as high as 15 percent for a 50 year old, or 11.6
percent for someone aged 55.
• You may designate the ultimate purpose ofyour gift.
Want a confidential example? Call Jane Bradford, '72 G'76, at
508-531-2946 in the Office of Development for additional
information.
Thomas & Ruth Stoughton
Lawrence & Cynthia Strong
Eugene & Angela Malfa '67
Stull
Yaroslaw Suchy
Clif & Claire Sullivan
Donald & Linda Sullivan
Stephen & Patricia Sunnerberg
Edward & Kathleen Sussek
Joseph & Jane Swan
Margaret A. Sybertz
Darren & Susan Sykes
Robert & Janet Sykes
Thomas Talbot *
John & Katherine '82 Tamulevich
James & Anne Marie Taormina
Kathleen A. Tarentino '69
Frank & Donna Tavano
Tammy R. Taylor
Alan F. Teixeira
William & Nancy Testa
Brian & Gail Tevnan
David M. Thomas
Stephen & Janis Thomas
Robert & Cynthia Thompson
Richard & Darlene Thornton *
Thomas & Catherine Thurbide
Odin Tidemand
Paul & Kathleen Tiernan
Patricia A. Tilley
David & Gail Titus
Theodore & Marilyn Tompkins
Joseph & Jacqueline Toomey *
Lester & Renee Beckett Simmons
Catherine Sirois
Marianne Slaney
Richard & Lorie Sieightholm
Bernard & Vivian Smith
George & Deborah Smith
Jeffrey & Carolyn Smith
Jill Smith





Normand & Diana Snow
William L. Snow
Jo-Ann Socci
Edward & Irene Spellman
Paul & Donna Spera
Robert & Pauline Spinney *
Edward & Joyce Sprague
Jack & Jean Squires *
Charles & Susan St. Gelais
Marc & Agnes St. Laurent
Peter & Deborah Staaf
Eleanor Stackpole
Richard & Paula Stagnone
Jeffrey T. Sta rk
Donald & Joyce Starr
Charlene Barnett Steele '73
Robert & Maria Steffy
Joyce Pombo Stella '66
Karen M. Stevens
Judith A. Stockbridge






Ed, what I did to augment my state retirement fund was to establish a
deferred gift annuity with the college. Not only did I get excellent tax
benefits at the time of the gift and income for life beginning at age 65,
but ultimately, my gift will endow a BSe scholarship fund in chemistry
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Bridgewater Arm Chair - Laser Engraved with BSC Seal; Black with Cherry Chair Crown and Anns
DESCRIPTION
College Mirror - Hand-painted SCene of Boyden Hall on a 15"x26 A Mirror in SilverToned Frame
Bridgewater Liberty Side Chair - Black or Cherry Rnish with Gold Silkscreen of BSC Seal
Bridgewater Boston-Style Rocker - Black with Gold Silksaeen of BSC Seal
Bridgewater Arm Chair - Black with Cherry Arms and Gold Silksaeen of BSC Seal
Bridgewater Rocker - Laser Engraved with BSC Seal; Black with Cherry Chair Crown and Arms
Bridgewater Desk Clock - Pen and Ink SCene of Boyden Hall; Hand-RnishedWood Frame in Mahogany or
Dark Green Tone - 7AxSAX 2" Quartz Movement, batteries induded. $130.00
Pen Irlnk Mirrored Desk Box - Hand-Rnished PoplarWood Box Features a Reproduction Pen and Ink Print of BSC $130.00
Bridgewater State College Woven Coverlet-
Red and Natural White 100 percent Cotton Custom-Woven Coverlet; Features 10 College Buildings
Bridgewater State CoUege Fabric Brief - Black Brief Indudes College logo, Adjustable Strap, Front Zippered
Pocket, Easy Back Slip Pocket, and an Inside Hanging Mesh Utility Pocket.
Bridgewater Golfumbrella - Red and White, Nylon Panels with BAA logo
Bridgewater Alumni License Plate Holder - Chrome with Red lettering
Bridgewater Mug - White Porcelain with Red BSC Seal
Super Heavy Drawstring Hooded Sweatshirt - Ash Grey with Bridgewater State College Alumni
Embroidered in Red - Sizes M, l, Xl and XXl
Solid Hardwood Diploma Frame-
Double Matted with Bridgewater's Offidal Seal in the Matting. Shipping and Handling Induded.
Laser Engraved Lamp
NEW ITEM Boyden Hall Pewter Business card Holder
NEW ITEM Folding Lounge Chair - Portable, Ughtweight, Easy-Folding lounge Chair (Red with BSC logo).
Comes with Nylon Carry Bag with Shoulder Strap and Drawstring Closure.
Personalization of Chairs, Oock and Desk Box
FOR ORDERING INFORMAnON, PLEASE SEE ENCLOSED ORDER CARD
100 percent Sport Quarter Zip Pullover Fleece - Two Side Seam Pockets; Colors Black or Navy
with Bridgewater State CollegeAlumni Embroidered in Red -Sizes M, l and Xl
Low ProfileTwo-Tone Washed Pigment Dyed cap -leather Strap Back. Colors: Khaki Crown







Bridgewater State College Opens Three
New Buildings on Oct. 171 2002.
Clockwise from top left: a) East Hall; b) at Tinsley
Center dedication, seated from left are Dr. Mary lou
Thornburg, professor emerita and chairperson of the
field house committee; President Dana Mohler-Faria;
Mr. David Jenkins, chairman of the Board ofTrustees;
Dr. Adrian Tinsley, president emerita; c) entrance to
East Commons dining facility; d) -Dana's Demons,- a
team of faculty and staff, played the Harlem Wizards
in a spirited basketball game on the evening of the
dedication of the Tinsley Center; e) more than 500
people attend the official dedication of the Adrian
Tinsley Center. See story pages 8-9.
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